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Historically, philosophers of biology have tended to sidestep the problem of de-
velopment by focusing primarily on evolutionary biology and, more recently,
on molecular biology and genetics. Quite often, development has been mis-
understood as simply, or even primarily, a matter of gene activation and reg-
ulation. Nowadays a growing number of philosophers of science are focusing
their analyses on the complexities of development; in Embryology, Epigenesis,
and Evolution, Jason Scott Robert explores the nature of development against
current trends in biological theory and practice and looks at the interrelations
between evolution and development (evo–devo), an area of resurgent biological
interest.
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Preface

Developmental biology, as a science, is full of mystique. My imagination was
easily captured by the amazing journey of the organism from egg to adult,
the robustness of development under variable conditions, and the remarkable
emergence of complexity during ontogeny. The project of understanding de-
velopment is one taken up by philosophers of biology only recently, despite
having its roots in Aristotle, and I suspect one of the reasons is that develop-
ment has always been shrouded in a tapestry woven of vitalistic strands so
long anathema to philosophers working on the natural sciences.

In the main, philosophers of biology have tended to sidestep development;
they have, instead, tended to analyse the apparently more tractable problems
of evolutionary biology (particularly fitness) and, more recently, molecular
biology and genetics (particularly the relation between classical and mole-
cular genetics). There are, of course, exceptions to these tendencies. In fact,
a growing number of philosophers of biology are now exploring the com-
plexities of development. This book catalogues some of the most interesting
aspects of this philosophical work, in the context of a sustained introduction
to recent developmental science and theory.

In the following pages, I offer a philosophical account of organismal de-
velopment, address the character of developmental mechanisms, and argue
that we should resist the assumption that development can be explained ex-
clusively in terms of gene action and activation. Drawing on this account, I
also engage a series of biological and conceptual issues in understanding the
relationship between development and evolution – another area of substantial
recent philosophical interest.

It is nice –no, necessary – to use real examples in the philosophyof biology.
I use them throughout this book. And yet, sometimes, fictional examples can
be heuristically useful. A case in point is Jurassic Park. Readers (and viewers)
of JurassicParkmaybe forgiven for believing thatmanyof the problemsof the
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development of organisms have been solved. To be sure, things go wrong for
the dinosaurmakers – plenty of things gowrong.Nevertheless, they succeed in
building dinosaurs, however monstrous, from DNA. Deoxyribonucleic acid,
we have come to understand, is the key component of life. DNA distinguishes
between life and non-life, and once we have isolated the DNA, so the story
goes, we can understand all life forms, extant and extinct.

That is an overarching dream of genetics and genomics, and, although
DNA, in concert with ecology and development, became a nightmare for
the dinosaur makers in Jurassic Park, the dream persists in the minds and
work of many biologists. Consider the efforts to map and sequence all the
genes in a hypothetical, abstract human genome, that of Hugo. (The name
‘Hugo’ derives from that of one of the HumanGenome Project’s international
overseers, the HumanGenomeOrganization.) Hugo’s genome is hypothetical
because it is not the genome of any particular human, but rather is assembled,
in a patchwork manner, from the genomes of hundreds of humans worldwide.
(That said, the genome sequenced by Celera Genomics independent of the
publicly funded Human Genome Project is, in fact, largely the genome of
Celera’s former president, Craig Venter; see Wade 2002.) Nonetheless, these
genomes are abstract because they are said to be representative of humans in
general, although that is a physical impossibility, not least because we know
of no core sequence of nucleotides (not even Venter’s) shared by all humans
whatever.

Nevertheless, the first working drafts of a complete human genome were
published in Nature (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium
2001) and Science (Venter et al. 2001) in February 2001 by the Human
Genome Project and by Celera Genomics. With the draft sequences now at
hand, scientists are proceeding to finalise the draft(s) and are beginning to an-
notate and understand the human genome.However, there are deep conceptual
problems involving the relationship between Hugo’s genome and the devel-
opment of a human organism. The most glaring ones involve his genome’s
strikingly artificial nature: genomes simply do not exist independent of the
complex organisms ofwhich they are but one part; organisms are not genomes
writ large.

Consider, for instance, whatever happened to development. Concerns
abound regarding the relationship of genotypes to phenotypes: how does
Hugo’s gerrymandered, pristine genome correspond to the vast genetic diver-
sity discernible in humans? Is the genome the prime ingredient in a human
being, or are there other such ingredients? More basically, is there even any
such thing as a ‘prime’ ingredient in an organism? Is the genome itself suffi-
cient to produce a human animal? If not, what else is required besides DNA
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to yield a complex, specifically structured, functional human? What are the
steps and processes, twists and turns, leading from gametic through geriatric
humanity?

As we enter the post-genomic era, the real work is just beginning, for there
is a vast developmental terrain to traverse between a genome sequence and
a complex, functional organism – as the dinosaur makers in Jurassic Park
learned all too well.

There are epistemological, metaphysical, and methodological impedi-
ments to Hugo’s graceful coming out. Many of us have, by necessity, begun to
take development into account. Genes don’t work by themselves; theymust be
made to work in developmental context, and theymust be reproduced through
the generations. A standard interpretation is that the inherited genome initi-
ates and directs development, and that we can understand the development of
organisms best by beginning with the genome and investigating the minutiae
of gene activation. I contend that this interpretation is misguided, that there is
much more to development than the activation of genes, and that the genome
may be the wrong place to start in understanding development.

Taking development into account is not the same as taking development
seriously.1 To take development seriously is not to hide behind metaphors
of the magical powers of genes – they ‘instruct’ or ‘program’ the future or-
ganism. To take development seriously is rather to explore in detail the pro-
cesses and mechanisms of differentiation, morphogenesis, and growth, and
the actual (not ideologically or perhaps merely technologically inflated) roles
of genes in these organismal activities. Despite the existence ofwhat has come
to be known as the ‘interactionist consensus’, according to which everyone
agrees that both genes and environments ‘interact’ in the generation (and ex-
planation) of organismal traits, my claim is that those swept up in genomania
have nonetheless failed to take development seriously.

This is a book about the philosophy of developmental biology in relation to
genetics and genomics, and so also in relation to evolutionary biology. This is
not, however, a book about gene (or genome) bashing. I take the critical role of
DNA in development seriously, butmy primary explanandum is development,
as set within the epistemological and methodological contexts of genomics
and genetics.

Developmental biology has played a curious role in the biological main-
stream of the past century or so. The halcyon days of evolutionary and exper-
imental embryology eventually gave way to the experiments of the classical
geneticists; with the synthesis of a number of biological subdisciplines in the
1940s under the aegis of population genetics, embryology had virtually no
presence; when embryology was later reborn as developmental biology, it
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had virtually no choice but to be guided in the main by the new molecular
genetics. Only lately have biologists begun to reconsider how development
may not be fully explained in terms of differential gene expression, and how
evolutionary biology, relatively ignorant of development, can provide only
an incomplete account of the nature and processes of evolution. Drawing on
a selective history of key themes in embryology and developmental biology,
the burden of this book is to motivate a more integrative approach to biology
and to provide a conceptual framework for understanding the central place of
development in biology.

I have chosen an alliterative title, Embryology, Epigenesis, and Evolution,
to describe the investigation in these pages. In Chapter 1, I explore what it
mightmean to take development seriously, in theory and in practice. I begin by
detailing the central problemof development: how it is that a relatively simple,
homogeneous cellular mass can become a relatively complex, heterogeneous
organism. Then, framed within a discussion of some heuristics employed in
developmental biology and of the impact of the respective biases of these
heuristics, I critically assess the use made of certain kinds of experiments
in supporting and preserving the overwhelming sense that development can
be explained strictly or primarily in terms of differential gene expression. In
Chapter 2, I orient the reader with three examples, one each to represent the
three elements of the book’s title: embryology (the experiments of Roux and
Driesch); epigenesis (homeobox genes in development and evolution); and
evolution (blind cave fish).

In Chapter 3, I begin to worry about particular metaphors commonly as-
sociated with the explanation of development in recent years – ‘genetic pro-
gramme’, ‘genetic information’, ‘triggering’, and ‘interaction’ – and I explore
their impact on biological theory and practice. Aspects of the old debate
between preformationists and epigenecists comprise the subject matter of
Chapters 3 and 4. Historically, preformationists held that a future individual
organism is somehow contained in toto in the zygote or, more ambitiously,
in either the ovum or the sperm (depending on one’s sex-cell preference).
The future organism merely grows into a fully formed adult without an at-
tendant increase in complexity. Epigenecists held, to the contrary, that the
complex individual, guided by some directing principle, emerges from rel-
ative homogeneity over developmental time; the future organism is formed
during ontogenesis rather than pre-existing it. There are neither pure prefor-
mationists nor pure epigenecists in the world today; in fact, most views of
development seek to meld aspects of preformationism with elements of epi-
genesis. I examine various of these modern reconciliations, representing what
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I take to be the ‘modern consensus’ view on development, before exploring
in subsequent chapters the problems with this position.

In Chapter 4, I briefly recount salient elements of the history of the concep-
tual and professional divorce between genetics and embryology achieved in
the early part of the twentieth century. This potted history should not be taken
as either authoritative or comprehensive; its function is, rather, illustrative,
and it motivates an extended discussion of ‘epigenetics’ and an argument for
the desirability of organism-centred biology. I also offer my own account of
epigenetics as constitutive of genes, which serves as the basis for my discus-
sion in Chapter 5 of the creativity of development.

In the final two chapters, I turn squarely to the third element of my title:
evolution. Chapter 6 details the most promising synthesis of development,
genetics, and evolution to date – evolutionary developmental biology (evo–
devo). I provide a series of examples to show how development and evolution,
and developmental and evolutionary explanations, can be interrelated, and I
argue that taking development into account may well offer a substantive chal-
lenge to evolutionary theory as we know it. Then, in Chapter 7, I return to
the question of taking development seriously. There I explore conceptual and
theoretical aspects of the relationship between evo–devo and the developmen-
tal systems perspective on ontogenetic processes in evolution, indicating the
benefits and limits of both approaches and elucidating the fallout of taking
development seriously. Again, the aim is not to belittle the role of genes in
development and evolution but rather to establish a clear and realistic sense of
what genes can and cannot do for us. When we take development seriously,
I contend, it becomes apparent that the explanatory burden is not discharged
at the level of genes in either developmental or evolutionary contexts.

Enormous debts of gratitude are owed to those who have tried to set me right.
Among the scholars who read part or all of various drafts of this manuscript
in various forms, or who engaged me in particular debates along the way,
and whose comments are deeply appreciated, are Barry Allen, Rich Camp-
bell, Ford Doolittle, Gill Gass, Russell Gray, Jim Griesemer, Paul Griffiths,
BrianHall, Evelyn FoxKeller,ManfredLaubichler, AlanLove,WendyOlson,
Susan Oyama, Bob Perlman, Rudolf Raff, Michael Ruse, Roger Sansom,
Sahotra Sarkar, Ken Schaffner, Kim Sterelny, Jon Stone, Rob Wilson, Bill
Wimsatt, and several anonymous referees.

Audiences atmeetings of theAmerican PhilosophicalAssociation (Central
and Eastern Divisions), the Atlantic Region Philosophers Association, the
Canadian Philosophical Association, the Canadian Society for History and
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Philosophy of Science, and the International Society for History, Philosophy,
and Social Studies of Biology provided very helpful feedback, as did those
who heard me speak at Dalhousie University (my home department), Duke
University, McGill University, the University of Calgary, the University of
Texas at Austin, and theUniversity ofWesternOntario. Special thanks are due
tomembers of thePhilosophy andDevelopmentalBiologyGroup, particularly
Dick Burian, Werner Callebaut, Scott Gilbert, and Lenny Moss.

The figureswere redrawn byTimFedak, forwhich I thank him; I also thank
the relevant publishers for their permission to reproduce copyrightedmaterial.
Chapter 6 appeared in slightly modified form in Biology & Philosophy 17,
591–611 (2002).

The Fulbright Foundation, the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada, the Killam Trust of Dalhousie University, and the Cana-
dian Institutes of Health Research (and the CIHR Institute of Genetics) pro-
vided generous research funding along the way.

To my parents, Judi and John, my sister, Keitha, and my partner, Wanda, I
owe the greatest debts: for perseverance, love, and endless support. This book
is dedicated to them.
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1

The Problem of Development

It is not good enough to answer [questions regarding development] by
saying it is simply amatter of turning some genes on and others off at the
right times. It is true that molecular biology provides numerous detailed
precedents for mechanisms by which this can, in principle, be done,
but we demand something more than these absolutely true, absolutely
vacuous statements.

– Sydney Brenner (1974)

The central problem of developmental biology is to understand how a rela-
tively simple and homogeneous cellularmass can differentiate into a relatively
complex and heterogeneous organism closely resembling its progenitor(s) in
relevant respects. This is not a new problem. It has been with us since Aris-
totle, at least. However, it is only recently that we have established a handle
on how possibly to solve it. I am not convinced that we have yet grasped the
right handle, though.

A decade ago, an advertisement for The Encylopedia of the Mouse Genome
appeared in a biotechnology serial. The tagline read: ‘The Complete Mouse
(some assembly required)’ (cited in Gilbert and Faber 1996: 136). The par-
enthetical clause refers, of course, to development. As those of us who have
purchased ready-to-assemble furniture know all too well, this is indeed an
onerous requirement, for the assembly process may very well have the great-
est impact on final outcome! What is true of ready-to-assemble furniture is
also true, I contend, of organisms believed to be ‘ready-to-assemble’ from
DNA and assorted other material.

No one honestly believes that development can be achieved unilaterally
by genes acting alone or in concert. Rather, everyone agrees that genes are
important to, but not sufficient for, development. This is so, ontogenetically at
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least (and perhaps also ontologically, for those concerned with ontology), and
serves as the basis for the recent ‘interactionist consensus’ on development:
the view that neither genes nor environments, neither nature nor nurture,
suffices for the production of phenotypes.

I want to take this further: genes are important to, but not sufficient for,
not only development but also the explanation of development. This epis-
temic and methodological claim is more controversial than the ontogenetic
truism at the core of the interactionist consensus. My burden is to diminish
the controversy surrounding this claim, in part by unpacking the interactive
assembly of organisms.

In this chapter, my strategy is to explore a number of methodological prin-
ciples used in biology; the first two of them are general, and the next three
are used specifically in the context of understanding development. I provide
arguments, abstracted from the biological and philosophical literature, for
both the use of heuristics as such (the first principle) and for the use of partic-
ular heuristics (the second principle). For rhetorical purposes, I interpret the
five principles as premises in an argument aimed at explaining development. I
then illustrate how variance in the interpretation and application of the second
principle yields inconsistent results and biases our biological knowledge in
various ways. I argue in favour of an unorthodox reading of one of the heuris-
tics, but a reading required by the imperative to take development seriously.
In the chapters that follow, I further explore this imperative.

heuristics

It is fair to say that biological phenomena are a messy lot. Though this may
often be true in other domains aswell, in biology, at least, a staggering number
of simplifying assumptions must be made just to get a research programme
off the ground. Historically, the most significant simplifying assumptions (or
heuristics) employed in genetics and developmental biology have resulted
in the elision of the organism as both nexus and nadir of developmental
interactions. For the most part, these heuristics are well justified; they are,
at least, widely accepted. Nevertheless, differences in how they are inter-
preted and applied generate differences in what we can claim to know about
development.

Let us define ‘heuristics’ as simplifying strategies to be used in situations
of cumbersome investigational complexity (Wimsatt 1980, 1986c; Gigerenzer
et al. 1999). One crucial caveat about heuristics is that they are purpose
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relative. As Wimsatt notes, ‘all instruments in the natural, biological and
social sciences are designed for use in certain contexts and can produce biased
or worthless results if they are used in contexts that may fail to meet the
conditions for which they were designed’ (Wimsatt 1986c: 297). Examples
might include the use of analysis of variance as a surrogate for the analysis
of causes (Lewontin 1974; Sober 2000); the application of the methods of
quantitative geneticswhere the assumptions of quantitative genetics (linearity,
additivity, constancy, and so on) do not hold (Pigliucci and Schlichting 1997);
or the use of linkage analysis in psychiatric genetics where the conditions
of successful linkage (single gene of major effect, clear diagnostic criteria,
known pattern of inheritance, and clinical homogeneity amongst affected
family members) are not met (Robert 2000a). In using heuristics, then, we
must be careful to select the right one(s).

That notwithstanding, without the use of heuristics, we would be much
further from solutions to pressing biological problems than we currently are.
Here, then, is a universally acknowledged premise of biological research:

1. Simplifying strategies and assumptions, as such, are absolutely necessary
in biological science.

This is an heuristic dealing with the use of reductionistic heuristics. There are
at least twenty reductionistic heuristics in widespread use today, including
those used in conceptualisation, model building, theory construction, experi-
mental design, observation, and interpretation;Wimsatt has documented these
heuristics, and also their characteristic biases (Wimsatt 1980, 1986c).

Unlike Laplacian demons, human investigators of all stripes have limited
intellectual, computational, temporal, and financial capacities. Any biological
system to be studied must be simplified in various ways to make it tractable
for agents like us. The very reason that we build simplified models is that we
are limited beings, and most of the systems we want to understand are too
complex in their natural state; thus we abstract from themwhat seem to be the
most important or the most easily manipulated variables in order to generate
a manageable representation of their workings.

One of the most common heuristic strategies is to simplify the context of
a system under study. If we want to learn about intrasystemic causal factors –
that is, if we want to learn about what’s going on inside a particular system –
we build a model or design an experiment wherein the context of the system
is simplified rather than the system itself. Of course, we sometimes have to
do both, especially if the system of interest is particularly complex; in such
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a case, we might use another kind of reductionistic strategy. But a golden
rule of experimental design is this: simplify the context first. Hence, a second
general principle of biological methodology:

2. Simplifying the context of a system is advantageous if we want to learn
about intrasystemic causal factors.

Amongst those who hold to the interactionist consensus, the strategy of
context simplification is extensively employed in investigations of the role of
genes in development, usually in the form of ‘environmental control’. Here,
one holds environmental variables constant across experiments or, worse,
actually believes that the environment simply is invariant. One standard ap-
proach is to vary genetic factors against a common, invariant background
of environmental factors – a standard environment. Context simplification,
instantiated as environmental control, is the basic methodological framework
of many researchers creating and employing genome sequence data, for in-
stance. Sequence data are produced by isolating strands of DNA, cloning
them, and employing a variety of techniques to ascertain the order of nu-
cleotides and their physical relationship to each other. Genomes, or even
individual strands of DNA – the systems under study – do not exist in isola-
tion from natural environments except in the pristine artificiality of the lab;
moreover, as we shall see in later chapters, there are good reasons to believe
that even the structure (let alone the functions) of strands of DNA cannot
be understood in isolation from their organismal context. Nevertheless, the
environments, broadly construed, of DNA were abstracted away and held
constant in the effort to generate the sequence of the human genome. (The
same is true, of course, of the genome sequences of model organisms, such as
the mouse and the nematode worm.) The context was simplified, the experi-
mental work proceeded, and draft versions of the genome sequence are now at
hand.

For the most part, and despite occasional slips to the contrary, biologists
are careful in employing the strategy of context simplification. For instance,
with rare but notable exceptions – such as Hamer and Copeland (1998), but
see Hamer (2002) – very few scientists or commentators would today suggest
that either nature (genes) or nurture (environments) is singularly decisive in
organismal development. Despite the standard use of experimental or inter-
pretive techniques to partition causation into internal (natural, genetic) and
external (nurturing, environmental) components, techniques which may be
unable by their very design to detect interactions between genes and envi-
ronments (Wahlsten 1990; Sarkar 1998), most scholars grant that phenotypic
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traits arise from complex, possibly nonadditive, interactions betweenmultiple
factors at many hierarchical levels.

However, not all varieties of interactionism are equivalent, and a vigorous
debate has arisen over which varieties in fact take interaction seriously, and
which simply pay ‘lip service’ to interaction in a reflexive refrain masking
secret adherence to the old nature–nurture debate (Robert 2003). This de-
bate will figure prominently in the paragraphs that follow, as well as in later
chapters in the discussion of how best to interpret the second premise.

exploring development

Let me now briefly spell out three additional premises, again universally
granted, which are employed as additional steps, beginning with the first two
premises, in (roughly) a chain of argument putatively leading to a conclusion
about development.

The third premise, already alluded to, states the following:

3. Genes by themselves are not causally efficacious, as genes and environ-
ments (atmany scales) interact (differentially, over time) in the generation
of any phenotypic trait.

Whereas, once upon a time, biologists and commentators may have been
happy to claim that genes determine organisms, body and mind alike, just
as other scientists (mainly social scientists) and commentators were happy
to claim that the organism is a kind of tabula rasa to be inscribed, shaped,
and structured entirely by experience, no one seriously (or, at least, no one
justifiably) entertains either of thoseperspectives today. It is for this reason that
scientists are happy to declare the nature–nurture debate dead, settled in favour
of both (Goldsmith et al. 1997). There are no (overt) genetic determinists
these days, even though some environmental determinists persist (usually in
an effort to ward off the spectre of genetic determinism). As Russell Gray has
put it, ‘nowadays it seems that everybody is an “interactionist”’ (Gray 1992:
172). So much so, in fact, that those perceived to be stirring the ashes of the
nature–nurture debate are called nasty names and relegated to the periphery of
accepted scientific practice. This is the legacy of the interactionist consensus.

The fourth premise is designed to permit investigation of interacting vari-
ables in development (in line with premises 1 and 2):

4. We decide to focus on the causal agency of genes against a constant
background of other factors, for pragmatic or heuristic reasons.
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Experimental tractability is a core scientific desideratum. It is nice to imagine
theworld as full of interconnected parts notmeaningfully separable from each
other; but just try to analyse theworld so imagined and science grinds to a halt.
It turns out that genes are much more experimentally tractable than a wide
range of other interacting factors and agents. This may be, of course, simply
because we have spent so many decades perfecting techniques for genetic
manipulation, and that huge amounts of money are available for such activ-
ities compared with others (Griffiths and Knight 1998: 255; Robert 2001b).
Given the enormous amount of money available to study gene sequences, it
is little wonder that genetic manipulation is quite easy compared with the
experimental manipulation of other factors in development.

Nevertheless, it is worth briefly describing two scientifically well-regarded
philosophical analyses justifying premise 4, such that premise 4 is universally
acknowledged. First, Schaffner has published a careful study of the role of
genes in the behavioural development of the nematodeworm,Caenorhabditis
elegans. Though he (and the scientists he studies) is well aware that genes
must be coupled with other molecules within an organism in order to be
causally efficacious (premise 3), Schaffner contends (in line with premises
1 and 2, and in support of premise 4) that ‘epistemically and heuristically,
genes do seem to have a primus intra pares status’. This is in part because
‘methods have been developed to screen for mutants, map “genes for” traits
(as a first approximation), localise those genes, clone them, and test their role
as “necessary” elements for a trait using sophisticated molecular deletion
and rescue techniques’ (Schaffner 1998: 234). With such methods in place,
not starting with genes seems methodologically foolhardy. The embryologist
Ross Harrison aptly noted early in the twentieth century that ‘the investigator
enters where he can gain a foothold by whatever means may be available’
(Harrison 1918; cited by Gilbert and Sarkar 2000: 4).

A second, and related, justification for premise 4 is laid out by Gannett.
She has analysed how genes come to be identified as causes primarily for
pragmatic reasons (Gannett 1999). Having ruled out as unsuccessful the ef-
forts of those who attempt to apply objective criteria (namely, causal priority,
nonstandardness, and causal efficacy) to single out genes as causes, she argues
that practical, and not theoretical, considerations are at play. Drawing on the
work of Collingwood and van Fraassen on the context dependence of causal
explanations, Gannett shows that what we identify as ‘the’ cause, amongst
competing, equally necessary causes, depends jointly on the capacity to ma-
nipulate it (scientists’ ‘handle’ – or, in Harrison’s term, their ‘foothold’) and
also the specific purposes of investigators (what sorts of questions are found
meaningful and worthy of attention).
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Pragmatic factors structure both of these contingencies: the capacity for
manipulation is a function of past choices in, for instance, the development
of particular technologies, and the questions found meaningful are decided
by investigative aims, the practical end sought – for instance, the treatment
or prevention of disease. Both contingencies are also deeply influenced by
the availability of research funds; with the Human Genome Project, countless
lab scientists suddenly saw a need for expensive gene-sequencing machines.
Gannett concludes that, given the (necessary) incompleteness of causal ex-
planations, whatever causal explanation offered will be both partial and prag-
matically determined.

What we identify as a cause has its causal effects only in combination with
additional necessary conditions (which, for other pragmatic reasons, might
have themselves been identified as causes). This idea is epitomised in a fifth
and final premise, one that may seem more controversial than the first four
but is nonetheless widely acknowledged:

5. A trait x is caused by a gene y only against a constant background of
supporting factors (conditions), without which x would not be present
(even if y is present).

Prima facie, given premise 2, this fifth premise is a close relative of premise
3. Variations on this fifth premise have been employed as definitions of a
‘genetic trait’. Consider Sterelny and Kitcher’s sophisticated treatment:

An allele A at a locus L in a species S is for trait P∗ (assumed to be a determinate
form of the determinable characteristic P) relative to a local allele B and an
environment E just in case (a) L affects the form of P in S, (b) E is a standard
environment, and (c) in E organisms that are AB have phenotype P∗. (Sterelny
and Kitcher 1988: 350)

In other words, as long as that particular allele, in genetic and standard envi-
ronmental context, is associated with the relevant phenotypic outcome, then
that particular allele may be deemed an ‘allele for’ that phenotype. Given the
necessity of simplifying assumptions (premises 1 and 2), as long as we re-
cognise the critical contextual qualifications (premise 3) and also that we
focus on allele A for heuristic and pragmatic reasons (premise 4), then we
may deem premise 5 to be a plausible singling out of a gene as a cause in
organismal development. So far, so good.

To reiterate, the five premises we have before us are as follows:

1. Simplifying strategies and assumptions, as such, are absolutely necessary
in biological science.
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2. Simplifying the context of a system is advantageous if we want to learn
about intrasystemic causal factors.

3. Genes by themselves are not causally efficacious, as genes and environ-
ments (atmany scales) interact (differentially, over time) in the generation
of any phenotypic trait.

4. We decide to focus on the causal agency of genes against a constant
background of other factors, for pragmatic or heuristic reasons.

5. A trait x is caused by a gene y only against a constant background of
supporting factors (conditions), without which x would not be present
(even if y is present).

These five premises taken together are usually thought to justify the following
conclusion:

6. Therefore, organismal development is a matter of gene action and acti-
vation, as particular alleles have their specific phenotypic effects against
standard environmental background conditions.

This conclusion coheres nicely with the standard explanation for why or-
ganisms develop as they do: there is a programme or set of instructions for
development inscribed in the genes. Of course, genes alone do not an organ-
ism make. The genetic program must be activated or ‘triggered’, as there is
no unmoved mover in the world as we know it; and the DNAmust be suitably
housed in appropriate cellular and extracellular contexts, which may them-
selves be very complex, in order for development to proceed. However, given
these caveats, the specificity of development – the reliable, transgenerational
reconstruction of form – is widely held to be best explained as a matter of
gene action and activation.

But is that in fact true? Is development in fact explained in terms of gene
action and activation? My argument is that it is not, though we all happily
agree, at least in the abstract, with the five premises thought to generate
it. Are we then illogical or, worse, illogical because we are ideologically
motivated? Or is it rather the case that the five universally acknowledged
premises do not actually generate the inference to the usual conclusion? I
interpret the inference to the orthodox conclusion as invalid: the conclusion
does not follow from the premises we have before us, because there are two
mutually exclusive possible readings of the second premise just detailed, only
one of which could be taken to support the conclusion. (Even were the second
premise perfectly straightforward, as it does, indeed, seem to be, and even
were we therefore justified in asserting the conclusion on the basis of the five
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premises, we would be mistaken to interpret the conclusion as specifying an
explanation of development – a point to which I return in later paragraphs.)

a flawed heuristic?

Recall that premise 2 stipulates that simplifying the context of a system is
advantageous if we want to learn about intrasystemic causal factors. Context
simplification is usually achieved by holding certain factors constant while
solving for others, and decisions about what to hold constant and what to
investigate are pragmatically motivated, as already explained. However, the
pragmatic dimension of these decisions renders the second premise crucially
ambiguous: what counts as a system is not a matter of objective determina-
tion but is itself influenced by pragmatic factors, such that what counts as
intrasystemic or extrasystemic is decided by a range of considerations and
not, as it were, thrust at us by nature. Accordingly, our results are constrained
by the experimental design and not the facts of nature.

Several systematic problems (what Wimsatt calls ‘biases’) are associated
with environmental control as a context simplifier. First, context simplification
is biased toward lower explanatory levels, so simplifying the environmental
context stems from, and leads to, focusing on simple components of a system.
Higher-level components of systems, and higher-level systems, are legislated
out of epistemological and methodological existence in favour of lower-level
systems and their components. Consequently, an investigator who simpli-
fies the context in line with premise 2 may well be guilty of simplificatory
asymmetry (Wimsatt 1986c: 300, 301). Second, we may be prone, should
we forget or fail to appreciate the gravity of the simplifying assumption, to
draw unjustified causal inferences; it is remarkably easy to fall into the trap of
generating causal stories about genes against a constant environmental back-
ground (which itself exists only in the laboratory) – hence our fifth premise.
We must be eternally vigilant, in simplifying the context, not to exaggerate
the conclusions we draw.

I suggested earlier that premise 5 strikes us as entirely justified by ap-
peal to premises 1 through 4. However, there is no necessity in my particular
formulation of premise 5, nor in Sterelny and Kitcher’s instantiation of this
premise. Consider that, by parity of reasoning, we might just as well have
(again for some pragmatic reason) postulated not an ‘allele for’ P∗ but rather
an ‘extracellular environment for’ P∗ given standard allelic, cytoplasmic, and
other environmental contexts (Gray 1992; Smith 1992; Mahner and Bunge
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1997; Robert 2000c). That we do not postulate such ‘extracellular environ-
ments for’ does not imply that they do not exist; it implies, rather, that we
have decided, for whatever reasons, that ‘alleles for’ are more important to
establish. We are thereby guilty of explanatory asymmetry inasmuch as we
a priori construe the relevant system in strictly reductionistic terms, thereby
inviting inference to the conclusion that development is a genetic affair.

This result is fostered by only one of the 2 possible interpretations of
premise 2. Both interpretations are heuristics in their own right. I shall refer
to the suspect one as the ‘hedgeless hedge’ heuristic (HHH); the other, to be
explored and defended in later paragraphs, is the ‘constant factor principle’
heuristic.

The phrase ‘hedgeless hedge’ is attributed to Roger McCain, who diag-
nosed hedgeless hedging as a major limitation of early sociobiological think-
ing (McCain 1980; see also Neumann-Held 1999). The notion, though, is
more broadly applicable than that. A typical definition of ‘hedging’ is pro-
tecting oneself from loss or failure by undertaking a counterbalancing action,
as in hedging one’s bets by not placing all one’s eggs in a single basket (an
awkward mixture of metaphors, to be sure!). Hedgeless hedging is a win–
win strategy, denoting a fail-safe type of hedging: one puts virtually all one’s
faith in A and relatively little in B and then attempts to establish A but not
B; but betting on B at all (say, by publicly announcing that B is true, likely,
or possible) provides a measure of safety just in case B and not A. Less for-
mally, in proceeding according to the HHH, ‘one admits the existence of an
anomaly or problem of theory and then proceeds as though one had not. If
one is then accused of neglecting the anomaly, one then produces the ad-
mission of its existence as conclusive evidence of one’s innocence of the
charge’ (McCain 1980: 126). The hedgeless hedge is well characterised as a
simplifying assumption, in particular a simplification of context: one admits
the implausibility of the simplifying assumption but proceeds with the simple
model nonetheless, generating results inadequate to the reality of the situation;
when challenged, one refers back to the original admission of implausibility
for exoneration.

McCain’s example of this strategy is sociobiologists’ treatment of inher-
itance. Although complexes of many genes (polygenes) are involved in the
generation of any trait, for purposes of tractability the early models of socio-
biological inheritance – such as that advanced in E.O.Wilson’s Sociobiology:
The New Synthesis (Wilson 1975) – reverted to one-locus theory, according
to which we assume that one and only one gene is associated with a given
inherited trait. As Wilson’s mathematical models depend so heavily on one-
locus theory, and the assumption of single loci is so inadequate to the reality
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of both inheritance and development, the model is rendered immediately sus-
pect. McCain observes that Wilson is well aware of his simplifying assump-
tion, and Wilson notes that future models will have to take polygenism into
consideration; but to take polygenism into consideration is so completely to
undermine the model on which Wilson’s treatment of sociobiology rests that
the one-locus model itself is virtually worthless. Nevertheless, admitting the
limitations of the model functions as a hedge against the probability that the
model is in fact not at all a good one.

The HHH shares with all heuristics the property of fallibility, which is
a function of the cost effectiveness of heuristic use. However, the failures
of heuristics tend to be systematic rather than random, such that we might
identify these failures and correct for them (often by applying a newheuristic).
That is, thanks to the systematic biases of simple heuristics,we are able to learn
from our false models in generating truer, more complex theories (Wimsatt
1987). What is unique about the hedgeless hedge is that the limitations of the
heuristic are so obvious that, even though a hedgelessly hedged model may
initiate the production of more adequate models, suchmodels will themselves
be so drastically different from the original model that its catalytic role may
be overestimated. Moreover, the HHH wears its bias on its sleeve, implying
that its putative openness is sufficient to make the heuristic appear honest
and true. Unlike other context simplification heuristics, the HHH contains
within itself the additional mechanism of theoretical exoneration, thereby
providing an excuse for denying, say, complexity while nonetheless admitting
the existence (and importance) of such complexity.

There are abundant examples of hedgeless hedging in biological research.
Elisabeth Lloyd has explored a curious phenomenon, one that she refers to as
‘ritual recitation’ (my ‘reflexive refrain’), whereby investigators favourably
cite the papers of those who have challenged the investigators’ theoretical
framework, perhaps to demonstrate awareness of the ideas of detractors, but
then proceed as if there are in fact no problemswith the framework.According
to Lloyd, there is ‘a peculiar disconnect between what the authors explicitly
acknowledge as serious theoretical and evidential problems, and how they
actually theorize and evaluate evidence’ (Lloyd 1999: 225).

In illustrating this claim, Lloyd discusses the emerging field of evolution-
ary psychology. According to Lloyd, central texts in evolutionary psychology
are rife with footnotes citing, for instance, Gould and Lewontin’s paper on the
limits of adaptationism (Gould and Lewontin 1979), indicating awareness of
problems of panadaptationist evolutionary theory, and sometimes acknowl-
edging the need to avoid committing the errors Gould and Lewontin warn
against. But, as Lloyd shows, these citations are smuggled into monographs
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expressly giving adaptation by natural selection an exclusive role in the evo-
lutionary origin of phenotypic traits. Accused of naive adaptationism, the
authors may simply point to the references as putative evidence of their inno-
cence. The issue here, as elsewhere, is ‘a matter of the actual weight given in
practice – not in lip-service’ to the B term of the HHH (Lloyd 1999: 226).1

hedging about the homeobox

Ritual recitation as an instance of hedgeless hedging is evident in philosoph-
ical commentaries on biology as well as in actual biological practice. But
philosophers tend to go beyond ritual recitation in their application of the
hedgeless hedge, building more sophisticated safeguards into the heuristic.
Consider Alex Rosenberg’s use of this heuristic in his critical analysis of
physicalist antireductionism. Rosenberg defines physicalist antireductionism
as the coupling of two theses: ‘physicalism – the thesis that biological systems
are nothing but physical systems, with antireductionism – the thesis that the
complete truth about biological systems cannot be told in terms of physical
science alone’ (Rosenberg 1997: 446). He identifies this sort of coupling as
a consensus view amongst philosophers of biology, and he interprets recent
findings in developmental molecular biology as a substantive challenge to
physicalist antireductionism.

Following Lewis Wolpert, Rosenberg asserts that, from ‘the total DNA
sequence and the location of all proteins and RNA’ (Wolpert 1994: 571), we
could predict the development of an embryo or, alternatively, compute, or even
construct, the embryo.2 Of course, as will be demonstrated in the paragraphs
that follow, genetic research does not aim at the study of development as such,
but rather strictly at the role that genes play against a constant developmental
background (van der Weele 1999: 24); but Rosenberg takes the additional,
unwarranted step of interpreting the genetic research as providing a complete
explanation of development.

Rosenberg is interested in a class of genes known as the ‘homeobox genes’.
Widely, though problematically, referred to as ‘master genes’, the homeobox
genes are often interpreted as crucial developmental switches which ‘trigger’
large numbers of downstream genes in the generation of complex structures,
such as eyes (Robert 2001a). Rosenberg asserts the ‘computability’ of the
embryo from a small number of ‘stock elements’, particularly DNA, RNA,
and proteins, as directed bymembers of the class of homeobox genes. To avoid
triviality, Rosenberg places what he takes to be a necessary constraint on the
computability claim, namely that a computable algorithm must not advert to
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any cellular structures ‘not themselves “computable” from the nucleic acids
and the proteins that compose the fertilized egg’ (Rosenberg 1997: 450).
That said, he asserts that the essence of developmental molecular biology
is to assume certain constant factors (e.g., inherited cellular structures and
environmental context) and then to explain thewhole of development ‘without
adverting further to ineliminable cellular physiology’ (p. 455).

In defending this claim, Rosenberg ritually recites what he takes to be a tru-
ism, namely that ‘the molecular developmental biologist cannot simply build
an eye, still less an animal in vitro, by combining the right macromolecules in
the right proportions in the right sequence, in the right intervals’ because ‘the
cellular milieu in which these reactions take place is causally indispensable’
(Rosenberg 1997: 454). Rosenberg thus subscribes to the interactionist con-
sensus. So committed, he proceeds to interpret the role of theEyeless gene and
its homologues in eye morphogenesis against such a supportive background.
He makes the claim:

one of the most complex of organs is built by the switching on of a relatively
small number of the same genes, across a wide variety of species, and that
the great differences between, say mammalian eyes, and insect eyes, are the
result of a relatively small number of regulatory differences in the sequence
and quantities in which the same gene products are produced by genes all
relatively close together on the chromosome, and that these genes build the
eye without the intervention of specialized cellular structures beyond those
required for any developmental process. Identifying the other genes in the
cascade that produces the entire eye should in principle be a piece of normal
science, which will enable the developmental geneticist to ‘compute’ the eye
from nucleic acids and proteins alone. For if switching onEyeless can create the
eye, surely its creation is ‘computable’ at least in principle. (Rosenberg 1997:
454)

As there is no room in this story for causal explanations above the molecular
level, physicalist antireductionism falters.

The in-principle computability of the embryo from a description of DNA,
RNA, and proteins (the A term in the HHH) is by definition set against a con-
stant background of supporting factors (the B term). If challenged, Rosenberg
may point to his admission of their importance as evidence that he is guilt
free. Rosenberg hedges here by defining core elements of the constant back-
ground, notably cell structures and activities, as themselves computable in the
same way the rest of the embryo is. He does this in order to avoid triviality,
as already noted. However, if we grant him this move – and we should not –
then his conclusion follows necessarily.
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Rosenberg attempts to defend the controversial move in twoways. First, he
asserts that ‘cellular structures only come into existence through the molecu-
lar processes that precede them. There is in developmental molecular biology
therefore no scope for claims about the indispensable role of cellular structures
in these molecular processes. The future cannot cause the past’ (Rosenberg
1997: 455). Of course, no one is claiming that causation works against the
arrow of time; but even if molecular processes do indeed occur before (and
concurrently with, and after) cellular processes, it is an open question whether
cellular processes and structures are in fact explicable (or even predictable3)
from a description of molecular processes and structures. Rosenberg fore-
closes the question by sleight of hand in requiring that cellular structures be
computable; momentarily, I will show that this foreclosure is suspect.

Rosenberg’s second strategy is to claim that the very possibility of ever
explaining development turns on the particular features of the computability
claim he endorses: ‘unless the vast diversity of form is . . . explainable from
a tractable base of a relatively small number of regulatory and structural
genes (and their protein products) combined by a similarly small number of
combination rules, we can surrender all hope of any completeness and gen-
erality in the [sic] understanding how diversity in development is possible, let
alone actual’ (Rosenberg 1997: 451). Thus either we succumb to Rosenberg’s
conclusion or give up on understanding development altogether.

Most developmental biologists would, with justice, take issue with this
putative dilemma. Developmental biologists almost uniformly hold that de-
velopment is hierarchical, characterised by the emergence of structures and
processes not entirely predictable (let alone explicable) from lower-level
(e.g., genetic) properties of the embryo. A leading example of the fact that
the development of an organism is not fully prescribed in its inherited zy-
gotic or maternal DNA is cellular behaviour during morphogenesis. Despite
Rosenberg’s admonitions, cells’ collective behaviour during morphogenesis
simply cannot be either predicted or explained by examining the behaviour
of individual cells (or, for that matter, DNA) prior to cell division, differ-
entiation, or condensation (Hall and Miyake 1992, 1995, 2000; Hall 1999,
2000a). This is because the formation of cell condensations is contingent
not on the directives of some imagined genetic programme but rather on the
spatiotemporal state of the organism and its constituent modules. Develop-
mental biologists, therefore, hold to a kind of physicalist antireductionism,
offering the methodological advice that we must engage in multileveled in-
vestigation of ontogeny in order not to miss key features at microlevels,
mesolevels, and macrolevels. Moreover, and again despite Rosenberg’s
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admonitions, these biologists qua physicalist antireductionists are not con-
fined to providing mystical pseudo-explanations; even a cursory look at the
field of developmental biology today provides striking evidence that the quest
to understand development beyond the genome is progressing apace. In other
words, Rosenberg’s preferred vision of developmental biology is not the only
one – let alone the best one – available.

Rosenberg implausibly contends that a full explanation of development
will have ‘no room’ for any reference to cell physiology, or anything else
above the level of ‘the molecular processes that subserve development’. He
argues that, ‘just as cell–cell signaling is ultimately to be cashed in for a
chain of molecular interactions that extend from one stretch of nucleic acids
to another across several lipid bi-layers (the cellmembranes), all other cellular
structures implicated in the machinery of differentiation will eventually have
to be disaggregated into their molecular constituents, if development is fully
to be explained’ (Rosenberg 1997: 455, 454). However, it is not clear that such
disaggregation constitutes an adequate explanation at all, though Rosenberg
assumes that it does, for a microreduction may be no more explanatory than a
macroreduction, especially if we do not adequately understand the mesolevel
phenomena.

We cannot assume, as Rosenberg would have us do, that the background
factors are computable as imagined. As this assumption is a hedging tactic to
avoid triviality, we need not grant Rosenberg’s conclusions about physicalist
antireductionism, the prospects for explaining development, or the wondrous
powers of the homeobox genes. (I return to the homeobox genes in Chap-
ter 2.)

beyond the hedge

The difficulty with the HHH in the context of development is that it amounts
to paying lip service to development rather than taking it seriously. But what
would it mean to take development seriously? I suggest that what we need is a
better, less suspect variant of a context simplification heuristic, a more honest
one, one more adequate to investigating biological reality, and one less likely
to yield inference to an inappropriate conclusion about development. Follow-
ing J.H. Woodger (Woodger 1952), I refer to this alternative interpretation of
the second premise as the ‘constant factor principle’ heuristic (or CFPH).

Writing a half-century ago, Woodger noted the importance of heuristics
in biological experimentation. For Woodger, as for others, the assumption
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of constant factors is often a useful simplifying strategy in order to achieve
experimental tractability. In attempting to understand how genes function, for
example, we may assume that the environment is a constant factor; against
a constant environmental background, we may then solve for phenotypic
differences by exploring the genotype, that is, the variable factor (Woodger
1952: 186). Where such differences are found, we may account genetically
for the existence of variations. The heuristic assumption of constant fac-
tors is methodologically commonplace, but it is by no means infallible, as
should be evident from the discussion thus far. Nonetheless, I will urge
here that Woodger’s ‘constant factor principle’, interpreted as an heuristic,
works against the particular biases of the HHH and so is a more legitimate
simplification heuristic and a more appropriate interpretation of our second
premise.

ConsideringWoodger’s own example permits a further bias of context sim-
plification through holding factors constant to emerge. The strategy of solving
for genes by holding the environment constant presumes that there are only
two sources of variation: genetic or environmental. However, other potential
sources of variation are stochasticity and epigenetic interactions, neither of
which is, strictly speaking, genetic or environmental – they result from de-
velopment as such. Especially instructive is the work of Gaertner, who, over
a period of thirty years, developed genetically identical strains of laboratory
mice and rats and reared them under identical environmental conditions –
and yet the mice and rats were, nonetheless, phenotypically non-identical,
thereby demonstrating the existence of a source of ontogenetic variation that
was neither genetic nor environmental (Gaertner 1990; Molenaar et al. 1993).
Thus, phenotypic differences against a constant environmental background
may not legitimately be presumed to be genetically based (or environmentally
based), even though some versions of context simplification heuristics simply
do not guide us to investigate alternative possibilities.

But the most encompassing problem with simplification heuristics, espe-
cially as instantiated in hedgeless hedging, is the tendency to downplay or
simply neglect the causal significance of those factors held constant. Con-
sider loss-of-function experiments. A typical loss-of-function experiment is
one in which, against a constant background, a particular gene is manipulated
so that it is not expressed at the right time and place; the investigators then
observe the phenotypic outcomes and conclude that the outcomes are caused
by the misexpressed gene. However, often investigators will, in the absence
of a complementary gain-of-function experiment, draw an additional, unwar-
ranted conclusion, namely that the gene, when properly expressed, is itself
causally responsible for the correct phenotypic outcome. This latter inference
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simply does not follow. As Keller notes, ‘such an inference appears to make
sense only to the extent that the entire physical-chemical apparatus of the
organism and its environment are effaced’ (Keller 1994: 90).4

Holding factors constant is a good and necessary part of proper science.But
effacing their causal importance is not. It is for this reason that we should pre-
fer the CFPH over other simplifying strategies as a methodological heuristic
in making and interpreting experimental assumptions.

The CFPH asserts that, ‘if, in a series of experiments, certain factors are
constant, not necessarily in the sense of unchanging in time, but in the sense
of being of the same kind in each experiment, then nothing can be asserted
on the basis of those experiments about the role of such constant factors in
the production of the observed result’ (Woodger 1952: 186; italics added).
Prohibited assertions, according to the CFPH, include claims that the constant
factors ‘“play no part” in the processes involved’, or that they play only a
supportive role. Different experiments, perhaps even different sorts of exper-
iments, are required for establishing the latter results; they cannot be inferred
from scenarios in which the constant factors are never varied.

Immediately, then, we see that the usual conclusion (that is, 6) cannot be
validly inferred if premise 2 is interpreted according to the CFPH. As long as
premise 2 is interpreted as an invitation to hedge hedgelessly, then our near-
universal presumption that genes are more causally relevant than other factors
in development generates the conclusion that development is best explained
as a matter of genes operating against a constant background of supportive
conditions. However, if premise 2 is interpreted along the lines of the CFPH,
thenwe are free to imagine (and explore) other scenarios for premise 5 and are
thus less likely to imagine the validity of inferring the orthodox conclusion.

The second premise, now more satisfactorily interpreted according to the
CFPH, reads as follows:

2′. Simplifying the context of a system (the definition of which is admit-
tedly contingent) is advantageous if we want to learn about intrasystemic
causal factors, but we must not neglect the possible importance of those
contextual factors we abstract away.

Accordingly, we are invited to infer the following from premises 1 through
5, replacing 2 with 2′:

6′. Therefore, against standardbackground conditions, aspects of organismal
development may be partially a matter of gene action and activation, and
it remains to be determined whether (and how) extragenetic factors make
a specific causal contribution to ontogenesis.
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Because of the limitations of the sorts of experiments undertaken thus far, we
just do not know enough about development to conclude that the specificity of
development is a matter of gene action and activation; and given the analysis
to follow in later chapters, we will often have good reason to be suspicious of
any such claim. An appropriate interpretation of premise 2, coupled with ap-
propriate variations on the fifth premise, demands further, broader exploration
of causal factors in development.

The CFPH is more satisfactory methodologically than either context sim-
plification simpliciter or hedgeless hedging just because it provides grounds
to avoid the biases of context simplification, and moreover because it guards
against the particular biases of hedgeless hedging.However, though theCFPH
is a better heuristic, it is itself subject to systematic bias. Woodger himself
remarks that it has ‘more than once been forgotten in connexion with ge-
netical problems’ (Woodger 1952: 186). Nevertheless, in cautioning against
interpretive folly even while promoting the necessity of simplification, the
CFPH is a superior guiding principle.

heuristic superiority

How does the CFPH work in practice? What is its ‘cash value’? Michael
Ruse once claimed that ‘there is little if anything of value inWoodger’s work,
and that therefore the time has now come to draw a decent veil over a bi-
ological dead-end’ (Ruse 1975: 2). Ruse was mainly concerned with over-
throwing Woodger’s peculiar axiomatisation of biological theory, though he
commented on Woodger’s discussion of biological methods as well. Nils
Roll-Hansen extended this judgment ofWoodger in a more extended analysis
of the latter’s methodological proposals. For Roll-Hansen, the nature of the
biological dead end is that, by Woodger’s lights, we are ‘forced to consider
organic wholes and their properties as the unanalyzable elements of biology’
(Roll-Hansen 1984: 423). Were that in fact the case, the suggestion here that
Woodger’s constant factor principle is methodologically important would be
woefully misguided. Allow me to show, then, rather than just state, that the
CFPH is methodologically productive and important rather than a biological
swan song.

Instructive in this regard is Ruse’s peculiar discussion of simplifying
assumptions, especially the heuristic importance of environmental control.
Woodger notes that in the study of Mendelian heredity, ‘only one class of
environments is involved and is usually not even mentioned. Some interest-
ing discoveries may await the investigation of multi-environmental systems’
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(Woodger 1959: 427). Ruse’s commentary is worth quoting at length:

Such interesting discoveries may indeed lie around the corner; but it is hardly
the case that conventional geneticists are ignorant of the effects of the environ-
ment (on development). Consider the following discussion which follows the
introduction of the concepts of phenotype and genotype in a recent elementary
textbook.

It is important to realise that an adult animal is the result of the interaction
during development of the genes and the environment. If Mendel’s tall
pea plants had been grown under poor conditions while the short ones
had been grown in the very best environment, the phenotypic appearance
of the two could have been very similar. In conducting experiments on
heredity it is therefore of paramount importance that, when comparing
two or more types, they should be reared under identical conditions.5

Ruse resumes his commentary:

Nor is it the case that there is something perverse in the admitted fact that
geneticists, particularly population geneticists, tend to ignore the environment
in their calculations. The problems of genetics are so complex that, so far,
they have just had to make simplifying assumptions, particularly about the
environment. But what scientist does not make simplifications? (Ruse 1975:
8–9)

It is true enough, as I have maintained from the outset, that scientists must
make simplifying assumptions to get research programmes off the ground.
However, what is at issue here is not the making of such assumptions; what is
at issue is which simplifying assumptions are made, and what inferences we
are entitled to draw given that simplifying assumptions are operative. To these
two problems, Ruse makes no contribution. In fact, his discussion functions
as an implicit justification for hedgeless hedging.

Ruse makes a further claim, namely that Woodger himself contributes
nothing to the task of bringing environmental considerations into the practice
of genetics (Ruse 1975: 9). To the contrary, given the necessity of holding
some factors constant, Woodger’s CFPH makes a significant contribution to
this project. If nothing can be inferred about the causal contribution of those
factors held constant in a particular experiment, then we are compelled to
undertake different sorts of experiments, varying other factors serially and
then integrating the results of the serial experiments.

It must be underscored that in conducting such serial experiments, we
must be wary of the kind of simplificatory asymmetry Wimsatt cautions
against in the use of particular heuristics. For as long as the factors to be
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varied are restricted solely to the class of systemic or intrasystemic variables
(against a constant environmental or extrasystemic background), a systematic
bias in favour of the model system’s independence of the environment may
emerge – and yet go unnoticed (Wimsatt 1980: 233; Wimsatt 1986c: 302–
303). Thus a full application of the CFPH requires appreciating the insight
that ‘what onemust control is a function of what relationships one is studying’
(Wimsatt 1986c: 303) and also what we count as comprising our particular
system.

If one is interested only in causal relationships independent of environ-
mental context, then one conducts experiments in which the environment is
held constant – which is fine, as far as it goes, although the CFPH cautions
that interpretation of the results must be constrained by admission of the
limits of the experiment. Such constrained interpretations are few and far be-
tween, though, as evinced in recent discussions of what we can expect now
that the human genome has been sequenced. However, if one is interested
in more complete causal analysis, the kind of analysis affording fewer and
less onerous interpretive constraints – the kind of analysis legitimately yield-
ing interpretations of real-world significance – then environments cannot be
universally held constant.

There are several ways of proceeding toward this end through the CFPH,
and I will briefly mention two. One is to adopt the perspective of method-
ological systemism (Mahner and Bunge 1997; Robert 2000c). Methodolog-
ical systemism is a form of modest reductionism whereby we should re-
duce where possible, but never greedily (that is, reduce without sacrificing
explanatory power), and we should expect – and account for – the mate-
rial emergence of properties neither explicable nor predictable on the basis
of lower-level properties.6 Systemism functions as a sort of middle ground
between reductionism and holism, according to which systems are onto-
logically and epistemologically irreducible to their composition (the com-
ponent parts of a system), their structure (exogenous and endogenous), or
their environment (immediate or proximate – those things related to but not
part of a system’s components). No biological system reduces to just one or
two of composition, structure, or environment; rather it is emergent from all
of them together.7 Following Riedl, I interpret systemism as representative of
complex causal structures, causes as related in positive and negative feedback
networks. Riedl observes that ‘if it is true that feedback cycles can connect
levels of different complexity, such as the phenotype and the genotype, then
we must accept a flow of cause and effect in two directions, up and down the
pyramid of complexity. Then we should also accept causality in living beings
as a system in which effects may influence their own causes’ (Riedl 1977:
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366). As a method, systemism requires theoretical and experimental attention
to all aspects of the system under study – not all at once, of course, contra
Roll-Hansen; serial experiments will do, as long as the variables cut across
environmental, compositional, and structural levels.

Though examples of this sort of approach are relatively rare, one par-
ticularly nice instance is Daniel Lehrman’s experiments on reproduction in
ring doves (Lehrman 1965; Gray 2001: 201). The factors that Lehrman and
colleagues serially varied were not restricted to any single system level: nest-
building behaviour, ‘doses’ of male courtship, hormone levels, and so on.
Having varied one factor, the investigators measured the effects on the sys-
tem; then having varied another factor, they measured again. The end result
is a more complete analysis of causation than would have been afforded by
simply holding the environment constant. With more sophisticated statistical
and experimental techniques, it is of course possible to vary more than one
factor at a time, generating a still richer perspective.

A second method for generating similarly robust results is to engage in
multidisciplinary investigation of the sort becoming commonplace in the new
field of evolutionary developmental biology – the subject of Chapters 6 and 7.
For instance, Brakefield and colleagues, in their work on eyespot patterns on
butterflywings, brought together tools from population genetics, evolutionary
biology, ecology, developmental biology, and developmental genetics in a se-
ries of experiments that, taken together, provide an amazingly rich overview
of the developmental mechanisms and evolutionary trajectories of this partic-
ular aspect of butterfly wing morphology (Brakefield et al. 1996; Brakefield
and Kesbeke 1997; Brakefield 1998, 2001; Brakefield et al. 1998; Brakefield
and French 1999; van Oosterhout and Brakefield 1999; Roskam and Brake-
field 1999). Such an integrative approach is indicative of future prospects in
understanding development – despite occasional ill-informed protestations
that methodological reductionism is the only way forward.

Multileveled, multidisciplinary analysis – appropriately heuristically in-
formed – is the surest route for generating results adequate to the complexity
of the biological world, though from a comparatively simple, tractable, start-
ing point. Such results are now beginning to be seen, and they will eventually
enable us to have a fuller understanding not only of the roles of genes in
development but also of organismal development as such – or so I will argue.

Even in applying a well-chosen heuristic to a particular problem, a crucial
caveat to bear in mind is that the application of the heuristic may transform
the problem into one for which an answer is available. Yet, as the new problem
is ‘nonequivalent but intuitively related’ to the original problem, we are no
longer in fact solving for the original problem (Wimsatt 1986c: 295). When
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the transformation goes unnoticed, we may believe we have indeed solved
the original problem. We have not.

It is for this reason that the core problem of embryology is not, pace
Rosenberg, entirely solved by modern developmental genetics. The transla-
tion of embryology’s hard problem (how a specific complex organism arises
from a single, relatively homogeneous cell) into a problem about gene action
and activation generates explanations at the level of genes; but these expla-
nations solve (or, rather, begin to solve) the subsidiary problem of the role
of genes in development, not the problem of development as such (Robert
2001a). The trick is to integrate these explanations with other developmental
(cellular, environmental, and ecological) explanations within a larger organ-
ismal framework, rather than to assume that we understand development
because we are beginning to grasp gene function.

To take development seriously is to take development as our primary ex-
planandum, to resist the substitution of genetic metaphors for developmental
mechanisms; though some, perhaps many, developmental mechanisms will
indeed be geneticmechanisms, otherswill be irreducible to genetic substrates.
It may well turn out, even if we take development as our explanandum, that
genetics will be our explanans; but we should not assume this a priori, and
neither should we blindly aim for this result. There is indeed good reason to
believe that genetics reduces to development, and not the other way around –
but let’s not get ahead of ourselves.
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Exemplars

The amazing thing about . . . development is not that it sometimes goes
wrong, but that it ever succeeds.

– Veronica van Heyningen (2000)

Textbooks of developmental biology are rife with examples of what makes
development such a fascinating science. In this chapter, I discuss but three.
We will return to these examples in later chapters as we explore the nature
of development and its evolutionary significance, but their introduction here
gives us some signposts of significant events and achievements in the study
of development over the past 125 years.

The exemplars I have chosen are not necessarily the most groundbreaking
achievements of developmental biology – I am not quite sure how one would
select the most important ones. As will become evident, though, they are both
important and heuristically and rhetorically useful, and theywell represent the
three elements of the title of this book: embryology, epigenesis, and evolution.

embryology: roux and driesch

To set the stage for Chapter 3, and so to illustrate the contrast between prefor-
mation and epigenesis, it is useful to review several important experiments
undertaken in the early years of experimental embryology in the nineteenth
century. The experiments in question are those ofWilhelmRoux (1850–1924)
and Hans Driesch (1867–1941).

Roux’s experiments, someof thefirst conducted on an embryo,were indeed
pathbreaking, and they are also amongst the most well-known experiments
in embryology. Roux was founder of the Entwicklungsmechanik (develop-
mental mechanics) program – the first physiological approach to the study of
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Figure 1. Roux’s half-embryo experiments. Top left: A fertilised frog egg prior to cleav-
age. Top right: After cleavage at the two-cell stage, the left blastomere is pricked with a
hot needle. Bottom left: The blastula consequently contains both dead (left) and living
(right) tissue, the dead tissue not having been separated. Bottom right: The blastula de-
velops into a half-embryo at the neurula stage. Redrawn with permission and modified
from Figure 3.14 in Gilbert (2000a: 58).

embryology (Roux 1894) – though he was not single-handedly responsible
for the emergence of Entwicklungsmechanik (Maienschein 1991b).1

Roux held to a version of preformationism, and he propounded a view
of development known as mosaic development, according to which nuclear
materials hive off qualitatively into different daughter cells during cell divi-
sion: each resulting piece of the organism contains a different bit of nuclear
material, though each individual, semi-independent piece is also an integral
part of the whole (of the larger picture, as it were). In 1888, Roux attempted
to test his hypothesis of mosaic development.

Roux hypothesised that an embryo at the two-cell stage will have the de-
terminants of the left side of the organism in one blastomere, and those of
the right side in the other blastomere. Thus, if one were to kill one of the
two cells at this stage, the embryo would retain only half of the determinants
of the organism and should develop into only a half-embryo. Roux therefore
killed one of the cells of a two-celled frog embryo by using a hot needle (see
Figure 1). The other cell continued the usual cleavage process apparently
independently of the dead cell, and a half-blastula resulted, which then expe-
rienced an abnormal gastrulation, producing in the end what Roux interpreted
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as a half-embryo. Hence Roux believed he had experimentally vindicated his
hypothesis that the embryo is a mosaic of cells, each able to produce only
a specific part of the developed organism. Roux continued to experiment on
embryos and became convinced of mosaic development; when he achieved
results that contradicted his hypothesis, as Maienschein (1991b: 51) reports,
he elaborated adjunct hypotheses to protect his core belief.2

Hans Driesch expected to confirmRoux’s results in a series of experiments
performed several years later. Drieschwasworking inNaples at the zoological
station, where sea urchins were abundant, so he conducted his studies with
sea urchin embryos.

Roux’s methodology in 1888 may have been flawed in that he did not
remove the dead cell; the behaviour of the other cell may have been influenced
by the presence of the dead cell, rather than manifesting mosaic development
(Maienschein 1991b: 50). It is noteworthy, therefore, that Roux had been
unable to separate the blastomeres, though Oscar and Richard Hertwig had
shown in 1887 that vigorous shaking in water would suffice.3 Thus Driesch
separated his sea urchin blastomeres in an effort to confirm Roux’s results on
mosaic development (see Figure 2).

The next day Driesch found, to his surprise, that the separate blastomeres
had each developed into ‘typical, actively swimming blastulae of half size’.4

That is, they had become, not half-embryos, but half-sized embryos. The blas-
tomeres therefore remained totipotent, able to respond to (intraorganismal)
environmental conditions and to transform themselves accordingly. Each
cell retained the ability to regenerate whatever material went missing in the
separation-by-shaking of the two blastomeres (Maienschein 1991b: 51, 52;
also see Gilbert 2000a: 59–61). Rather than becoming a differentiated future
part of the organism, each blastomere is able to regulate its development in
order to produce a whole (not a half) organism. Hence the epithet ‘regulative
development’, in contrast to Roux’s mosaic development.

Driesch allowed for both mosaic and regulative development and did not
initially emphasise the differences between his results and those of Roux.
Had Roux been able to separate the frog blastomeres, rather than permit-
ting the dead one (which Driesch thought may in fact not have been dead
after all, but rather merely maimed) to remain in contact with the live one,
perhaps the embryo would have developed normally after all, as was the
case with Driesch’s sea urchins (Maienschein 1991b: 52). Later, though,
Driesch would contend that there was a vast difference between his and
Roux’s results, at which point he renounced the study of embryology and
set out to produce an antipredeterminist, antimosaic, vitalistic philosophy of
development.
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Figure 2. Driesch’s miniature embryos. Top left: A four-celled sea urchin embryo.
Bottom left: The embryo develops into a normal-sized pluteus larva. Top right: A four-
celled sea urchin embryo removed from its fertilisation envelope. Middle right: The
embryo is shaken and so separated into its four constituent cells. Bottom right: The
resulting pluteus larvae are smaller than normal, but otherwise fully formed (though
non-identical). The five larvae are drawn to the same scale. Redrawn with permission
and modified from Figure 3.15 in Gilbert (2000a: 59).

These experiments provide a sense of the different theories of development
in circulation before the rediscovery ofMendel’s papers and the onset of clas-
sical genetics: Roux represents a kind of preformationism whereas Driesch
represents a kind of epigenesis, the themes of Chapters 3 and 4.

epigenesis: the homeobox genes

Epigenesis means, simply, development. However, epigenesis is usually un-
derstood as the antithesis of preformationism, referring to a pseudo-mystical
doctrine of the emergence of complexity as the result of some unidentified
guiding force. As indicated in Chapter 4, Waddington attempted to achieve a
non-mystical account of development by melding epigenesis with genetics,
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thereby coining ‘epigenetics’ as a new staple in the developmentalist’s lex-
icon. Epigenetics in its most recent usage refers primarily to the regulation
of gene expression. Gene regulation (epigenetics) is clearly important in un-
derstanding development (epigenesis), but as I explained in Chapter 1, gene
regulation is not all there is to understanding or explaining development, so
epigenetics and epigenesis are not identical. Despite occasional missteps to
the contrary (e.g., Rosenberg 1997), a good place to start in understanding
the regulation of gene activity is with the homeobox genes (Robert 2001a).

The homeobox genes are a highly conserved class of genes involved in the
regulation of cell pattern and the regulation of genes involved in the establish-
ment of basic body plans in animals and plants. The homeobox is a sequence
of 183 nucleotides encoding 61 amino acids. The amino-acid-specified home-
odomain is a DNA-binding domain regulating specific DNA–protein inter-
actions, which influence DNA transcription. The homeobox, shorthand for
‘homeotic box’, builds on William Bateson’s (1894) notion of homeosis, ac-
cording to which part of an embryo is transformed (in development) into
another structure. Foundational work on homeobox genes was conducted by
Edward Lewis (1978; also see 1994) and Walter Gehring (McGinnis et al.
1984; Gehring 1985; for a popular account, also see Gehring 1998), among
many others.

Experimental manipulations of homeobox genes generate amazing – even
grotesque or monstrous (Rehmann-Sutter, 1996) – results. Consider homeotic
mutations on the third chromosome in Drosophila. Within the Antennapedia
complex, a mutation in Antennapedia converts antennae into legs; within the
Bithorax complex, changes in Ultrabithorax expression, such as deletion or
mutation of the gene or its regulators, effectively transform the third thoracic
segment into another second thoracic segment, and so produce the replace-
ment of halteres (balancers) with a second set of wings (Figure 3).

Homeobox genes are often referred to as master control genes, setting in
motion a complex of processes necessary for the formation of, for example,
heads or limbs (see, for instance, Gehring 1998). However, as I have argued
elsewhere (Robert 2001a), and as I reiterate in what follows, homeobox genes
are better construed as efficient micromanagers in development rather than
as master controllers. This is because homeobox genes are no less regulated
than other genes in development, whether by cell–cell signalling, hormones,
or other means. Moreover, whether homeobox genes can be manipulated
to produce large-scale changes in development – such as the construction
of ectopic limbs or the rearrangement of body plans – is crucially context
dependent.AsAkamhas noted, amisexpressed homeobox genemaywell lead
to a new pattern ectopically, but only if the appropriate downstream targets are
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Figure 3. Homeotic mutant in the fruit fly,Drosophila melanogaster. Top: A normal fly
with a pair of halteres on the third thoracic segment and a pair of wings on the second
thoracic segment. Bottom: An Ultrabithorax mutant with two pairs of wings instead of
the normal single pair and pair of halteres, as the third thoracic segment is transformed
into another second thoracic segment. Redrawn and substantially modified from the
photographs in Figure 2.3 in Carroll et al. (2001: 21).

present at the new site: ‘When it comes to the downstream targets of the Hox
genes, context is everything, in particular, which other transcription factors
are present in the same cell will be a key factor determining the outcome of
Hox gene action’ (Akam 1998: R678).

The master control gene trope significantly oversells the role of homeobox
genes in development; it also tends toward overestimation of the capacities of
homeobox genes in effecting evolutionary change. (I discuss one example in
some detail in Chapter 7; also see Robert 2001a.) Graham Budd (1999: 327,
329–330) has proposed a plausible alternative model of homeobox activity
according to which evolutionary change is not initiated or driven by changes
in (the timing of) the expression of these genes; rather, given that homeobox
genes offer an efficient way to channel developmental information and build
particular body plans, Budd proposes that homeobox genes are used post hoc
to streamline developmental processes once gradual morphological change
has occurred. He calls this model ‘homeotic takeover’ (see Figure 4).

It is well established that the same phenotype can be generated with a
number of different phenotypes under the same or variable environmental
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Figure 4. Homeotic takeover. Depiction of the gradual addition of a new trunk segment
(segment X) in arthropods by means of morphological anticipation of homeotic trans-
formation. Adaptive changes in regulators and downstream targets of homeotic genes
alongside progressive functional modifications in segments anterior to X allow for the
new segment to be taken over by anterior homeotic domain without any significant func-
tional or morphological disruption. Redrawn with permission and modified from Figure
2 in Budd (1999: 330).

conditions. Accordingly, Budd notes that homeotic takeover is related to
Waddington’s notion of genetic assimilation, whereby, over time, nongeneti-
cally (e.g., environmentally) induced aspects ofmorphogenesismay be assim-
ilated into the genome (Budd 1999: 329, 331; Waddington 1961). Wadding-
ton’s genetic assimilation experiments with Bithorax indicate that flies with
two pairs of wings (instead of a set of wings and a set of halteres) can be
produced not only by loss of function mutations in Ultrabithorax but also
by polygenic changes spread across multiple chromosomes. These polygenic
changes can be imagined to occur and accumulate over a number of gener-
ations, each change involving minor mutations or the revelation of hidden
genetic variation, and then being fixed in the population either through drift
or selection (or both). The development of bithorax phenocopies so produced
could then be ‘taken over’ at the Ultrabithorax locus without dramatic mor-
phological or functional change (Budd 1999: 329).
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An important difference between genetic assimilation and homeotic
takeover is that the former is geared toward progressive, gradual genomic
control, whereas the latter involves a quantitative shift from downstream to
more upstream developmental genes (Budd 1999: 331). I have suggested
elsewhere (Robert 2001a) that homeotic takeover is a token of Weiss and
Fullerton’s (2000) more general notion of ‘phenogenetic drift’ (which is also
clearly related, but not identical, to genetic assimilation). Phenogenetic drift
refers to the process of different genotypes being associated, over time, with
the same phenotype, through genetic substitution. Because selection acts on
phenotypes (not genotypes), these different genotypes will be evolutionarily
indistinguishable (that is, indistinguishable to natural selection). Weiss and
Fullerton propose that, as against Dawkins-style Neo-Darwinism, ‘genesmay
be better understood as having a phenotypic raison d’être’ (2000: 188, 189).
If this is true of genes generically, then it is true as well of homeobox genes
specifically.

In this regard, consider Newman and Müller’s (2000) idiosyncratic but
ultimately very useful interpretation of the relationship between genetics and
epigenesis. Newman and Müller invoke a ‘pre-Mendelian’ (or pre-genetic)
interpretation of ‘epigenetic mechanisms’ whereby these are ‘conditional,
non-programmed determinants of individual development’ such as tissue–
environment (both exogenous and endogenous) and tissue–tissue interac-
tions (Newman and Müller 2000: 305–306). For Newman and Müller, ‘as
evolution proceeds, genetic change that favors maintenance of morphologi-
cal phenotype in the face of environmental or metabolic variability co-opts
the morphological outcomes of epigenetic processes, resulting in the heri-
table association of particular forms with particular genealogical lineages’.
On this alternative interpretation of epigenetics (alternative, that is, to the
modern usage specifying gene regulation exclusively), ‘the correlation of an
organism’s form with its genotype, rather than being a defining condition of
morphological evolution, is a highly derived property’ (pp. 306, 304).

As morphological change proceeds gradually and epigenetically (in New-
man and Müller’s idiosyncratic sense), homeotic takeover, as an instance of
the more general phenomenon of phenogenetic drift, provides a model for
homeobox genes as efficient micromanagers advantaged by natural selection.

We don’t need the baggage of ‘master control genes’ to understand or
explain the established (and the hypothetical) roles of homeobox genes in
development and evolution. We can manage just fine with less ideologically
inflated notions. Accordingly, we should not allow ourselves to be swept
up in the hoopla of ‘hoxology’ (the term is borrowed from Gould 2002:
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Figure 5. Astyanax mexicanus, the Mexican tetra fish. Top: Pigmented surface fish
with eyes. Bottom: Unpigmented blind cave fish. Note the other minor differences
in morphology (especially the fins) between the two fish. Redrawn and significantly
modified from the photographs in Figure 1 in Jeffery (2001: 4).

82 et passim). The lessons of Chapters 3 and 4 are similar: we don’t need
genetic programmes or instructions, or even specifically genetic information,
in order to understand and explain the developmental effects or evolutionary
significance of genes.

evolution: blind cave fish

The final chapters of this book explore interrelations between development
and evolution and between developmental and evolutionary explanations.
Along with many others (Raff 1996; Arthur 1997; Hall 1999; Wagner 2000),
I maintain that understanding development is important in understanding
evolution, just as understanding evolution is important in understanding de-
velopment. Consider, then, a case involving evolutionary alterations in de-
velopment that lead to marked heritable phenotypic change in the Mexican
tetra fish, Astyanax mexicanus (Yamamoto and Jeffery 2000; Pennisi 2000;
Jeffery 2001).5

The fish exist in a few dozen isolated populations in northeastern Mexico;
some live in streams and ponds, whereas others live in caves and underground
pools. Over the past million years or so, and amongst other evolutionary
changes, the cave fish have gone blind whereas those who live above ground
continue to have large eyes. The cave fish have also lost pigmentationwhereas
the surface fish have not (Figure 5).
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AsYamamoto and Jeffery (2000) haveobserved, althougheyedevelopment
starts off in the usual way in the cave dwellers, producing a rudimentary lens
and optic cup, after twenty-four hours the cells in the embryonic lens die,
the cornea and the iris fail to develop, and the retina does not organise into
distinct layers. Eventually, the eyeball sinks back into the skull and is covered
by a skin flap. Yamamoto and Jeffery (2000) were able to show that the lens
is responsible for promoting eye development, as a cave fish embryo which,
at twenty-fours hours of age, has had the lens vesicle of a surface-dwelling
conspecific transplanted into its optic cup develops a large eye with a distinct
pupil and a properly developing retina; its other, untreated eye, sinks into its
orbit. Thus, ‘a surface fish lens can induce the development of anterior eye
parts that have been lost during cave fish evolution’ (p. 631).

So, loss of eyes in Astyanax occurs by disruption of the developmental
pathway at a specific point, and it is possible to rescue eyes by providing a
signal at the right time and place, for no developmental potential has been
lost. Invoking the developmental phenomena, in addition to ecological and
population genetic aspects, thus helps to complete the explanation of the
evolution of these two tetra fish morphs and so illustrates one way in which
development and evolution interrelate.

Jeffery has recently argued that these cave fish are an excellent model
system for evo–devo, not least because, as cave fish descend from their
surface-dwelling conspecifics, we already know the direction of developmen-
tal change, which makes for an easier reconstruction of the evolutionary his-
tory of the cave fish (Jeffery 2001). Moreover, studies of cave fish in relation
to surface fish highlight ‘the possible role of tradeoffs between constructive
and regressive processes’ in evolution and development (p. 9).However,much
work remains to be done. For instance, it has been suggested that the cave fish
have ‘traded in’ their eyes – which are not needed in the underground streams,
and so their retention is not subject to evolutionary pressures – for other, more
adaptive features, as the troglodytic fish have more teeth and taste buds than
their surface-dwelling conspecifics (Vogel 2000). It is possible (even likely)
that the surface-dwelling, large-eyed fish are developmentally precluded from
evolving improved gustatory and masticatory apparatuses; such a result, if it
can be established, would be important in showing how development biases
evolutionary outcomes. However, if the surface-dwelling morph’s variability
is not biased against or away from this innovation, we can still see that the
developmental and evolutionary co-production of cave fish blindness remains
evolutionarily significant and demands joint developmental and evolutionary
explanation.
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conclusion

There are many examples of fine achievements in developmental science. We
might have dwelled on those of E.G. Conklin, Hans Spemann, Viktor Ham-
burger, Christianne Nusslein-Volhard and Eric Weishaus, Gilbert Gottlieb,
or Paul Brakefield. However, my aim in this chapter was not to reconstruct
the many momentous events in developmental biology since the nineteenth
century; my aim instead was to introduce the major themes of this book in
an illustrative rather than comprehensive way. These are as follows: that the
ancient dispute, fromAristotle onward, between preformationism and epigen-
esis, evident in the examples of Roux andDriesch, is still with us and demands
attention; that tall tales about the significance of genes may be brought down
to size by theoretical articulation and experimental execution; and that those
who would insist that development and evolution have nothing to say to each
other (e.g., Wallace 1986) are just plain wrong. Let us now attend in a more
programmatic way to the imperative to take development seriously.
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Scylla and Charybdis

The preformation idea has always led to immediate, if temporary suc-
cesses; while the epigenetic conception, although laborious, and un-
certain, has, I believe, one great advantage, it keeps open the door for
further examination and re-examination. Scientific advance has most
often taken place in this way.

– Thomas Hunt Morgan (1909)

A central contention of this book is that our understanding of biology, and the
very nature and history of living things, hinges crucially on our understanding
of development as the basic biological process. Development is what distin-
guishes biological systems from other sorts of systems, and it is the material
source of evolutionary change.

In unpackingmy claims about development, it is useful to explore a number
of metaphors used in attempts to explain development: these include ‘infor-
mation’, ‘programme’, and ‘triggering’. Rather than addressing these in turn,
I instead offer an account of how these metaphors, and others, come together
in what I call the ‘modern consensus’ on development.

Our very sense of biological possibilities, and of the nature of gene ac-
tion and activation, is constrained by our conceptions, whether implicit or
explicit, of epigenesis and preformation. The idea of epigenesis has a rich
history dating back to Aristotle, and it is typically understood as the antipode
of ‘preformation’; thus, even though there are no pure preformationists or epi-
genecists still with us, both epigenesis and preformation will initially occupy
me in this chapter.1 That discussion will serve as the basis for my charac-
terisation of the modern consensus on development and for efforts in later
chapters to diagnose its failings.

In Greek mythology, Scylla and Charybdis lived opposite one another in
the Strait of Messina. Whirlpool-like Charybdis would swallow the sea and
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spit it back out, while monstrous Scylla would attack passing sailors with
her six heads (each with three rows of teeth!). Sailing safely between them
was no mean feat, as Odysseus’ companions learned all too well, and the
phrase ‘Scylla and Charybdis’ has since come to refer to a pair of equally
bleak options. Thomas Hunt Morgan (1907: 384) once described epigenesis
and preformation as Scylla and Charybdis; throughout the twentieth century,
commentators took on the pseudo-Odyssean task of attempting to fall prey to
neither. But, unlike Odysseus, they did not seek a safe route between them;
rather, they attempted to meld them.

Many have claimed success, such that development is now standardly
construed as the epigenesis of something preformed in DNA. Accordingly,
we are all presumably both epigenecists and preformationists. However, if, as
so many have argued, neither epigenesis nor preformationism is correct, then,
to my mind, a monstrous hybrid should be no better – combining Scylla with
Charybdis merely multiplies our woes. We would be far better off navigating
a harmless route through the Strait – or so I will argue. Our first task, then, is
to identify the obstacles to safe passage. As there is a range of opinion as to
exactly what ‘epigenesis’ and ‘preformation’ are supposed to mean, we must
take care to understand them.

preformation versus epigenesis

The concept of preformation is supremely plastic, hurled as an epithet by one
camp and updated for the modern world by another. It is generally agreed
that something preformed develops (epigenetically) into a mature organism;
as Løvtrup suggests, ‘that something is “preformed” at the outset of each
individual case of ontogenesis is so evident that it seems incredible that it has
sometimes been thought necessary to supply experimental evidence in support
of this point’ (Løvtrup 1974: 8). Nevertheless, incredulity notwithstanding,
what exactly that preformed something is, and how it is preformed, is a matter
of dispute. It is worthwhile, then, to take a brief detour through the historically
unhappy positions that have now presumably been neutralised through our
understanding of the role of genes in development.

Both preformation and epigenesis, as concepts, date back to ancient
Greece. In De Generatione Animalium, Aristotle, the first epigenecist, dis-
missed Hippocrates’ preformationist idea that the bigger parts of an embryo
appear earlier than the smaller parts not because they are formed earlier but
because their size makes them easier to see. Aristotle was able to demonstrate
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that the heart in the chick embryo appears sooner than the lungs, and yet the
lungs are bigger (and thus should be visible sooner than the heart); therefore
as it is visible earlier in development, the heart must have been formed prior
to the lungs, and not contemporaneously with them (Aristotle 1953: 734a).

Of course, Hippocrates’ version of preformationism does not exhaust the
category, for there are many ways of being a preformationist. One may insist
with Hippocrates that the embryo as such is a tiny, perfectly formed adult
needing but fire and food to grow into an adult; views popular in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries go a step further, from the embryo to the sex
cell: many naturalists held that a future organism is coiled in the sex cell, and
then merely evolves into its mature form – one was therefore an animalculist
(spermist) or ovist depending on one’s sex-cell orientation. The eighteenth-
century ovist Charles Bonnet refined the latter position by dispensing with
‘minuscule men’ in favour of the conviction that the ‘germ’ is a ‘loose sum
of all the “fundamental parts” of the future individual’ (cited in Pinto-Correia
1997: 58). Still more recently, this sort of an account has been reissued in the
garb of information theory, such that what is now considered to be preformed
is genetic information. However, there are no pure preformationists anymore,
even in this attenuated sense.

But neither are there any pure epigenecists in the world today; that is,
no one would seriously argue that a complex organism emerges magically
(as it were) from a primitive homogeneous mass. Aristotle’s basic insight
about epigenesis – that the appearance over time of structures in the devel-
oping organism ought to be interpreted as evidence not merely of growth but
rather also of change (development) – remains valid to this day, but it has
nonetheless often been misinterpreted as if it required a vital driving force.
(This is a misunderstanding of Aristotelian entelechy; Vinci and Robert, in
preparation.) The basic insight remained stable and important for over two
millennia, though in a variety of guises. Thus William Harvey’s perspective
on epigenesis, according to which the unformed (unpreformed) organismal
substance takes up a form that is in it potentially, but not actually, has much
in common with the various theses of Aristotle. So too does the more pre-
formationistic perspective of Leeuwenhoek, whereby an organism takes up a
(preformed) form that was there only potentially, not actually, requiring as it
does a stimulus for its expression (Pinto-Correia 1997: 3, 85).

But Aristotle’s notion of an entelechy, however misinterpreted, led to his
guilt by association with those who posited vitalistic accounts of epigene-
sis (e.g., Müller 1996). To explain development from the relatively homo-
geneous, unstructured gametes through the increasingly complex organism,
early epigenecists (without having recourse to the easy – though ultimately
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mistaken – answer provided by their preformationist opponents) typically
had to invoke some teleological force from without – some vis essentialis or
élan vital, for instance. Epigenesis and vitalism have therefore been almost
constant companions. Given the demise of vitalism, more recent epigenecists
have sought form and structure elsewhere, usually within the organism it-
self. However, the best of the lot typically settle, sadly, on the nevertheless
animistic (and otherwise problematic) idea of a genetic programme.

preformation and epigenesis: the modern consensus

Let us presume, despite occasional slips in the literature to the contrary, that
no one today holds that epigenesis is just the (actual and not merely visual)
naturally unaided appearance of novelty in the unfolding of the ‘information-
ally preformed’ organism. As is evident from even a cursory review of the
literature on gene activation and regulation, a genome does not run the devel-
opmental show. However, such incisive thinkers as even Jacques Monod are
prone to error on this count. Monod, himself discussing the debates between
preformationists and epigenecists, argues that

no preformed and complete structure preexisted anywhere; but the architectural
plan for it was present in its very constituents. It can therefore come into
being spontaneously and autonomously, without outside help and without the
injection of additional information. The necessary information was present, but
unexpressed, in the constituents. The epigenetic building of a structure is not a
creation; it is a revelation. (Monod 1971: 7)2

In this passage, Monod suggests that developmental information, contained
in toto in the genes, manifests by self-activation in organismal development.

It is not entirely apparent what Monod means here, though, for surely the
co-author (with François Jacob) of the lac operon model of gene activation
understands the necessity of ‘outside help’ in the actualisation of genomic po-
tential. Yet the deep dispute is not over outside ‘activation’, which is granted,
though sometimes not taken seriously enough, by everyone concerned; rather
it is over the remainder of the conjunction, regarding the ‘injection of addi-
tional information’. In other words, it is not in dispute that insofar as genomic
potential is in fact actualised, the ‘activation’ – as it were – of the genome is
context dependent, ‘triggered’ – as it were – by some extragenomic develop-
mental component (the interactionist consensus).

In fact, the thesis of development-as-unfolding (‘evolution’) may be better
construed as a relatively sophisticated kind of preformationism – one capable
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of integrating an explanation of the observable changes in an organism dur-
ing ontogenesis – rather than as genuine epigenesis. For quite some time,
only epigenecists could explain this observation, whereas preformationists
were stuck with a theory about growth and no more. Now, however, prefor-
mationists could offer an equally plausible account by suggesting that the
adult structures are not physically present (fully formed but very tiny) in the
embryo; rather only the (preformed) genetic potential for those structures
is present. It is this latter kind of preformationism that underwrites careless
talk about genetic determinism, helping to substantiate the recent charge that
gene centrists are merely preformationists in modern garb (Oyama 2000b;
Mahner and Bunge 1997). Of course, there are no self-avowed preformation-
ists among the ranks of geneticists, developmental biologists, and philoso-
phers of biology. They rather see themselves as offering a preformationist–
epigenecist hybrid, what I call the modern consensus.

Aswith the interactionist consensus, inwhich nature (genes) versus nurture
(environment, experience) is superseded by the view that nature and nurture
are both required to effect development, the modern consensus combines
preformation and epigenesis rather than seeing them as in competition. Ernst
Mayr is a leading exemplar of this view. He provides the following glossary
entries of the notions of interest: ‘preformation’ refers to the theory ‘that
an embryo develops from material in which the essential form of the adult
is “preformed”, that is, already exists in its essential structures’, whereas
‘epigenesis’ is the theory ‘that new structures originate during ontogeny from
undifferentiated material with the help of a vital force [vis essentialis]’. So
construed, Mayr is correct to refer to both positions as ‘now-discredited’
(Mayr 1997: 310, 307). However, he also claims that the positions are ‘partly
right and partly wrong’ (p. 156), requiring the advances of twentieth-century
genetics and molecular biology to resolve the problem of development once
and for all:

The first step came from the field of genetics, which distinguished between
a genotype (the genetic constitution of an individual) and a phenotype (the
totality of the observable characteristics of an individual) and showed that
during development the genotype, by containing the genes for becoming a
chick, could control the production of a chick phenotype. By thus providing
the information for development, the genotype is the preformed element. But
by directing the epigenetic development of the seemingly formless mass of the
egg, it also played the role of the vis essentialis of the epigenesis.

Finally, molecular biology removed the last unknown by showing that the
genetic DNA program of the zygote was this vis essentialis. The introduction
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of the concept of a genetic program terminated the old controversy. The answer
was thus, in a way, a synthesis of epigenesis and preformation. The process of
development, the unfolding phenotype, is epigenetic. However, development is
also preformationist because the zygote contains an inherited genetic program
that largely determines the phenotype. (Mayr 1997: 157–158)3

This passage contains the central elements of the modern consensus on
development.4 These are the overlapping and mutually reinforcing theses
of genetic informationism, genetic animism, and genetic primacy.

Genetic informationism is the position that genes contain the entirety of the
preformed, species-specific developmental ‘information’. Genetic animism
refers to a genetic programme in the zygotic DNA controlling the develop-
ment of an organism. Genetic primacy envisions that the gene is the unit of
heredity, the ontogenetic prime mover, and the primary supplier and organ-
iser of material resources for development, such that the phenotype is the
secondary unfolding of what is largely determined by the genes.

These theses, taken together, comprise a modern, DNA-era reconcilia-
tion of preformation with epigenesis: the (preformed) genetic program in
the zygotic DNA is transmitted between generations, contains all specific
ontogenetic information, and determines the (epigenetic) development of
an organism. There is no need for the previous centuries’ preformationists’
‘strange tales of small men’ in reproduction (Pinto-Correia 1999), or for the
epigenecists’ vital force acting from without – the very ideas of genetic infor-
mation and genetic programme solve this seminal problem of embryology.

There are, unfortunately, several difficulties with this set of views – which
is one reason I prefer Newman and Müller’s (2000) pre-genetic account of
epigenetics discussed in Chapter 2. For instance, genes are not informational
in the way supposed, nor do they initiate or direct ontogeny; there is no such
thing as a genetic programme; and there is no straightforward ‘unfolding’
relation from genotype to phenotype. The modern consensus, melding epige-
nesis with preformation in light of modern genetics, is lacking on all counts –
yet it persists in the writings and research programmes of a wide range of
biologists. Before proceeding, in the following paragraphs and in the next
chapter to offer arguments against the theses of the modern consensus, let me
first justify characterising this cluster of views as in fact a consensus position.

The passage cited herein from Mayr is by no means idiosyncratic. For
instance, in 1970 Fraser conjectured that ‘the preformed basis of an individ-
ual has its identity in the constant informational content of the genes (the
homunculus has a nucleic acid morphology). The epigenetic translation of
the genetic information involves complex sets of genes acting in a variable
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milieu of genetic and environmental effects, such that constant progression
and fixed end points eventuate’ (Fraser 1970: 57). Furthermore, Maienschein
cites the position of the Medawars as ‘fairly typical’: ‘the genetic instructions
according to which development proceeds are indeed preformed, but their
realization is epigenetic, i.e. turns upon influences acting upon the embryonic
cell from the outside’ (Maienschein 1986: 101–102, citing Medawar and
Medawar 1977). As the Medawars said later in a slogan, ‘genetics proposes,
epigenetics disposes’ (Medawar and Medawar 1983).

Similarly, J.A. Mazzeo, in his Introduction to the 1977 edition of Oscar
Hertwig’s classic 1896 bookTheBiological Problemof To-Day:Preformation
or Epigenesis?, writes as follows:

In our own time, the progress of molecular biology has finally elucidated that
structure of the gene, a one-dimensional segment of DNA, which can both du-
plicate itself and serve as a ‘template’ for intermediary substances, messenger
RNA and transfer RNA, which build the three-dimensional structure of the
protein, and the organism is understood as the ‘translation’ of the information
contained in the gene. The gene is, thus, a ‘message,’ and the truth of prefor-
mation is that what is ‘preformed’ is the information for making an organism.
(Mazzeo 1977)5

So, inmodern incarnations of preformationism,miniature encapsulated adults
or their parts have been replaced by coded information or instructions con-
tained within a genetic programme, executed epigenetically.

Two further instances of the modern consensus, construing the reconcilia-
tion of preformation and epigenesis as the epigenetic triggering of preformed
genetic information, are worth noting. Gould remarks that

The solution to great arguments is usually close to the golden mean, and this
debate is no exception. Modern genetics is about as midway as it could be be-
tween the extreme formulations of the eighteenth century. The preformationists
were right in asserting that some preexistence is the only refuge from mysti-
cism. But they were mistaken in postulating preformed structure, for we have
discovered coded instructions. (It is scarcely surprising that a world knowing
nothing of the player piano – not to mention the computer program – should
have neglected the storage of coded instructions.) The epigeneticists, on the
other hand, were correct in insisting that the visual appearance of development
is no mere illusion. (Gould 1977: 18–19)

Moreover, in a footnote in his translation of Aristotle’s De Generatione Ani-
malium – the locus classicus of epigenesis – A.L. Peck describes the triumph
of epigenesis over preformationism as an overdue vindication of Aristotle.
Aristotle, Peck maintains, was right to focus attention on the emergence of
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qualitative novelty in development. However, he notes that preformationism
is not and was not entirely barren: ‘like many erroneous theories, prefor-
mationism contained some truth, for we know to-day that the course of the
embryo’s development is predetermined by its genetic constitution’ (Peck in
Aristotle 1953: 145, note a).

But do we in fact know this? Is it really the case that ‘the course of the em-
bryo’s development’ is in some important way ‘predetermined by its genetic
constitution’? Surely that is the position of Mayr, and of Rosenberg, too, as I
suggested in Chapter 1. It seems, as well, to be that of Monod, and the other
commentators already cited. Even so, I remain sceptical.

unpacking the modern consensus

There are two distinct perspectives on the idea of the external ‘triggering’
of genomic potential: one compatible and another (Monod’s) incompatible
with the ontogenetic requirement of specific environmental information –
that is, information beyond the bare instruction ‘switch on the preformed
genetic program for development now’ and its ilk. My sense is that most
theorists hold to the former, not the latter, position, though in moments of
weakness some theorists blur the distinction. However, I want to suggest
in this chapter that even the former perspective is misguided in many of its
numerous instantiations; all thewhile, I will contend that the latter perspective
is surely mistaken as well.

A few distinctions, implicit in what I have said so far, should be made
explicit. The view of epigenesis as unaided evolution (or unaided unfolding)
is rather a sort of pseudo-epigenesis, one not currently represented in the
biological or philosophical literature but one that might have characterised
some earlier views. The euphemism of ‘triggering’ is used in two distinct
ways. According to one, epigenesis is a matter of initial triggering, whereby
the whole of the developmental potential resides in the genome, requiring
mere activation from without for the production of an organism; according
to the other, epigenesis is a matter of contextual triggering, a more sophisti-
cated position according to which, although developmental potential resides
exclusively in the genome, its actualisation occurs over time as the result of
many external and internal activations or regulations (or both). The core idea
underlying both of these positions is represented in the following passage:

One can surmise that there must exist a machine to interpret the content of
a DNA sequence. This machine is a preexisting living cell, made of a large
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but finite number of individual components organized in a highly ordered way.
Given such a machine, a fragment of DNA, provided it contains a well-formed
sequence, is necessary and sufficient to produce a specific behavior representing
part or all of the structure and dynamics of an organism. (Danchin 1996: 107–
108)

Where epigenesis amounts to initial triggering, the cellular ‘machine’ triggers
the production of the ‘behaviour’ pre-specified in the DNA fragment; where
epigenesis amounts to contextual triggering, the cellular machine, in reactive
interplay with the DNA fragment, regulates the expression of the preformed
genetic information in the production of the specific behaviour. The latter
position is, as I take it, the standard account of ontogenesis and can be made
to fit all three theses of the modern consensus on development.

M. Moss characterises this sort of view as follows: ‘at fertilization the
diploid genome contains all the information necessary to regulate (or “cause”)
individual ontogenesis, requiring only an appropriately permissive and sup-
portive environment for full genomic expression to occur’ (Moss 1981: 366;
Moss is, I should note, critical of such a perspective). The attentive reader will
recognise this sort of view as substantially equivalent to the initial conclusion
drawn in Chapter 1 about how best to understand and explain development,
a conclusion that I maintain is mistaken.

Contrast this sort of modern consensus perspective with that of Schlichting
and Pigliucci:

It seems clear that, nomatter how strong our belief in the power of reductionism
as an explanatory scheme, the nature of the phenotype of any organism cannot
bemechanistically deduced, even if we possess a completeDNA sequence of its
genome. The elucidation of the utterly fascinating (and mind-numbing) gym-
nastics that comprise transcription and translation has definitively crushed that
hope. Thus ‘emergence’ arises somewhere between DNA and the phenotype.
This black box, often referred to as epigenetics, is now only being perforated
with numerous small holes, shedding some dim light on portions of its contents.
(Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998: 27; emphasis added)6

I will need to invoke yet another euphemism to account for (a) the idea that
specific ontogenetic information is dispersed throughout the developing sys-
tem and environment and therefore not localised (exclusively) in the genome;
and (b) the further idea that ‘activation’ does not quite capture the nature of
developmental phenomena or the interrelationships between genes and other
elements of the developmental system. In this regard, recall Monod’s final
admonition, in the passage already cited, that ‘the epigenetic building of a
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structure is not a creation; it is a revelation’ – in particular, a revelation of
what is genomically preformed. I will urge the opposite view in this and
subsequent chapters; hence, creative development.7 My account of creative
development, to be offered in Chapter 5, represents a substantial modification
of all three theses comprising the modern consensus on development. Let us
now address these theses in turn.

genetic informationism

The tendency toward vitalism has been vigorously challenged by biologists
formore than a century (longer, in the case ofAristotle). Again,Mayr is a good
exemplar. He characterises himself as an epistemological andmethodological
emergentist (as I characterise myself in Chapter 1): ‘in a structured system,
new properties emerge at higher levels of integration which could not have
been predicted from a knowledge of the lower-level components . . . Analysis
should be continued downward only to the lowest level at which this approach
yields relevant new information and insights’. However, Mayr also contends
that this emergentist position requires a further concession, one that I am
unprepared to grant. This concession is that ‘it is the genetic program which
controls the development and activities of the organic integrons that emerge
at each successively higher level of integration’ (Mayr 1997: 19, 20).8

In fact, writes Mayr, ‘the genetic program is the underlying factor of ev-
erything organisms do. It plays a decisive role in laying down the structure of
an organism, its development, its functions, and its activities’. ForMayr, then,
the genetic programme – ‘the information coded in an organism’s DNA’ –
generates the emergent organism (Mayr 1997: 123, 307). Thus does Mayr’s
account of ontogenesis combine the three theses of genetic informationism,
genetic animism, and genetic primacy already identified as comprising the
modern consensus. Setting aside until Chapter 4 the question of the primacy
of the genes, we must ask: What is genetic information? and What – and
where – is the genetic programme?

The usual account of why the notion of specifically genetic information is
useful in explaining development is well summarised by Oyama:

The discovery of DNA and its confirmation of a gene theory that had long been
in search of itsmaterial agent offered an enormously attractive apparent solution
to the puzzle of the origin and perpetuation of living form. A material object
housed in every organism, the gene seemed to bridge the gap between inert
matter and design; in fact, genetic information, by virtue of the meanings of
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in-formation as ‘shaping’ and ‘animating’, promised to supply just the cognitive
and causal functions needed to make a heap of chemicals into a being. (Oyama
1985: 12)

Does genetic information in fact supply these functions? It does – but only at
tremendous expense. It is difficult to resist the impression that genetic infor-
mationism bleeds into genetic animism, inasmuch as G.C.Williams famously
urged that ‘a gene is not a DNA molecule; it is the transcribable information
coded by the molecule . . . the gene is a packet of information, not an object’
(Williams 1992: 11). This immaterial information, coded in the medium of
DNA, specifies the adult structure of an organism. Similarly, John Maynard
Smith describes developmental biology as ‘the study of how information in
the genome is translated into adult structure’, and he underscores that it is
‘hard to see where else the information’ to build adult structure ‘is coming
from’ (Maynard Smith 2000a: 177, 186).9 So two core aspects of this perspec-
tive are that development is best construed as differential gene activation –
that is, as differential triggering of genetic information – and that specifically
genetic information undergirds what is for Maynard Smith a strong and ir-
reducibly important distinction between nature and nurture – though nurture
is required to trigger nature, nature is primary and necessarily so, given that
nature is inherited and nurture is not (Maynard Smith 2000a: 189). In other
words, information is properly ascribed only to genes, and so exclusively to
genetic causes in ontogeny. What, then, is information?

So many senses of the term ‘information’ abound in genetic contexts that
it is plausible to suggest that ‘information’ is an instance of what the linguist
Uwe Poerksen (1995) calls a plastic word. A plastic word is an amorphous but
scientifically saturated word stretched so far beyond its appropriate field of
applicability that it loses coherent meaning.10 In case that is an uncharitable
interpretation of genetic information,wemust askwhat end ismet by invoking
the term ‘genetic information’ and also whether the term has any explanatory
content in contemporary biology.

A number of commentators, including Maynard Smith (2000a, 2000b),
Sarkar (1996a, 1996b), and Sterelny and Griffiths (1999), have grappled with
this issue. Abstracting from their analyses, we see that two coherent accounts
of information are possible: causal accounts, stemming from cybernetics
and mathematical information theory, and intentional accounts, stemming in
part from the philosophy of mind. However, although both of these accounts
render information-talk in biology comprehensible, neither account permits
the further claim that only genes are informational Griffiths and Gray (1994).
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According to a causal account of information, information is passed along
a channel connecting a sender to a receiver. The receiver contains the in-
formation, and the information is about the sender. We know that a channel
between two systems exists when we can reliably characterise the state of the
sender on the basis of our knowledge of the state of the receiver; that is, when
‘the state of one is systematically causally related to the state of the other’
(Sterelny and Griffiths 1999: 101).

Channel conditions are the factors that connect two systems at either end of
a channel. As Sterelny and Griffiths observe, ‘there is a channel between the
television studio and the television screen whose channel conditions include
the machinery at the studio, the relay stations, the atmospheric conditions,
the antennae, and your TV set. So what you see on the read-out device of an
instrument causally depends on the state of the source and the states of the
channel conditions’ (Sterelny and Griffiths 1999: 102). Fundamental to this
notion of information is that ‘the role of signal source and channel condition
can be reversed’; consequently, information is covariation and no more (p.
102; also see Griffiths and Gray 1994).

As a result, sources of developmental information are any and all factors
with which development covaries. Again, Sterelny and Griffiths: ‘if we hold
the other developmental factors constant, genes covary with, and hence carry
information about, the phenotype. But if we hold all developmental factors
other than (say) nutrient quantity constant, the amount of nutrition available
to the organismwill also covary with, and hence also carry information about,
its phenotype’ (1999: 102; also see Sterelny 2000a: 196). Thus developmental
information may be found in a wide range of sources, depending on where
one chooses to look; genes are not informationally privileged in any non-
pragmatic sense on the causal account of information.

Therefore, those who seek in genes a special source of information must
have another account of information in mind. Indeed, they do. The intentional
account of information, as I already noted, stems largely from the philosophy
of mind. That an idea has intentional content suggests that the idea is about
something; the aboutness of an idea is its intention (and, possibly, its inten-
sion). In the context of genetics and development, the suggestion is that only
genes, and not other developmental resources, are about the phenotype; the
other developmental resources, including cellular conditions and exogenous
environmental conditions, help to establish the phenotype but in a completely
non-specific way. Sterelny and Griffiths put it this way: ‘if genes have inten-
tional content, then they mean the same thing no matter what the state of the
rest of the developmental matrix’ (1999: 104). Should thematrix change, then
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the new meaning of the genes amounts to no more than misinterpretation of
the original intentional content.

The ideas of misinterpretation and misrepresentation are crucial to the
intentional account of information: I misrepresent the colour red if my idea
of ‘red’ is in fact the idea of ‘box’; similarly, a map misrepresents the Halifax
harbour if the map represents the harbour as on the northern coast of Nova
Scotia, and a student essay misrepresents the adventures of Sir Francis Drake
if the essayist represents Drake as having circumcised the world with a 100-
foot clipper.

So the notion of genetic information having intentional content stipulates
that genes are properly about phenotypes; that it makes sense to say that the
meaning of genes is relatively independent of other conditions; and that this
meaning may be misrepresented in particular environments. Notwithstanding
difficulties in the philosophy of mind with the idea of intentional informa-
tion, it is worth pondering the source of the putative aboutness of genes.
From whence does meaningful, though misinterpretable, genetic information
arise?

Maynard Smith (2000a) holds that the intentionality of genetic information
derives from natural selection on the genome in order to generate an adapted
organism. This is what is often called a teleosemantic theory of informational
content, whereby the intended meaning of the content reduces to what it has
been selected to be about. Setting aside the outstanding problems of the units
of selection and the scope of selection in explaining evolution (whichMaynard
Smith resolves by appeal to genic selectionism and adaptationism), we see
that the core of his position is that genes are uniquely informational because
genes uniquely contain intentional information about adult forms, and the
intentionality derives fromevolutionary history.Maynard Smith’s restatement
of the core theses of the modern consensus amounts to the following claims,
which he takes to be not in dispute:

that DNA contains information that has been programmed by natural selection;
that this information codes for the amino acid sequence of proteins; that, in
a much less well understood sense, the DNA and proteins carry instructions,
or a program, for the development of the organism; that natural selection of
organisms alters the information in the genome; and finally, that genomic in-
formation is ‘meaningful’ in that it generates an organism able to survive in the
environment in which selection has acted. (Maynard Smith 2000a: 190)

Whereas genes are thus informational on this view, environments are not;
this is because genes are intentional, and environments vary between being
supportive and noisy. For Maynard Smith, then, all developmental specificity
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resides in the informational genome on account of selection for the develop-
mental effects of genes.

This idea of genetic information abounds in experimental contexts. Con-
sider gene-knockout experiments. It certainly makes sense to suggest that the
misexpression of the Otx-2 gene in mice leads to the absence of virtually
all structures in the rostral head. The environment in which neither copy of
Otx-2 is expressed differs drastically from that in which one copy is expressed
(resulting in a variety of defects – or errors – ranging from minor cranial and
neural difficulties to complete acephaly), and this second environment differs
drastically, though less so, from that in which the gene is properly expressed.
In the latter environment, the rostral brain develops as it should – as it ismeant
to develop.

Of course, sometimes organisms develop as they do – or at least toward a
mature form which we could hold to be the form toward which they are
meant to develop – sometimes in spite of genes. Knockout experiments
are not always as clear cut as in the case of Otx-2, and organisms may man-
age to achieve a typical functional state even in the absence of genes whose
putatively intentional effects are well known. The MyoD gene in vertebrates
plays a key role in determining whether a cell becomes a muscle cell; it is
a muscle determination factor. But whether MyoD has that effect – and so
that intentional content – depends on the prior history of the particular cell
and its previous interactions within developmental networks; and even when
that gene is misexpressed (as in a knockout experiment conducted by Chen
et al. 1992, on its homologue, hlh-1, in the nematode worm Caenorhabditis
elegans), protein synthesis occurs and muscles form as normally expected
(for discussion, see Strohman 1993 and Robert 2001a).

However, isn’t this just to say that genes are meaningful in meaningful
environments, and also that the putative intentionality of organismal devel-
opment is a matter not just of genes but of genes-in-organismal-context? It is
gratuitous to suppose otherwise.

Genes do not evolve independently of the organisms of which they are part,
just as environments do not evolve independently of the co-adapted gene–
environment complexes inhabiting and altering them. Weiss and Fullerton
suggest that we consider ‘that it is not the genome that is especially con-
served by evolution. Suppose the ephemeral phenotype really iswhat we need
to understand and what persists over time. Genes would then be “only” the
meandering spoor left by the process of evolution by phenotype’ (Weiss and
Fullerton 2000: 192; see also Newman and Müller 2000 and Robert 2001a).
The implication of this view is that we must explore in detail the ‘dual evo-
lution of phenotype and genotype’ (Weiss and Fullerton 2000: 192) and not
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presume that what we see in the world around us is strictly the product of
genes selected for their putatively intentional informational content. For if
genes are in fact so selected, so too are those other aspects of the develop-
mental manifold; and aspects of the whole developmental manifold interact
in the process of generating an adapted organism.

Thus, on neither the causal nor the intentional account of information
are we entitled to conclude that only genes are informational. Either there
is no extant account of uniquely genetic information which is biologically
plausible, or there is no such beast as uniquely genetic information (Griffiths&
Gray 1994; Sterelny & Griffiths 1999).

And, yet, information-talk persists virtually unabated. Maynard Smith
claims that his account is a ‘natural history’ of this kind of language in biol-
ogy, not a philosophical analysis (2000a: 192).When a philosophical analysis
is undertaken, we see that the goal of elucidating a special informational role
for genes cannot be attained. So ‘genetic information’ is ametaphor – a histor-
ically productive one, to be sure, but a metaphor nonetheless. The metaphor
masks two implicit claims: first, that even if the metaphor were to remain
largely unanalysed, it would continue to do important work; and second,
that no specific definition of ‘genetic information’ is required for ‘everyone
knows’ what is meant by the term – it is used as shorthand for whatever
special developmental and evolutionary powers are widely believed to accrue
to DNA. Both of these implicit claims may be problematised, though: the
metaphor may well have outlived its usefulness in shifting from convenient
shorthand to universal explanatory entity, and yet genes do not have the mys-
tical powers attributed to them in the absence of all else that is transmitted
between generations and that makes DNAmeaningful in specific ontogenetic
contexts.

genetic animism

In natural history terms, genetic information has functioned as a surrogate
for the assumption that causal control resides in DNA. In a hybrid causal–
intentional account of information, François Jacob characterises information
as containing ‘the power to direct what is done’ (1973: 251), even while, in
order to function, genes-as-messages require a functioning cell in order to
function as guiding causes in development. His argument is that

outside the cell, without the means to carry out the plans, without the apparatus
necessary for copying or translating, it [DNA] remains inert, like a tape outside
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the tape recorder. No more than the memory of a computer can the memory
of heredity act in isolation. Able to function only within the cell, the genetic
message can do nothing by itself. It can only guide what is being done. (Jacob
1973: 278)

Not surprisingly, this idea of genetic information as specifying a programme
containing the plans for building an organism fits well within the theses of the
modern consensus: genes encode preformed information, which is causally
efficacious in controlling the development of the organism, itself nothing but
the unfolding of what is genetically (informationally) preordained. In this
way, genetic informationism bleeds into the second thesis of the modern
consensus, genetic animism.

Recall Mayr’s twin claims that a genetic programme is the information
encoded in an organism’s DNA, and that the genetic programme controls
the development and activities of the whole organism. Drawing an analogy
with computer programmes is unhelpful in specifying the nature of putative
genetic programmes, for a computer programme is such only on account of
its relation to the intentional programmer. Oyama similarly worries about
the teleological perspective driving the invocation of genetic programmes,
the idea that a genetic programme encodes information to direct ontogenesis
toward a particular, species-specific goal:

As we contemplate the nature in and around us, the argument from design is
ever present. When we remember that our cognitive metaphors are motivated
by it, as is the case when we say that an embryo develops as though it had a full
set of instructions, all is well. When we forget, we entrap ourselves in the worst
kind of pseudoexplanation. What is ‘worst’ about such explanation is not that
it explains nothing, but that it seems to explain everything. (Oyama 2000b: 73)

Nonetheless, as with genetic information, it is worth asking what the concept
of a genetic programme is supposed to explain. I am not convinced that it is
in any way explanatorily helpful, nor am I convinced that it is philosophically
well motivated – despite the fact that the genetic programme trope, like the
genetic information trope, has played an important role in explorations of
development to date (Keller 2002).

Of particular critical moment is the notion that information qua onto-
genetic-controller-of-developmental-instruction is supposed to be present in
the genes. However, as Gray (1992: 177) has argued, in a statement meant
to counteract the latent preformationism of the modern consensus, ‘develop-
mental information is not in the genes, nor is it in the environment, but rather
it develops in the fluid, contingent relation between the two’. That genes and
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environments interact in the production of organisms is not in question; but
exactly what such interaction entails is a matter of dispute. My thesis is that
proponents of the modern consensus pay lip service to interactionism and
then proceed as if genes were the primary generating and determining factor.
The task of justifying this assessment will preoccupy us throughout the rest
of this chapter and the next.

Some uncontroversial facts about DNA point up the dubiousness of the
genetic programme trope.11 DNA is a relatively inert molecule, requiring ac-
tivation from without. Further, in eukaryotic cells (cells with nuclei), DNA
is covered in histone proteins and therefore is not immediately accessible
without cellular triage. The cellular environment which exploits the DNA
is complex: even the simplest eukaryotic cells have a ribosomal ‘machinery’
comprising ‘a giant assemblage of sub-units together containingmore than 80
different proteins, and RNA sequences containingmore than 6,700 nucleotide
bases. Without it, without the complex biochemical environment the cell pro-
vides, “genes” . . . simply can’t function’ (Rose 1997: 127–128). Moreover,
gene ‘activation’ is irreducibly spatiotemporal, depending on the developmen-
tal history of the particular cell in which it is located – particularly, the cell’s
location in the developing embryo and the number of times the cell line that
leads to it has divided. Thus, it is evident that genes are not passive providers
of encoded instructions that retain their structure across generations; they are
‘reactive complexes that are in constant and dynamic interaction with their
carriers’ (Plotkin 1994: 39; also see Nijhout 1990 and Wolf 1995). In short,
in the production of an organism, segments of DNA interact with proteins,
metabolites, nutrients, and other segments of DNA according to a specifically
structured (though flexible) schedule within a specifically structured (though
not invariant) environment which enables such interactions and which is nec-
essary for their occurrence.

Despite the fact that certain of these complex processes can be made to
appear to function in a programmatic way, that is not evidence of a genetic
programme. At most, as Wolf aptly notes, ‘program in this context is an a
posteriori description of a structure, and not an a priori instruction for gener-
ating a structure’ (Wolf 1995: 143; also see Oyama 1985: 54). The ostensibly
preformed informational ‘instructions’ are not ‘just there’ to begin with but
rather emerge progressively during ontogenesis. Thus, Eva Neumann-Held
argues that

independently of context and system, the DNA has neither structure, nor func-
tion, nor program, nor information. Rather, the constancy of the transcriptional
processes [e.g.] has to be attributed to the constancy of the patterns of interaction
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of the participating components . . . The basic DNA sequence and the develop-
mental context determine in reciprocal contingency the structure (and function)
of all regulatory sequences of transcription or translation; they co-define and
co-construct. (Neumann-Held 1999: 119)12

Thus there is no underlying genetic programme, but at most the illusion of
such a programme in the ontogenesis of an organism. (Also see Nijhout 1990:
443.)13

Lenny Moss (1992) has subjected Mayr’s particular claims about genetic
programmes to critical scrutiny. Moss attempts, in vain as it turns out, to
localise the genetic programme, reified or treated as a substantial entity by
those committed to genetic animism. According to Moss, part of the reason
that genetic animists adopt the terminology of genetic programmes is that
they draw unjustified inferences from their primary investigative tool: viruses
as model organisms. The attribution of agency to genes is facilitated by the
dramatic evidence of the formidable effects that the introduction of a virus
can have on an organism. The penetration of viral DNA (or RNA) can have a
drastic impact on the behaviour of an infected cell, and the observation of this
impact may have led investigators to overestimate the agentic role of DNA in
ontogenesis. However, as Moss points out,

what becomes easy to overlook in themidst of such apparent power and efficacy
is that viruses are molecular parasites whose ability to act entirely presupposes
a living system, in relation to which the virus is a kind of trigger or pertur-
bant. Shooting DNA constructs into a cell and shouting ‘Now dance!’ does not
constitute an explanation of the mechanisms by which ‘the genetic program
informs and instructs ontogeny’ or ‘supervise[s] its own precise replication and
that of other living systems such as organelles, cells, and whole organisms’
(even if the cell dances). (Moss 1992: 340–341)14

Despite historical and contemporary overstatement of the agency of the genes,
Moss is open to the possibility that the notion of a genetic programme may
perform actual explanatory work in cell and molecular biology – yet he finds
no evidence to this effect. With regard to transcription, for instance, he con-
cludes that the harder one looks for the proximal cause of the transcriptional
activation of a particular gene, the quicker one is thrust into a complex array
of antecedent conditions – a point made as well by Nijhout:

When we trace the causal pathway of a developmental event, we may often
(but not necessarily always) encounter a gene whose product is required for that
event, andwithoutwhich that eventwould not take place.But the causal pathway
does not end there. The expression of the gene or the activity of its product must
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itself be controlled by a specific stimulus, perhaps an ionic or organic inducing
molecule, or through the product of a regulatory gene. Regulatory genes, in
turn, owe their timely activity to stimuli external to themselves, and so forth.
The causal pathway is endless and involves not only genetic, but manifold
structural, chemical, and physiochemical events, a defect in any of which can
derail the normal process. (Nijhout 1990: 442)

In the case of cellular self-replication, the three-dimensional structure of
a cell is required for DNA to be able to function as a template for the amino
acid sequence of proteins; meanwhile, it is not DNA but rather the organelles,
variously found in the plasma of a cell, that serve as their own template for
replication. As I have already emphasised, without the highly structured cel-
lular environment, which is itself not constructed by the DNA, DNA is inert,
relatively unstructured, non-functional, and so not ontogenetically meaning-
ful. Any quest for causal origins (or ontological or ontogenetic primacy)
culminates in the intricacies of the cell-organism as a whole as the causal ba-
sis of ‘gene action’. Accordingly, Moss concludes that the ‘genetic program
upon whichMayr relies so deeply is in fact nowhere to be found’ (Moss 1992:
344, 335). Genetic animism is snookered.

Mayr’s version of the modern consensus stumbles over the organism-as-
a-whole – and its ontological, epistemological, and methodological sequelae.
Mayr attempts to argue that the organism is both cause and effect of itself,
noting that ‘development, behavior, and all other activities of living organisms
are in part controlled by genetic (and somatic) programs that are the result
of the genetic information accumulated throughout the history of life’; yet
he urges that ‘it is the genetic program which controls the development and
activities’ of the organism. He insists that biologists have finally understood
that ‘the behavior of developing cells [is] attributable not just to genes but
also to the cellular environment in which these cells found themselves at
different stages in development’; yet he claims that ‘the genetic program is
the underlying factor of everything organisms do. It plays a decisive role in
laying down the structure of an organism, its development, its functions, and
its activities’ (Mayr 1997: 21, 20, 152, 123).

Well, which is it? Is ontogenesis ‘partly controlled’ or ‘wholly controlled’
by a genetic programme? Is the genetic programme ‘decisive’, or is ‘decision
making’ rather a function of the cellular environment?Note thatMayr invokes
genetic programmes to serve two purposes: the first is to explain development,
whereas the second is to establish the autonomy of biological science. In the
latter instance, he sees twoways to establish his claim that biology is in fact an
autonomous science: by distinguishing between life and non-life on the basis
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of genetic programmes, and by underscoring the unique role of emergence in
biology. These two ideas are conjoined in Mayr’s pseudo-antireductionistic
account of organicism, but, as I shall suggest, the position is inconsistent.

I refer to pseudo-antireductionism for several reasons: first, Mayr is not an
antireductionist in the antianalytical sense sometimes implied, for he encour-
ages reduction where appropriate; second,Mayr’s position on reductionism is
somewhat ambiguous.With regard tomethodology, he advises against greedy
(methodological) reductionism, insisting that ‘analysis should be continued
downward only to the lowest level at which this approach yields relevant new
information and insights’ (Mayr 1997: 20). On the other hand,Mayr falls prey
to a certain genetic determinism in his endorsement of an ontogenetically pri-
mary and decisive genetic programme. Mayr contends that the recognition of
emergence tempers the apparent reductionism and determinism of a focus on
genetic programmes; I harbour doubts.

The basic features of his distinction between animate and inanimate matter
are the genetic programme (qua depository of developmental information
and director of ontogenesis), and the presence in animate matter of properties
emerging from the particular organisation (structure) of animate matter. Only
living beings contain and are generated by genetic programmes – hence the
(ontological) autonomy of the biological subject matter. Given the emergent
properties of living beings, which imply the inexplicability of (some) higher-
level properties from knowledge of lower-level properties, biology must be
an (epistemologically) autonomous science. That, in a nutshell, is Mayr’s
organicist–structuralist position on the autonomy of biology.

As noted in Chapter 1, as a systemist I contend that an organism is an emer-
gent outcomeof its composition, environment, and structure. In contrast,Mayr
ignores environment altogether and denies the importance of composition:
‘the unique characteristics of living organisms are not due to their compo-
sition but rather to their organization’. Yet as is plainly evident, Mayr also
holds that the key compositional feature of an organism is its informational
genetic programme, which is responsible for the generation of ‘integrons’
at all higher levels of organisation throughout development (Mayr 1997: 16,
19–20). How can he reconcile these views?

In brief, he can’t. Moreover, Mayr neglects to clarify the ontological status
of what he argues is the basic compositional element of organisms, that is,
their genetic programme.A genetic programme is, apparently, not immaterial,
for Mayr claims that vitalism is superfluous; but whether it is strictly physical
is also unclear, for Mayr rejects physicalism as well (Mayr 1997: 8). He does
not clarify which particular meaning of ‘information’ he endorses in claiming
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that a genetic programme just is the information encoded in an organism’s
DNA. Nor does Mayr adequately justify the epistemological component of
his account of emergence: if a genetic programme encodes and directs the
organisation of the organism, and the higher-level properties are ‘emergent’
from the genetically preprogrammed organisation of lower-level parts, then it
is at least not obvious why Mayr should contend that higher-level properties
should be either inexplicable or unpredictable from lower-level organisational
properties.

I submit that the way Mayr or someone attracted to his position might
avoid all of these problems is to insist on genuine (ontological) emergence;
to exchange structural organicism for systemism; to drop the very notion of
a genetic programme; and to insist that whatever seeming inexplicability or
unpredictability exists is an artifact of too quick and exclusive a focus on
genetic information as generating the explanation or prediction in the first
place.

navigating the strait

Melding preformation and epigenesis, Scylla and Charybdis, is the wrong
project. The chimaeric offspring is even more beastly than its monstrous
forebears. In various versions of the modern consensus, differential states
of activity are attributed to both preformed and epigenetic elements. For the
Medawars, for instance, genes encodedevelopmental instructions that are trig-
gered from outside the cell, suggesting relatively passive (preformed) genes
in a relatively active (epigenetic) environment; for Mayr, though, encoded
instructions in genes simply are in themselves a genetic programme for de-
velopment (that is, in fact, his definition of a genetic programme) – suggesting
a rather active role for the preformed component.

I have already suggested (and will continue to do so) both that genes are
much less active than sometimes presumed and also that genes, qua passive
suppliers of (some of) the materials of ontogeny, ‘propose’ by no means all
but rather only some of those materials to be ‘disposed of’ epigenetically.
Having worried the first two theses of the modern consensus herein, I turn
in Chapter 4 to the third thesis: genetic primacy. In Chapter 5, I endorse an
account of development distinct from and not reducible to the differential
expression of (preformed) genes.

Admittedly, I have offered here some harsh criticisms of a number of great
biologists. Some may object that I have been too severe, or have constructed
a straw version of sophisticated accounts of the role of genes in explaining
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development: belittling great biologists is philosophically unconstructive,
whereas toppling a straw consensus is philosophically unimpressive. In re-
sponse, I emphasise that the modern consensus is indeed widely believed,
though in various incarnations, and that my criticisms of these views are not
ends in themselves. They are, rather, part of the larger project of genuinely
understanding and explaining development as such – and so navigating safely
between Scylla and Charybdis.
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4

Constitutive Epigenetics

Developmental biologists and geneticists usually focus on different as-
pects of genes (translation versus transmission). The geneticist uses a
particular view of genes as units of heredity (i.e. transmission to the
next generation) and may neglect the role of genes in development.
Consequently, the developmental biologist may ask whether the dis-
tinction between genotype and phenotype advances genetics by leaving
out development. Does evolutionary genetics provide a sufficient the-
ory of morphological evolution? The mapping function from genotype
to phenotype is not one-to-one. A gene may affect multiple structures
(pleiotropy) and traits are often affected by many genes (polygeny).
Furthermore, the mapping of gene effects on phenotype may be non-
linear. Because gene action during development is a cyclic series of
gene-cell interactions, genes are just one element in the developmen-
tal process. Thus the nature of interactions is the primary issue in
development.

– S.J. Arnold et al. (1989)

Let us briefly take stock. In Chapter 1, I suggested that the problem of devel-
opment should not be reduced to the problem of gene action and activation.
In Chapter 2, I provided three examples to orient the discussion throughout
the rest of the book, the first two of which have been implicated in the argu-
ment so far. In Chapter 3, I introduced and explored the nature of the modern
consensus on development, according to which development is construed as
a matter of the epigenetic activation of preformed genetic information. I then
investigated this putative reconciliation of epigenesis and preformation, and
particularly the twin theses of genetic informationism and genetic animism
(which will again concern us in this chapter). I contended, following numer-
ous others, that no coherent account of biological information has yet emerged
that would justify the usual position that genes are uniquely informational.
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Moreover, I suggested that the metaphorical use of ‘genetic information’ as
programming development instantiates a curious resurgence of vitalism. Note
the historical peculiarity of this last claim: most preformationists up through
the nineteenth century were materialists focusing on the growth of preformed
matter; most epigenecists had immaterialist tendencies toward vital forces
guiding material development. Within the modern consensus, we witness a
reversal: the immaterial genetic programme is preformed, whereas epigenesis
reflects the material emergence of organic complexity.

My argument is that we should not attempt to meld together these two
unsatisfactory ideas, preformation and epigenesis, in the ways explored in
Chapter 3. Although they each may contain a kernel of truth, each also car-
ries a lot of historical and ideological baggage. We should, instead, find the
golden mean between them, not by bringing them closer together but rather
by clearing enough conceptual room to avoid both of them.

Throughout the discussion thus far, I have implicitly worried aspects of
the third thesis of the modern consensus: genetic primacy. In this chapter, I
address it directly. I should note at the outset that the thesis of genetic primacy
has an odd relationship with the interactionist consensus. It is clear that genes
are not self-governing, for ‘their expression – whether they are active or inac-
tive – is determined by influences from other levels of the system’ (Gottlieb
1995: 138). It is clear, as well, that ‘the reductionistic-analytical approach has
had great success in detecting and understanding genes at the molecular level
but is far from adequate for understanding how a gene functions in the larger
context, where there is a web of feedback relations, nonlinear interactions,
and multifactorial contingencies’ (Wahlsten and Gottlieb 1997: 179). Both
of these truisms have been incorporated into the interactionist consensus, ac-
cording to which both genes and environments (on many scales) are required
for the production of phenotypes. But, I shall argue, the significance of these
truisms has yet to be fully recognised, which helps to explain why those who
hold to genetic primacy also often subscribe to the interactionist consensus.
My claim is that this is because we too easily fall into the trap of interpreting
development in additive terms – what I call a genes-plus interpretation of
development: a standard (or, for that matter, non-standard) environment trig-
gers or activates a particular ontogenetic response from the genes, leading to
a particular phenotypic outcome. Though we now recognise that these ‘trig-
gers’ exist at a variety of levels, and we are beginning to explore how gene
function is regulated, we have yet to digest the fact that gene structure is not
immutable but rather that genes are assembled on the spot in response to the
needs of the organism-in-its-surround and also that ‘triggering’ is therefore
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not an adequate explanation of developmental interactionism. It is the burden
of this chapter to elaborate and justify these claims.

The primacy of the gene has been with us for a century (Keller 2000).
The history of the conceptual and methodological split between genetics and
embryology at the beginning of the twentieth century has been told often, and
much better than I could tell it. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to take a brief
detour through some of this history in order to appropriately grapple with the
primacy of the gene.

embryology AND genetics; embryology AS genetics

One significant foe vanquished in the early days of ‘the rise of genetics’
(Morgan 1932a, 1932b) is the discipline of embryology. By the 1930s, only
embryologists took embryology seriously, while most others were attuned to
the elegance, austerity, and simple beauty of genetic models which reduced
ontogeny to gene activity. Thanks to its tremendously productive models,
genetics established a monopoly position in both evolutionary biology and
embryology in the first half of the twentieth century: embryology was rede-
fined as the study of changes in gene expression, whereas the task of evolu-
tionary biologists was recast as the study of changes in gene frequencies in a
population (Gilbert et al. 1996: 360; Morgan 1934). Embryologists were not
corporately impressed with the theories of the geneticists, though, especially
in the developmental realm.

Jan Sapp notes that ‘American geneticists repeatedly stated that one day
they would be able to account for development in terms of the governmental
control of chromosomal genes’ (1991: 237). However, as N.J. Berrill cheekily
remarked (Gilbert et al. 1996: 361, citing Berrill 1941), genes were no more
than ‘statistically significant little devils collectively equivalent to one ent-
elechy’!Nevertheless, embryologists feared the takeover of their discipline by
‘marauding intruders’, as Berrill referred to the geneticists of the 1930s.1 As
early as 1924,HansSpemann remarked that the geneticists’ ‘previous progress
has been amazing, and it is not from a feeling of futile labours but rather from
being aware of their paramount powers of appropriation that geneticists now
are on the look-out for new connexions. They have cast their eye on us, on
Entwicklungsmechanik [developmental mechanics]’.2 Ross Harrison, among
others, warned against the geneticists’Wanderlust, their unwelcome intrusion
into the developmental realm; his concern was that the successes of genetics
in the domain of transmission would lead to an overemphasis on the genes in
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the domain of development (Harrison 1937). Harrison’s counsel was, as we
shall see, prophetic, and therefore unfortunately impotent.

Some geneticists had mixed feelings about embryology. Thomas Hunt
Morgan was himself an embryologist, and one not easily won over to the ge-
neticists’ side. Between 1900, the date of the rediscovery of Mendel’s work,
and about 1910, Morgan was critical of Mendelian theories of heredity on
the basis of their alleged adherence to August Weismann’s version of prefor-
mationism. In his 1892 book Das Keimplasm (The Germ Plasm), Weismann
explained that he had earlier rejected the preformationist notion of the uncoil-
ing of a tiny preformed organism, but now he had found that it was impossible
to accept anything other than some kind of preformationism. He was there-
fore ‘forced into accepting’ the position he once resisted (Maienschein 1986:
75–76), a position he shared with Wilhelm Roux.

For Weismann, what was preformed was neither the organism nor ‘the
organs in miniature, but organic particles corresponding to and determining
the growth of the organs’ (Russell 1930: 31). Weismann identified these or-
ganic particles as the ‘idioplasm’, by which he meant the chromatin granules
in the nucleus. The idioplasm ‘exercises a direct formative influence upon
the cell containing it, determining what sort of cell it will become . . . The
idioplasm of the germ-cell – the hereditary or germinal substance proper [for
Weismann] – is conceived to be of a complex and orderly architecture, built up
of self-propagating units or determinants, each of which is destined to be the
formative agent of some particular part of the organism or of some particular
group of cells’ (Russell 1930: 43). ForWeismann, then, factors external to the
nucleus were specifically irrelevant – they were simply the normal conditions
for development – whereas internal factors alone determined ontogenesis.
Weismann summarised his position as follows: ‘a certain cell in a subsequent
embryonic stage does not give rise to a nerve-, and muscle-, or an epithelial-
cell because it happens to be so situated as to be influenced by certain other
cells in one way or another, but because it contains [in its nucleus] special
determinants for nerve-, muscle-, or epithelial-cells’ (Weismann 1893: 134).

Morgan, at first, found these ‘special determinants’ to be troublesome. For
if we identify hereditary factors with characters, then we ignore every onto-
genetic process between gene and phene: that is, exactly those phenomena
that have long since fascinated and baffled embryologists. In a passage rem-
iniscent of both Bonnet and Weismann, the geneticist L.C. Dunn attempted
to clarify this notion of genetic (pre)determination by claiming that the use
of the word determined ‘does not mean that the character itself is present in
the germ in any form, but rather that it is represented by substances or forces
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which not only stand for the character but in some way bring about its ex-
pression’ (Dunn 1917: 286). The idea is that there is some direct connection,
some linear path, between the factors and the characters. However, without
any specification of the details of the ontogenesis of the character from the
factor, the theory was thought to be incomplete.

Morgan noted in 1926 that there was a gap needing to be somehow filled:
‘between the characters, that furnish the data for the theory, and the pos-
tulated genes, to which the characters are referred, lies the whole field of
embryonic development’ (Morgan 1926: 26). By this time, Morgan-the-
geneticist no longer found this lacuna to be problematic. However, Morgan-
the-embryologist, at least before 1910, could not ignore this ontogenetic gap,
and therefore he could accept neitherMendelism nor any chromosomal theory
of heredity.

The reason is that the embryologist Morgan would not, could not, sepa-
rate heredity from development: ‘learning about transmission of information
between parents and offspring was of no value without also learning about
the development of the trait into its ultimate adult form’ (Allen 1986: 120).
The geneticist Morgan redefined heredity as transmission and no longer also
as ontogeny. That left for embryology the study of development, and for ge-
netics the study of heredity (or transmission). Thus, for the Morgan school of
transmission genetics, heredity did not refer to the development and repro-
duction of individual organisms but only to the sexual transmission of their
genes. That the gene theory said little about ontogeny was no longer a prob-
lem for Morgan thanks to the new, restricted (and remarkably productive)
understanding of heredity.

Garland Allen has plausibly argued that Morgan bracketed ontogeny for
pragmatic reasons. Embryonic development was knotty and messy; transmis-
sionwas clear and straightforward, and experimental successwithDrosophila
in showing any number of genetic alterations was practically guaranteed.
The distinction between genotype and phenotype, introduced in 1909 by
Johannsen, facilitated this disciplinary and experimental wedge between ge-
netics and embryology, and though Morgan remained interested in embryol-
ogy, he felt a pressing need to push it aside in favour of transmission genetics
(Allen 1986: 126–127, 138–139). Nevertheless, Morgan himself sometimes
slipped, urging for instance in 1919 that ‘one could account for “the organism
as a whole” in terms of “the collective interaction of genes” ’ (Morgan 1919:
241). Therefore, Morgan did have a theory of development: gene expression.
It just wasn’t a very good one.

In sum, though Morgan kept the disciplines of genetics and embryology
officially separate, securing research funding for the former and helping to
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establish its central position in American biology, he nevertheless occasion-
ally insisted that development could, and should, be explained genetically.
Morgan’s 1926 sense that ‘the application of genetics was a most promising
method of attack on the problems of development’ was widely held (Sapp
1987: 50, referring to Morgan 1926: 491–496). Although he was at times
‘particularly anxious’ to dismiss claims about the importance of extra-nucleic
factors (cited by Allen 1986: 131, from a letter fromMorgan to Jacques Loeb
in 1931), Morgan nonetheless proposed in 1934 a more expansive concept of
the gene than was then commonplace – one that kept up his early interest in
the nongenetic elements of the ontogeny of organisms.

Gilbert notes that on the last page of Morgan’s 1934 book Embryology
and Genetics, Morgan ‘suggest[ed] that the nuclear genes may not be the
unchangeable entities that geneticists had (and until very recently still have)
assumed’.Morganwrote that it is ‘conceivable that the genes also are building
up more and more, or are changing in some way, as development proceeds
in response to that part of the protoplasm in which they come to lie, and
that these changes have a reciprocal influence on the protoplasm’ (Gilbert
1988: 315, citing Morgan 1934: 234). In a sense, then, Morgan was more
generous in keeping embryology and genetics separate and retaining (at least
some of the time) appropriate regard for both disciplines than were those
who, unlike Morgan, have since the 1930s attempted to reconcile genetic and
embryological research programmes. I have in mind early proponents of such
a synthesis, such as Richard Goldschmidt and Ernest Everett Just. (For an
extended discussion of their proposals, see Gilbert 1988.)

genetic primacy

Though there have been numerous, sometimes high-profile, detractors,3 re-
search agendas in biology over the past ninety years have tended to con-
verge on a genetic account of ontogeny, one according to which the nucleus
holds court over the rest of the cytoplasm; as the Austrian physicist Erwin
Schrödinger pithily and presciently remarked in 1944, the genes are well un-
derstood as ‘law-code and executive power – or, to use another simile, they
are architect’s plan and builder’s craft – in one’ (Schrödinger 1944: 23). Al-
most sixty years have passed since Schrödinger published What Is Life? and,
ever since, this picture of the gene has become further deeply entrenched in
biological research and ideology.

As indicated in Chapter 3, those who believe in the thesis of genetic pri-
macy envision the gene as the unit of heredity, the ontogenetic prime mover,
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and the primary supplier and organiser of material resources for development.
Accordingly, the phenotype is the secondary unfolding of what is largely de-
termined by the genes. Those who insist on genetic primacy in conjunction
with the interactionist consensus do not insist that genes are everything: genes
must be activated and regulated epigenetically in order to have their develop-
mental effects, but genes are nonetheless primary, for they carry all relevant
(specific, intentional) developmental information.Genetic primacy should not
be mistaken for genetic determinism, though. Genes alone are not sufficient
for phenotypic traits; given the interactionist consensus, genes interact with
other (secondary) developmental resources during ontogeny to produce the
phenotype. But what is the nature of interaction?4

Interaction may occur at both populational (analysis of variance) and
individual–developmental (analysis of causes) levels. At the population level,
the task is to explain differences in traits in a population; that is, the task is to
account for phenotypic variation in terms of environmental variation, genetic
variation, or both. From this perspective, interaction may be understood in
two ways: additively (genes + environment = phenotype) or non-additively
(genes × environment = phenotype). Additivity in this context refers to the
aggregation of independent influences – the contribution of the genotype
is insensitive to any environmental factor, and the contribution of the envi-
ronment is not influenced by the genotype (Lewontin 1974; Wahlsten and
Gottlieb 1997). There is a longstanding dispute between those who downplay
non-additive interaction and emphasise additivity and those who recognise
significant non-additive interaction.

In the context of individual development, the task is to explain the source
not of differences in traits but rather of the traits themselves. It is thus the
effort to understand the causal activities of genes and environments in the
ontogenesis of a trait. Here, the situation is equally charged. A significant
source of disagreement in this domain involves conceptual slippage from
the level of populations to the level of individual organisms. Though there
is an obvious difference between understanding statistical variance-in-traits
and understanding ontological causes-of-traits, the two have sometimes been
confused, and so the causation of traits has been partitioned into genetic and
non-genetic components just as differences in traits have been partitioned
(Sarkar 1998).

In the developmental case, interactionism sometimes refers to a thesis
about genes (primary) and environments (secondary) as relatively indepen-
dent factors, whereby genes are environmentally activated to produce the
phenotype from what is thought to be latent in the genotype. This is, I take it,
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the standard view. At other times, though, ontogenetic interactionism is seen
as more complex, consisting in a broader range of comparably important in-
herited and non-inherited factors (DNA, cytoplasmic characters, nutrients,
and more), characterised by their context sensitivity (e.g., to temperature),
developmental history, and spatiotemporal positioning in the cell and in the
organism,multiply influencing each other in the constitution of the phenotype
(which is not in fact presupposed in the genotype).

On the former account, the one allied with genetic primacy, interac-
tion amounts to ontogenetically specific-information-bearing genes being ex-
pressed as a result of (usually non-specific) non-genetic ‘triggering’; genes
are primary, though requiring activation for ontogenesis to take place, and the
phenotype is only a proxy for the foundational genes. This is what I call a
genes-plus account of interaction: genes (primary) + environmental trigger
(secondary) = phenotype. On the latter account, the one I prefer, the de-
velopmentally specific information resides not in the genes but rather in the
spatiotemporally delimited developing system, which is therefore the ontoge-
netically primary unit; accordingly, interaction is not limited to gene activation
but rather implicates positive and negative feedback loops at a variety of lev-
els within and without the developing system and which contribute to the
very constitution of the organism. Note that there is a qualitative difference
between these two alternatives: the latter is not a more detailed presentation
of what is implicit in the former but is rather a rejection of its basic premise
of genetic primacy.

epigenetics

In recent years, there has been a resurgence of interest in the notion of ‘epige-
netics’. Conrad Hal Waddington first coined the word ‘epigenetics’ in 1940.
Waddington sought to marry the classical notion of epigenesis (that onto-
genesis, whatever else it may be, is not merely the growth of preformed
miniatures or potential structures) to the discipline of genetics. René Thom
notes that ‘epigenetics’ has managed well as a concept, not least because of
those experimenters and theorists who resist the by-now common sense that
the development of organisms is somehow coded in the genes. Such critics
were ‘inclined to emphasise the importance of local morphogenetic factors
such as mechanical strains on tissues (following the Entwicklungsmechanik
of Roux), the contact with nearby tissues, local environmental influences like
external gradients, etc.; hence the need for a new word subsuming all these
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local events’ (Thom 1989: 2–3). However, as even a cursory review of the
recent literature on epigenetics attests, there is considerable variation in the
meaning of the word.5

Even Waddington meant different things at different times. Judging from
his early work, Waddington held that epigenetics refers to the causal analysis
of development (Waddington 1952; Hall 1992a); such an account obviously
overlapswith Roux’s perspective onEntwicklungsmechanik andwas captured
more recently by Løvtrup as ‘the study of the mechanisms responsible for
the effectuation of ontogenetic development’ (Løvtrup 1988: 189). However,
writing in 1975, Waddington offered a more specific definition, whereby
epigenetics denotes the ‘causal interactions between genes and their products
which bring the phenotype into being’ (Waddington 1975: 218).

Although this latter definition is more specific, it is also more narrow; the
earlier definition does not restrict itself to genes and gene products and so
allows for consideration of non-genetic (e.g., cytoplasmic, hormonal, or po-
sitional) factors within the purview of epigenetics. The causal analysis of de-
velopment, I maintain, is not the exclusive domain of developmental genetics,
and the category of developmental interactions is not populated exclusively by
gene-based interactions. Accordingly, we should prefer Waddington’s earlier
account of epigenetics.

In much of the recent literature, though, the narrower definition prevails.
Consider this passage from Henikoff and Matzke (1997) in their introduction
to an issue of Trends in Genetics devoted to epigenetics:

The term ‘epigenetics’ was introduced by Conrad Waddington to describe
changes in gene expression during development. Nowadays, epigenetics in
the Waddington sense refers to alterations in gene expression without a change
in nucleotide sequence. However, this definition is so broad that an issue in
Trends in Genetics devoted to epigenetics would read more like a modern bi-
ology textbook than a series of critical reviews. A more focused description of
epigenetics refers to modifications in gene expression that are brought about
by heritable, but potentially reversible, changes in chromatin structure and/or
DNA methylation. (Henikoff and Matzke 1997: 293)6

Although this account of epigenetics is akin to a genes-plus account, note four
aspects of this now-common depiction: epigenetics refers to the regulation
of gene expression; the regulatory mechanisms are inherited; the regulatory
mechanisms are relatively independent of the DNA sequence; and the regu-
latory effects may be modulated or reversed. The basic idea is that genes are
not ready tout court to be expressed; whatever message they contain must
be accessed through the efforts of various heritable, non-genetic (epigenetic)
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regulatory mechanisms. This suggests that gene activation and regulation are
crucial to development but that genes are nonetheless primary in development.

In their book on epigenetic inheritance systems, Jablonka andLamb (1995)
propose the phrase ‘the phenotype of the gene’ to account for the context-
dependency of DNA transcription. Heritable phenotypic features of genes –
for example, methylation patterns, chromatin structure, and genetic imprint-
ing – comprise the epigenetic response to the question ‘how do disparate
cells containing the same complement of DNA, and the same cell at a dif-
ferent spatiotemporal location, express differentially in time and space in the
developing organism?’ (Wolffe 1998: 1). I will address each of these epige-
netic phenomena briefly in turn.

Much controversy has attended to the function of DNA methylation since
its discovery in the mid-1970s (Henikoff and Matzke 1997: 294). Methy-
lation involves adding a methyl group to some of the cytosine residues of
DNA, thereby forming 5-methylcytosine, which influences the transcription
of the DNA: highly methylated DNA is transcriptionally less active than ei-
ther unmethylated or less methylated DNA (Hall 1999: 118). It is plausible
to suggest that methylation helps to determine the segregation of parts of the
genome into inactive and active compartments. Appropriate compartmental-
isation is absolutely crucial to gene expression, for the DNA sequence itself
is ontogenetically relatively uninformative (Wolffe 1998).

Another aspect of the phenotype of the gene is generated by the structural
conformation of the chromatin. Chromatin structure has a ‘dynamic nature’
that may be modified by genetic restructuring during gametogenesis, for in-
stance, or by genomic imprinting:

Chromatin is a dynamic complex of DNA, RNA, histone, and non-histone
proteins embedded within the eukaryotic nucleus and nuclear matrix. The nu-
clear matrix is thought to provide the spatial arrangement and the structural
framework needed for DNA replication, transcription, recombination, and nu-
clear transport. During mitosis, chromatin and the supporting nuclear matrix
are efficiently disassembled, partitioned, and subsequently reassembled into
daughter nuclei. (Riggs and Porter 1996: 39)

One leading suggestion is that the structure of the chromatin plays a role in
rendering most of the DNA in a cell off-limits to the transcriptional machin-
ery, such that only the requisite segment of DNA is transcribed at a given time
and place (Wolffe, 1998).7 ‘Alteration or modification of chromatin-related
structural proteins may provide a dominant means of controlling the tran-
scriptional activity of individual genes, domains, and entire chromosomes’
(Riggs and Porter 1996: 40).
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A third epigenetic influence is the imprinting of the genome at the level
of single genes (Peterson and Sapienza 1993). ‘In genomic imprinting, two
copies of a gene (eithermaternal versus paternal, or one allele) do not function
equivalently during development’ (Hall 1999: 118). More specifically, in the
case of the differential functioning of alleles depending on parental origin,
whether a heterozygote for a particular mutation manifests the phenotype
in question is partially contingent upon which parent transmitted the mutant
allele.

This is the take-home lesson of Jablonka andLamb’s study of epigenetic in-
heritance systems: ‘many evolutionary and developmental phenomena, which
appear puzzling or anomalous on the received view that the origin of all vari-
ation traces ultimately to changes in nucleotide sequences, can be understood
as having an epigenetic, rather than a genetic, basis’ (Griesemer 1998: 107,
summarising the conclusions of Jaoblonka and Lamb 1995; also see Petronis
2001). On this view, then, epigenetics is primary.

These three sources of epigenetic influence during development do not
operate in isolation. Genomic imprinting may affect the structural conforma-
tion of the chromatin, and DNA methylation may be involved in genomic
imprinting or in gene inactivation (Hall 1999: 118–119). The deep context
dependency of gene expression generated by such epigenetic effects prompts
Wolffe to suggest a kind of epigenetic systemism: ‘for the propagation of a
state of gene activity it is necessary to replicate not only the DNA sequence,
but also to duplicate the chromosome and to recruit a gene to the appropri-
ate nuclear compartment’ (Wolffe 1998: 3). In other words, ‘the epigenetic
mark on gene expression [results in] the difficulty of recapitulating the correct
control of gene expression without the appropriate developmental history or
chromosomal context’ (Wolffe 1998: 1).

Immediately, then, one recognises an important constraint on the image
of development promulgated by adherents to the modern consensus: not just
any ‘supportive environment’ will do for the proper regulation of genes. A
very particular environment, one laden with details of spatiotemporal de-
velopmental context and cellular memory, is prerequired for genes to make
phenotypic sense. We should go still further: ‘the nature of the phenotype of
any organism cannot be mechanistically deduced, even if we possess a com-
plete DNA sequence of its genome’ (Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998: 27). For
contraMonod, development does indeed require specific information beyond
the genome: epigenetic information. To understand the relationship between
genotype and phenotype, we must transcend the dichotomy between them in
two ways: we must grasp the phenotype of the gene and we must recognise
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that the relevant developmental space does not begin nor does it end with
the genome-in-context. It begins, instead, with the genetically co-defined pri-
mary, initially unicellular, organism: the cell, the zygote, the embryo; and it
ends with the developed adult organism, which itself continues developing.

organism-centred biology

In Chapter 3, I disputed the notion of a genetic programme, and with it the
thesis of genetic animism. Now, in further disputing the thesis of genetic
primacy in favour of epigenetic (developmental) primacy, let us return again
to the programme metaphor. In her recent work, Evelyn Fox Keller (2000,
2001, 2002) underscores a crucial distinction between genetic programme and
developmental programme. Both concepts, borrowed directly from computer
science, came into circulation in the 1960s. Keller notes that the idea of a
developmental programme was elucidated byMichael Apter in 1966 but then
faded into obscurity, overtaken by the idea of a genetic programme (Keller
2001: 303).8 Whereas Keller urges the importance of the former (the notion
of a programme dispersed throughout the zygote), she is highly critical of the
latter (the notion of a programme located in the genome). Thus, although she
agrees with Lenny Moss that a genetic programme is nowhere to be found,
she extends his account (Keller 2001: 310, note 14) by suggesting that a
developmental programme is, by contrast, ‘everywhere to be found’!

For Keller, the very idea of a genetic programme rests on the confla-
tion of two independent distinctions: between programme and data, and be-
tween genetic and epigenetic (Keller 2001: 302). (Epigenetic here should
be understood as non-genetic ontogenetic resource or process.) The result is
the association of genes with programmatic agency, and the association of
everything-else-ontogenetic with relative passivity. The idea that a genetic
programme explains development can be understood in part as a product of
its time: development begins with the fertilisation of the (inactive) egg by
the (active) sperm; the cytoplasm was then thought of as inactive, implying
that the active component of development must be the almost wholly nuclear
sperm; so the genetic information in the nucleus must contain the programme
for the sequential activity of genes in development.

However, there is a difficulty with, for instance, François Jacob’s assertion
that a genetic programme equates the genetic material with a computer’s
magnetic tape. The metaphor is quite optional, even gratuitous. As Keller
notes, genetic material ‘might just as well be thought of as encoding “data”
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to be processed by a cellular “program”. Or by a program residing in the
machinery of transcription and translation complexes. Or by extra-nucleic
chromatin structures in the nucleus’ (Keller 2001: 303). Though it may be
historically understandable why some thinkers were tempted to talk this way,
attributing agency to genes is ontologically and ontogenetically misguided.
Thus, Keller prefers the alternative image of a developmental programme
dispersed throughout the cell-organism, according to which the genome is not
programmatic but rather provides (some of the) data for the developmental
programme.

Embryologists in the early part of the twentieth century emphasised the
importance of the organism-as-a-whole. As Jan Sapp (1987: 7) has observed,
‘the notion that the whole organism subsisted only by means of reciprocal
action of the single elementary parts was for them inadequate to explain the
harmonious whole manifested by the organism. The fact that each of the parts
of the egg was capable of developing into a complete organism, and yet did
not do so when left in its natural position, proved that the developing germ,
the embryo, was an integrated unit’. For whole-organism biologists, such as
E.S. Russell and those whose works he discusses, this is a fundamental fact
of biology. Partly because Russell’s writings on development have by and
large been ignored by biologists and philosophers of biology,9 and partly
because Russell’s views foreshadow those of Keller (2001), I will outline
Russell’s position primarily as elucidated in his 1930 gem, The Interpretation
of Development and Heredity.

Russell’s credo is that ‘the organism develops essentially as a whole, as
a unitary individual, persisting in time’ (Russell 1930: 6). He identifies the
germ-plasm of the gene theorists as a problematic ‘material entelechy’:

The germ-plasm is, as it were, a material entelechy. The attempt to find an
internal formative mechanism as the cause alike of heredity and development,
which is characteristic of nearly all modern theories, results necessarily in [the]
separation of agent andmaterial, just as the attempt of the vitalists to reintroduce
life into themechanistic abstraction that stands for organism results in a dualism
or opposition between the immaterial agent and the material mechanism which
it in some way controls. In either case one arrives at a Deus in machina. The
nuclear organization, the germ-plasm, or the gene-complex of modern theories,
is accordingly invested with semi-magical powers of control. (Russell 1930:
154)10

Russell seeks to distinguish himself, both metaphysically and methodologi-
cally, from the progenitors of the genetic programme trope (and from certain
older vitalists, such as Driesch).With regard tomethodology, Russell believes
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that the (ontological) unity of the organism is ‘not decomposablewithout loss’
(Russell 1930: 146):

To regard any process or structure by itself without relating it to the general
activity of the organism is to deal with something which is in large measure
abstract and unreal. To re-invest it with some degree of concrete reality it is
necessary to re-integrate it into the whole. Its isolation by analysis should be
provisional only, and after analysis there should always follow re-integration.
We know that the reconstitution of the original unity will be incomplete, but
we must make it as complete as possible. (Russell 1930: 147)

Yet, Russell contends, too many biologists fail to recognise the limitations
of analysis and fail to follow any sort of reintegrative strategy (Russell 1933:
155).

Eva Neumann-Held, for one, has recently spoken to the persistence of such
a failure, distinguishing between the ‘differentiative’ and ‘integrative’ aspects
of scientific descriptions and explanations (Neumann-Held 1999: 106–107).
Differentiation is crucial in order to access biological structures or processes,
but analysis is not enough; by itself, it degenerates into mere fragmentation,
offering no comprehension of the interactive and interreactive relationships
among elements of the system of which they are an integral part. Working out
these relationships is the focusof the integrative element of science.Neumann-
Held concludes that ‘in the description of organisms (more generally: of
systems), biology still has to perform the integrative part. So far, biology
can describe organisms down to the molecular level of genes. However, the
interactions of geneswith other, non-genetic components to form an organism
is far from being understood’ (p. 107), as are interactions at many other
hierarchical levels.

In order to address this integrative task, Russell proposes two ‘cardinal
principles’ of biological method: (1) ‘The activity of the whole cannot be
fully explained in terms of the activities of the parts isolated by analysis, and
it can be the less explained the more abstract are the parts distinguished’;
and (2) ‘No part of any living unity and no single process of any complex
organic activity can be fully understood in isolation from the structure and
activities of the organismas awhole’ (Russell 1930: 146–147). These two pre-
cepts capture the epistemological and methodological elements of systemism
without pitching us into the analytical void of holism. As for his ontological
commitments, Russell argues that

there is a unity of the whole organism – it develops as a whole, and acts as a
whole – and this unity is not a secondary or composite thing, but primary and
original. To distinguish cells as independent unities, having their own modes
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of action independent of the action of the whole, is to regard them abstractly,
and to introduce an artificial simplification . . . The ovum and the embryo are
from the very beginning unitary organisms . . . [T]he unity of the organism is
not something which comes to be during the course of development, but is there
ab initio. (Russell 1930: 234–235)

Thus, as Neumann-Held contends, though methodological integration is (or
ought to be) of concern to biologists, ontological integration is, as Russell
says, ‘not a problem for biology’:

If we reject, as I think we must, any vitalistic interpretation in terms of an
entelechy or other organizing agent, we have no alternative but to accept the
observed facts of development and make the best of them. It follows that the
unity of the organism, which is there at the beginning, must be accepted as
fundamental; unity or integration is not a problem for biology, but an axiom, a
master-fact to which we must relate all other facts about the organism. (Russell
1933: 155)

That this relation between the unifiedwhole and its parts is notmerelymethod-
ological or epistemological (having to do with ease of investigation or parsi-
mony of explanation) is evident in Russell’s further insistence that ‘integrative
or “whole” action means that the activities of the parts are subordinated to
the activity of the whole’ (Russell 1930: 232).

To elucidate this latter point, he invokes the idea of the autonomy of
the developing organism, ‘its relative independence of environment, its self-
containedness, its steady persistence towards the goal of the finished form’:

The developing organism acts as if it were fulfilling an end or purpose – that
of arriving at the typical form and modes of activity of the species; it tends
towards this goal in spite of difficulties, and the end is more constant than the
way of attaining it. The environment supplies the conditions for development,
provides the means, and also acts as a limiting factor, but the developing or-
ganism reaches its definitive form as it were in spite of environment, utilizing
environment where it can, and seeking other conditions when the environ-
ment becomes unfavourable to its development . . . Alteration of environmental
conditions [excepting the absence of essential environmental factors] will not
produce an essentially different embryo. (Russell 1930: 6–7)

In this passage,we seeRussell’s signature emphasis on the organism’s remark-
able ability to self-regulate (the observation of which sent Driesch beyond
regulative development toward his eventual preoccupation with metaphysical
vitalism).
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For Russell, ‘if the conditions do not permit of a straightforward normal
development, if for instance the developing organism suffers deformation or
loss of parts, it has to a considerable degree the power of so modifying the
course of its development as to cope with the unusual situation, replacing, for
example, the missing parts’ (Russell 1930: 7). In other words, it is character-
istic of life, or of an organism (in contrast to a machine), to find some other
way to achieve its species-typical form of organisation.

Russell notes additionally that ‘this typical form is an amazingly exact
replica of the form of its parent or parents’, and he calls this ‘the fact of
heredity’ itself.As such, ‘repetition of typemust be regarded as oneof themain
characteristics of development’, leading Russell finally to ‘treat of heredity
as being primarily a feature of development’ – without any need for genetic
programmes (Russell 1930: 7, 8).

Two crucial implications of Russell’s position relate directly to our con-
cerns. First, though he is by no means a supporter of the (nuclear) gene
theory of development, neither does his position support any preformation-
ist cytoplasmic developmental theory. His insistence on the original unity of
the zygote (the fertilised egg comprising both nucleus and cytoplasm) leads
him to recognise ‘obviously complex, intimate, and ever-changing’ relations
between cytoplasm and nucleus:

There cannot be any absolute separation between the functions of the nucleus
on the one hand and the functions of the cytoplasm on the other. Their relations
are reciprocal, each affecting each in constant succession. Nor can either be
understood save in relation to the other, and to the activity of the cell as a
whole, for neither is capable of long-continued existence apart from the rest
of the cell. To establish then a rigid distinction between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm, to allot to each element clearly defined and separate functions, is
to deal with unreal abstractions. To regard one as controlling the other is quite
illegitimate and introduces that dualism of agent and thing acted upon which
runs through and vitiates all theories of nuclear dominance. (Russell 1930: 157)

Similarly, after citing a passage from E.G. Conklin urging the view that the
preformed cytoplasm directs the egg and sperm nuclei, Russell underscores
that ‘it is the entire cell, both nucleus and cytoplasm, that is concerned in
heredity and differentiation’ (Russell 1930: 87). Furthermore, ‘we do not
consider for example, like Conklin and Loeb, that the “embryo in the rough”
is determined by the cytoplasm only, anymore than we agree that the chromo-
somes are solely responsible for the finer characteristics which appear later
in development . . . For us, nucleus and cytoplasm are indissolubly wedded in
their action upon development’ (Russell 1930: 284). As a result, Russell’s is
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not a particulate account of development or of heredity; it is, rather, systemic –
and therefore stands in contradistinction to the modern consensus regarding
both nuclear animism and nuclear primacy (the precursors of genetic animism
and genetic primacy).

Second, recalling the early twentieth-century redefinition of heredity to
exclude development, a dichotomy followed not only between preformation
and epigenesis but also between nucleus and cytoplasm (Maienschein 1986).
However, for Russell, there was no such dichotomy and thus there should
have been no division of labour between geneticists (and evolutionists) and
embryologists. Russell’s insistence that heredity is a feature of development
therefore prescribes an alternative to what eventually became the Modern
Synthesis of transmission genetics (population genetics) and evolutionary
biology. That said, the conceptual divorce between development and heredity
was pragmatically necessary, such that Russell’s proposals were unworkable
in 1930. Not so today.

On Russell’s organismal approach to biology it is impossible to ignore
development, for heredity itself is a feature of the development of the whole
organism. For Russell, the remarkably true repetition of species-specific type
is the fact of heredity; but it is also the goal (or natural purpose) of the organ-
ism: ‘the unique character of the living individual as the fundamental unit of
biology stands out unmistakably, for the individual is essentially a functional
unity,whose activities are co-ordinated and directed towards the development,
maintenance, and reproduction of the form and modes of action typical of the
species to which it belongs’ (Russell 1930: 166). Despite his characterisation
of reproduction as ‘one of the master-functions of the organism, in a sense the
crown and completion of individual development’, Russell laments the way
in which ‘reproduction has ceased to be taken seriously as a primary biolog-
ical problem, ever since the general acceptance of the germ-plasm theory’ –
a trend that persists (Russell 1930: 9, but see Griesemer 2000). Reproduction
is a whole-organism activity, requiring all the diverse resources of a whole
organism for initiation and maintenance and resulting in the production of a
whole organism – but currently biology is theoretically ill equipped to deal
with whole organisms, trading as it doesmainly in genotypes and phenotypes.

This latter claim helps to explain the (sociological, if not logical, ontolog-
ical, or epistemological) success of the notion of a genetic programme, as
against the relative insignificance of a developmental programme. However,
given the difficulties with the former notion, it is imperative to marshal a case
in favour of something like the developmental programme alternative.

Keller (2001) takes a crucial first step in this direction with her ‘beyond
the gene but beneath the skin’ approach to biology, which I will explicate and
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elaborate in Chapter 5 as part of a synthetic theory of creative development.
First, however, I must elucidate my notion of constitutive epigenetics which
underwrites that account and serves to finally displace genetic primacy.

constituting genes

It is noteworthy that a set of orchestral metaphors has recently been employed
in order to move away from earlier notions of genetic control, and of genes
as programmes, blueprints, or instructions. For instance, Mayr has remarked
that ‘by necessity, the analysis of genes and gene-controlled biochemical
processes had to be reductionist at the beginning, but it was soon realized that
the genes interact with one another and with the cellular environment, much
like musicians in an orchestra. The study of this well-orchestrated interaction
of genes and cells during the making of an individual is currently the frontier
of developmental biology’ (Mayr 1997: 152–153). Steven Rose has suggested
further that

far from being isolated in the cell nucleus, magisterially issuing orders bywhich
the rest of the cell is commanded, genes, of which the phenotypic expression
lies in lengths of DNA distributed along chromosomes, are in constant dynamic
exchange with their cellular environment. The gene as a unit determinant of
a character remains a convenient Mendelian abstraction, suitable for armchair
theorists and computer modellers with digital mind-sets. The gene as an active
participant in the cellular orchestra in any individual’s lifeline is a very different
proposition. (Rose 1997: 125–126)11

Jablonka and Lamb (1995) offer a version of this musical metaphor some-
where between Mayr and Rose, which is then extended and elaborated by
Keller:

If the score represents hereditary information in DNA, the phenotype is a spe-
cific interpretation of this score at a certain time by certain artists. The inter-
pretation does not affect the score. However if there is another transmission
system – recordings – through which a particular interpretation can be trans-
mitted from generation to generation along with the written score, the situation
is rather different. There can then be evolution of interpretations of the score,
based on the influence that one interpretation has on subsequent interpretations,
and that these have on still later ones, and so on. Both the phenotype (the present
interpretation) and the genotype (the written score) influence subsequent inter-
pretations. (Keller 1999: 114)
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For Jablonka and Lamb, the phenotype of the gene – instantiating epigenetic
processes such as chromatin marking and genomic imprinting – is this alter-
native transmission system. But, as Keller notes, ‘to do justice to their full
argument, their analogy should have been taken further’.

Not only does the phenotype (the present interpretation) influence subsequent
determinations through epigenetic inheritance, but it can also participate in the
modification of the genotype (the written score) itself – as if, e.g., marks were
inserted in the score in response to current interpretations. For Jablonka and
Lamb, the real (and most radical) conceptual payoff comes not so much from
the existence of multiple inheritance systems as from the interaction with actual
nucleotide sequences. (Keller 1999: 114)

What I take Keller to be emphasising here is that the epigenetic inheritance
systems of which Jablonka and Lamb write are not best thought of as ‘in
addition to’ genetic inheritance systems; rather, the two systems are in a non-
additive relationship of interaction. I would go still further: there is neither
score nor recording except in performance; the orchestra and conductor to-
gether create the score anew with each performance. In other words, epige-
netics is constitutive, not additive.

According to a constitutive account of epigenetics, epigenetics does not
reduce to gene regulation, for genes themselves do not pre-exist developmen-
tal processes. The starting point of epigenetic control cannot be the genome,
for the genome does not precede the cell-organism, nor is the latter ever coex-
tensive with or delimited by the former. Constitutive epigenetics is therefore
not a genes-plus account of epigenetics.

My definition of constitutive epigenetics is as follows: epigenetic events
are developmental interactions within the whole cell-organism in its devel-
opmental context, between any and all of such factors as cytoplasmic struc-
tures, DNA sequences, mRNA, histone- and non-histone proteins, enzymes,
hormones, positional information, parental effects, temperature cues, and
metabolites. Many epigenetic structures are not stable and do not pre-exist the
interaction but rather emerge from these interactions in ontogenetic space and
time (Burian 1997: 259–260; Oyama 2000b: 84). These interactions generate
genes, which are not sequences of DNA encoding amino acid sequences12;
on my account, a ‘gene’, qua developmental unit, is assembled from multiple
resources including nucleotide bases scattered throughout the chromosome
and used at particular places and times as a template to co-generate functional,
folded, three-dimensional structures – and so co-generate linear polypeptide
chains along theway (Neumann-Held1999: 129;Griffiths andNeumann-Held
1999).13
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Figure 6. Gene expression or gene constitution? Schematic diagram representing the
context dependency of gene expression, emphasising transcription, editing, and trans-
lation processes. See the text for details regarding why I interpret these processes as
gene-constitutive and not merely gene-expression processes. Redrawn with permission
and modified from Figure 1 in Griffiths and Neumann-Held (1999: 658).

Both the structure (the particular assembly) and the function (the onto-
genetic role) of genes derive from spatial and temporal aspects of the state
of the cell-organism. In turn, genes so produced help to regulate ontogenetic
processes in the developing organism as participants in nonlinear feedback
and feedforward networks generating and being generated by the develop-
ing organism. Consequently, the usual idea of genetic primacy is rendered
incoherent.14

Genes-plus approaches to ontogeny illegitimately privilege one factor in a
complex network of interacting factors. Developmental control resides nei-
ther in the genome nor in the extragenomic epigenetic system. The idea that
exclusive control resides within one component of a developing system is in
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direct conflict with the basic sense that development is in fact co-actional. On
both sides of the debate, theorists often suggest that either genes or cellular
environments are more important; this is especially so in the case of gene
centrists, who tend to proceed in their experiments as though the genes were
crucially and predominantly important and who tend to relegate the other
necessary factors to background or standard conditions. This is an instance,
in my view, of not taking development seriously by refusing to grasp the
constitutive nature of epigenetics (and the creative nature of development).

In contrast, consider the theoretical elaboration of the developmental sys-
tems approach offered by Neumann-Held (1999), elements of which I have
incorporated into my account of constitutive epigenetics. She holds that the
developmental systems approach (as instantiated, for instance, by Gray 1992
and Oyama 1985) grants too much to genetic primacy theorists in focus-
ing mainly on the functional aspect of the classical molecular gene concept
and ignoring problems with the structural aspect of the concept. ‘In modern
textbooks of molecular biology a gene is defined as a certain segment (that
might be interrupted) of the DNA, which has the function to code for a linear
polypeptide chain, regardless of how complex the mechanism of expression
might be’ (Neumann-Held 1999: 114). Gray adopts this perspective: ‘the nu-
cleotide sequence does specify the primary structure of a protein’, thereby
assuming a (moreor less) simple correspondencebetween aDNAsegment and
a linear polypeptide chain (Gray 1992: 170). So, too, does Oyama, who notes
that ‘it makes sense in general to say that the primary structure of a polypep-
tide is encoded on the chromosomes’ (Oyama 1985: 70). But Neumann-Held
contends that, given current results inmolecular biology, ‘it is not necessary to
make any concessions to the structural aspect of the gene concept’, especially
because any such concession may be interpreted as an implicit endorsement
that structure determines function – as against the grain of the developmental
systems approach (Neumann-Held 1999: 115).

Neumann-Held shows that the very structure of genes is deeply context
dependent, caused by such processes asmRNAprocessing andmRNAediting
(see Figure 6).15 The phenomenon of mRNA processing shows that, in the
process of gene expression, DNA is not a unique carrier of developmental
information. A simple example will suffice: ‘In eukaryotes, the so-called 5′

end of the transcript is “capped” by methylated Guanine, whereas the other
end of the transcript, the 3′ end is shortened by a few nucleotides, whereafter
a tail of about 200 adenine nucleic acids is added (polyadenylation). These
modifications, which are catalyzed by specific enzymes, are not prescribed
in the DNA. However, they are essential for further processing (including
translation) of the mRNA in the eukaryotic cell’ (Neumann-Held 1999: 121).
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Meanwhile, though we find it convenient to think that something as basic
as the sequence of nucleic acids of DNA is given (hence the Human Genome
Project), Neumann-Held underscores that ‘as a matter of fact, it is not. Prob-
ably the most unbelievable kind of obtaining different polypeptides from the
same DNA segment is mRNA editing in mitochondria and chloroplasts’, and
it has also been ‘shown in Physarum polycephalum [slime molds], mammals,
viruses and higher plants’. The phenomenon of mRNA editing can be divided
into two distinct kinds of phenomena. ‘In one kind, nucleotides are inserted
into or removed from the mRNA. The second kind converts nucleotides, for
example, C(ytosine) in[to] U(racile) (and the other way around) . . . These
processes [of mRNA editing] can only be described in the following way:
environmental (developmental) conditions, primary mRNA, and processes
such as mRNA editing, are in reciprocal ways contingent on each other in
the determination of the structures that become translated’ (Neumann-Held
1999: 122–124).

On the basis of her discussion ofmRNAprocessing andmRNAediting and
other elements of the mechanics of transcription and translation, Neumann-
Held concludes that ‘regulatory sequences and coding regions do not exist
in the DNA or mRNA independently of the system . . . On the contrary, reg-
ulatory elements and coding regions are co-constructed (in a structural and
functional sense) in reciprocal contingency by the components of the systems
in succeeding processes’ (Neumann-Held 1999: 124). In otherwords, the very
structure as well as the ontogenetic meaning of a bit of DNA is constituted by
the (spatial, historical, temporal, environmental, and organismal) interactive
developmental context in which it finds itself. The genome simply does not
precede any (additional) element of the developing organism, nor is it ever
identical with the organism. The organism, therefore, as well as the evolution-
ary history of its species, precedes the genome, with which it immediately
enters a complex array of constitutive epigenetic interactions.

The organism, in context, was there all along. Hence Russell’s prescient
observation, already cited: ‘the unity of the organism is not something which
comes to be during the course of development, but is there ab initio’. That is
the only primacy thesis worth defending.
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Creative Development

What comes of the chemical, mechanical, and social-psychological re-
sources an organism inherits depends on the organism and its relations
with the rest of the world. It makes its own present and prepares its
future, never out of whole cloth, always with the means at hand, but
often with the possibility of putting them together in novel ways.

– Susan Oyama (2000a)

In this short chapter, I draw on the criticisms of the modern consensus offered
in Chapters 3 and 4, and so on my account of constitutive epigenetics, to pro-
duce a framework for understanding and explaining organismal development.
Within this framework, genes play an important role, but as derived rather
than driving factors; here, developmental agency is restricted to organisms.

I begin with a brief discussion of the benefits and limitations of develop-
mental biology based on model systems, underscoring the lesson of Chapter
1 that we must be careful in making scientific generalisations on the basis
of particular (types of) experiments. I then emphasise again the notion that
the organism is the basic unit of development, and I proceed to elaborate my
framework for understanding and explainingdevelopment in creative terms. In
showing how and where this framework differs from the modern consensus, I
discuss the dialectics of gene–organism–environment interactions in develop-
ment,with particular attention to the phenomenon of niche construction. I then
emphasise the necessity of taking a systems perspective on development, and I
explore a recent account of how tomodel these interactions in a systemsmode.

the organism in context

As I urged in Chapter 4, the cell-organism is the primary unit of development.
Yet, the determinants of development – of the structure and function of genes,
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for instance – need not always be found exclusively within the integument
of the cell or the skin of the body. In his paper, ‘Ecological Developmental
Biology: Developmental BiologyMeets the RealWorld’, Scott Gilbert (2001)
provides an account of how to integrate awide range of causal factors in devel-
opment. The subtitle draws attention to the fact that as developmental biology
is usually studied, it is insensitive to environmental factors in ontogeny. Such
insensitivity is, of course, intentional – it is a means to experimental tractabil-
ity, evidenced most clearly in developmental biology’s predominant focus
on a half-dozen inbred model species: the nematode worm, Caenorhabditis
elegans, the fruit fly,Drosophila melanogaster, the zebrafishDanio rerio, the
chick Gallus gallus, the house mouse, Mus musculis, and the frog, Xenopus
laevis. Of course, developmental biologists study many other organisms as
well, such as squid, tunicates, horseshoe crabs, and dogfish. However, the
six model species just noted are those used most widely and are so popular
for a number of reasons, including their small body size, fecundity, early
sexual maturation, and developmental laboratory friendliness. As model sys-
tems, they have been ‘selected for their suitability to the genetic paradigm of
developmental biology’ and are particularly insensitive to the sorts of envi-
ronmental wrinkles that tend to muck up the process (Gilbert 2001: 3; also
see Bolker 1995; Bolker and Raff 1997; and Gilbert and Jorgensen 1998).
As indicated in Chapter 1, the sorts of claims sometimes made about the
roles of genes in development may be possible (in principle, anyway) when
made about gene action in such highly derived model systems against a con-
stant background of non-specific enabling conditions; but those claims are
impossible in less contrived circumstances, such as those obtaining in the
real world.

Gilbert explores what developmental biology might look like should it
engage ecology in a sustained manner. Two key areas of concern include the
study of developmental plasticity and the environmental context dependency
of development. To be sure, standard developmental biology may well be
attentive to these areas (Hall 1999); but ecological developmental biology (or
‘eco–devo’) heightens their importance in several ways.

Developmental plasticity refers to the simple fact that there is no one-to-
one relationship between a particular genome and a particular phenotype; a
single genome may be associated with any number of phenotypic variants,
such that the phenotypic expression of a genome is the product of a system of
epigenetic interactants coming together over a life cycle. Moreover, not only
is the genome–phenotype relationship one to many, it is also many to one,
as the same environmental conditions may generate the same phenotypes
from different genomes. When a single genome is studied across a range
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of environmental conditions, the resultant phenotypes will often be quite
different from one another; such studies may be represented graphically in the
form of a norm of reaction which precludes claims that a genome produces
a particular phenotype unless the local environmental conditions are also
specified (Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998; Sarkar 1999; Pigliucci 2001).

A nice instance of this type of developmental plasticity is the phenomenon
of polyphenism, which refers to the occurrence of either/or phenotypes from
a single genotype in a single population. Two morphs, produced from the
same genotype, may be so substantially phenotypically different that they
may be mistakenly thought to be of different species. Consider the European
map butterfly, Araschnia levana, which affords two seasonal phenotypes.
The summer morph is primarily black with a white band pattern, whereas
the spring morph is orange spotted with black. The developmental difference
between the two phenotypes is generated by ecological conditions – day
length and temperature in the larval stage – and bymanipulating the ecological
conditions in the lab, researchers can make summertime caterpillars give rise
to springtime butterflies (Nijhout 1991). Seasonal polyphenism is but one type
of polyphenism; other types include polyphenisms induced by population
density, social structure, nutritional factors, and the presence of a predator.

Population Density

Consider that in Mermethids (a family of roundworms that are parasitic on
insects in their larval stage but free living as adults), the number of worms
developing on a host, and hence the amount of host available to each worm,
determines the sex of theworms: if only one to five, then almost all of them are
female; if greater than sixteen, then almost all of them are male; in between
five and sixteen worms, the proportion of males increases with the number of
parasitic larval worms (van der Weele 1999: 106–107).

Social Structure

In the fire ant, Solenopsis invicta, there are two forms of social organisation –
monogynous colonies with a single reproductive queen, and polygynous
colonieswithmany reproductive queens. The queens ofmonogynous colonies
are heavier and have larger fat reserves than their polygynous conspecifics,
but these physiological and morphological variations (which arise from the
same genotype) are induced by the type of colony in which individual queens
happen to be raised. So social organisation (probably through the intermedi-
ary of pheromone exposure) induces morphologies and physiologies which
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are themselves determinative of social organisation in new colonies (Keller
and Ross 1993; also see Gray 2001).

Nutritional Factors

In themothNemoria arizona, for instance, seasonal diet determines the colour
of the moth thanks to tannin content. Spring caterpillars eat oak catkins and
develop into catkin-coloured moths; summer caterpillars eat oak leaves and
develop into oak-twig-coloured moths (van der Weele 1999: 107–108).

Predator-Induced Polyphenism

The morphology of Daphnia, the water flea, will be altered if the fleas de-
velop in water in which their predators have been reared. If juvenile Daphnia
are made to develop in water in which the predatory larvae of Chaoborus
(a dipteran) have been cultured, the presence of chemicals released into the
water by the Chaoborus may induce development of a helmet during Daph-
nia development (see Figure 7). The helmet permits easier escape from the
predator, and so the morph benefits from the ecological induction; but the

Figure 7. The water flea, Daphnia cucullata. Left: Daphnia morph not exposed to
predators or predator-linked chemicals. Right: helmet-bearingDaphniamorph reared in
kairomone-laced water. Kairomones are released by the predatory larvae of Chaoborus
which preys on Daphnia; the kairomone-induced helmets (or neck spines) facilitate
predator avoidance. Redrawn and substantiallymodified from the photographs in Figures
1c and 1d in Gilbert (2001: 2).
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Figure 8. The parasitic wasp, Trichogramma semblidis. Left: Wasp reared in a butterfly
host. Right: Wasp reared in an alder fly host. Redrawn with substantial modification
from Figure 12-6 in Gottlieb (1992: 153).

production of helmets may also limit resources for provisioning eggs, which
creates a developmental–evolutionary trade-off (Gilbert 2001: 4).

Such instances of polyphenism, and so of developmental plasticity, are also
instances of the more general phenomenon of the ecological context depen-
dency of development. As the phenotype is neither explicable nor predictable
from the genotype alone, its character is dependent upon the context of de-
velopment (which includes, but does not reduce to, the genome). A striking
example of context dependency is the parasitic wasp Trichogramma semb-
lidis, whose eggs are lain sometimes in a butterfly host and sometimes in an
alder fly host (see Figure 8). Drastic phenotypic differences result from the
developmental context (in this case the host), so drastic, in fact, that the adult
wasps were once thought to be of two different species (Gottlieb 1992: 153).

Of course, not only is normal development affected by non-genetic causal
factors; so toomay the environment generate developmental abnormalities.As
biologists explore development in new non-model systems, and also compli-
cate their experiments with the model organisms already well studied though
context independently, new research programmes and, correlatively, previ-
ously unanticipated findings, begin to emerge. As a final example, consider
that recent research has indicated that several pesticides that appear to be
relatively safe when amphibians are exposed to them under laboratory condi-
tions in fact turn out to be potentially devastating to the same creatures when
exposed in the wild. Gilbert (2001: 6) notes that the compound methoprene
functions as a juvenile hormone mimic in mosquito pupae, preventing their
metamorphosis into adults. As vertebrates do not contain juvenile hormone,
a standard assumption was that this pesticide simply would not be harmful
to fish, reptiles, or humans. This assumption holds up in the lab: metho-
prene, itself, is not a teratogen – that is, methoprene, as such, does not cause
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developmental malformations. However, upon exposure to natural sunlight,
methoprene decomposes into two substances that generate substantial devel-
opmental abnormalities in Xenopus tadpoles.

Biologists from many disciplines have begun to show that such hormone-
disrupting effects are associatedwith pesticides and other industrial chemicals
in widespread use (Krimsky 2000; the discussion in the next four paragraphs
closely follows Robert 2001b). The environmental endocrine hypothesis as-
serts that a wide range of chemicals have the capacity to imitate or antagonise
normal hormone function, leading to observable developmental and repro-
ductive effects in animals, including humans. The endocrine system hosts a
complex dance of hormones, such as estrogen, testosterone, progesterone,
and follicle-stimulating hormone, which work by binding to specific recep-
tors either inside or on the surface of cells. Once the hormone attaches to
its receptor, a variety of biochemical effects follow, all of which are crucial
to the generation, development, sustenance, and eventual reproduction of an
organism. The endocrine disruptors, as they are commonly known, are able to
obstruct the usual flow of hormonal information and even to mimic hormone
activity, though not perfectly, thereby altering the basic biological role of the
endocrine system.

Hormone disruptors function through a variety of mechanisms and with
a range of effects, depending on which toxin is present, which particular
hormone is being mimicked or obstructed, the level of exposure, and the time
of exposure (embryos exposed to a tiny amount of dioxin during a particular
developmental window will be affected very differently from adults exposed
to the same or a larger amount). Some of the documented effects of endocrine
disruptors in wildlife and animal models include the following: abnormal
testicular and ovarian development; testicular, prostate, breast, and ovarian
cancer; feminisation or demasculinisation; endometriosis; and reductions in
sperm counts. A number of researchers have hypothesised similar effects in
humans, but there is as yet little incontrovertible evidence that humans have
suffered from hormone disruption.

The scientific evidence for humans is as yet somewhat shaky for three
main reasons: the ethical unacceptability of the sorts of studies that would
be required to definitely establish a causal relationship in humans; the rela-
tively long lag time between exposure to a particular toxin and its possibly
causally related effect; and endocrine disruptors’ defiance of the basic frame-
work of toxicology. The latter problem is indeed tractable, but the fact that
endocrine disruptors challenge the standard monotonic dose-response curve
(increased doses lead to larger effects) helped to delay the formulation of the
environmental endocrine hypothesis. Hormonally active agents play a role
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in destabilising otherwise self-regulating feedback and feedforward systems,
and tiny doses may have large effects whereas large doses may have smaller
effects. Moreover, the time at which the dose is administered is crucial in me-
diating its effects, as is the overall state of the system. Well-designed studies
within a broader framework of causal systems should help to alleviate some of
the scientific instability of the environmental endocrine hypothesis, although
extrapolating from wildlife studies and experiments on animal models to hu-
mans – given the impossibility of performing the rights sorts of experiments
on humans – opens the door to scientific concern (and also political scepticism
masquerading as scientific concern). Thus, Gilbert’s call for greater interplay
between developmental biology and ecology is both timely and welcome.

This emphasis on environmental causes in ontogeny reflects attention to
factors well above the level of the genome (van der Weele 1999). Of course,
this is not to say that the genome itself is not crucially implicated in the de-
velopment and reproduction of organisms, but only that the genome does not
exhaust the corral of causal complexities. Nevertheless, some biologists tend
to operate as if the latter were in fact the case. Witness the trend in devel-
opmental biology toward the study of the actualisation of genomic potential.
Maynard Smith, although suggesting that there is ‘a lot more to development
than gene regulation’, contends in the very next breath that, ‘in particular,
there is the question of how genes get switched on in the right places’ (2000b:
218).However, asGilbert’s recent review attests, classes of non-genetic devel-
opmental causes that both interact with and operate relatively independently
of the genome have been long recognised. This is easy to forget, inasmuch as
organisms are too often to this day conceived as the product of genes – acting
and being activated in environmental contexts, of course, though the genes
are typically seen as of primary determinative importance.

In this regard, Evelyn Fox Keller (2001) has written forcefully about the
elision of the organismic body in modern biology. The body, when seen at
all, is seen passively, as a nurturing environment for the active, ontogeneti-
cally and evolutionarily important work of the genes. To be sure, when we
transcend the nature–nurture or gene–environment dichotomy in favour of a
conjunction of the two, then we prima facie develop a concern for both genes
and environments; that is the force of the interactionist consensus. But is the
body best construed as an environment for genetic activity? Or rather should
the body, in its various environmental contexts, be conceived more actively
(and interactively) as a developmental agent?

Keller (2001) notes an ambiguity over identifying ‘the body’, despite its
crucial evolutionary and ontogenetic significance. It is something within an
outer integument, of course, but is the body the multicellular organismic body
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contained by the epidermis, the cellular body contained by the cell membrane,
or the nuclear body contained by the nuclear membrane (in eukaryotes)?
Keller chooses to focus on the cellular body at that time in the life cycle when
it is coextensive with the organismic body – the zygote or fertilised egg,
porous and permeable as it may be. Like E.S. Russell, she holds that ‘the true
germ-plasm must be the cell-organism’ (Russell 1930: 193). One reason is
that the cellular integument serves the vital function of holding things together
in close proximity:

Proximity is crucial for it enables a degree of interconnectivity and interactive
parallelism that would otherwise not be possible, but that is required for what
I take to be the fundamental feature of the kind of developmental system we
find in a fertilized egg, namely, its robustness. Prior to all its other remarkable
properties – in fact, a precondition of these – is the capacity of a developmentally
competent zygote to maintain its functional specificity in the face of all the
vicissitudes it inevitably encounters. (Keller 2001: 301)

Keller’s ideas here are consilient with Russell’s notion of the autonomy of
the developing organism, as explored in Chapter 4. The autonomy of the
organism refers to its ability to reach a developed form despite, as it were,
environmental vicissitudes (Russell 1930: 6–7). However, ‘robustness’ is a
better characterisation than autonomy, considering (a) the deep interrelations –
supportive, constitutive, and constraining interactions – between a developing
organism and the diverse elements of its various developmental contexts; and
(b) the existence of multiple developmental and regulatory pathways toward
equifinal endpoints. Accordingly, Keller posits the robust cell-organism as
the unit of development, as against either the gene or the genome.

Regarding (a), developmental interactions might be construed in terms of
autokoenomy, Sarah Hoagland’s term denoting ‘a self who is both separate
and related, a self which is neither autonomous nor dissolved: a self in com-
munity who is one among many’ (Hoagland 1988: 12). I borrow the concept
in this context to capture the nature of the phenomena of morphogenesis,
differentiation, and growth. Consider the cell in development: though an in-
dividual, the cell is also at base an interactor; the cell’s ontogenetic progress
is deeply bound up in interactions with the activities of other cells and devel-
opmental factors and entities. Inasmuch as autokoenomy is used by Hoagland
to describe selfhood and conscious, intentional action, I run the risk of
anthropomorphising developmental entities and processes in describing them
as autokoenomous. It’s a risk worth taking, though – and one not uncom-
mon in biological literature (viz. the depiction of aspects of development as
self-organising).
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Regarding (b), developmental redundancy is absolutely crucial (Strohman
1993; Gilbert et al. 1996). Gabriel Dover (2000), for instance, defines robust-
ness as ‘the ability of a system to continue functioning despite substantial
changes to its components’ through various processes such as internal coevo-
lution (Dover 2000: 1157, 1158). Relatedly, Wallace Arthur (2000: 51) notes
that ‘genes are changed by mutation. Populations are changed by selection
(and drift). Development is changed by – what?’ In response to this ques-
tion, Arthur underscores the process of ‘developmental reprogramming’ – I
prefer developmental reorganisation – which fills the gap between mutation
and selection (and drift) by permitting the creative generation of new interac-
tive pathwayswithout sacrificing functionality.Developmental reorganisation
functions here as a ‘naval engineer’ on Theseus’ ship by changing the design
and construction of the organism while it develops, without sacrificing its
survivability (also see Budd 1999; Dover 2000: 1158).

creativity in development

Recall Keller’s distinction between genetic programmes and developmental
programmes, discussed in Chapter 4. Within the cell-organism, the genome
is of vital significance to a developmental programme dispersed throughout
the whole organism, but the genome does not itself contain or comprise a
programme for development. Keller argues convincingly that developmental
information is not encoded in the genes but is instead distributed throughout
the fertilised egg undergoing ontogenesis. The developmental programme
is not composed of particular genetic entities, and it does not reside in the
genome itself; rather, it consists and exists in ‘the cellular machinery inte-
grated into a dynamic whole’. Thus, Keller writes that ‘if we wish to preserve
the computer metaphor, it would seem more reasonable to describe the fertil-
ized egg as a massively parallel processor in which “programs” (or networks)
are distributed throughout the cell’ processing nuclear and cytoplasmic and
other bits of developmental data (Keller 2001: 302, 307).1 The cell-organism
is therefore both ontogenetic agent and a material source of developmental
information. As against the modern consensus, then, the cell-organism is a
contextualised generative entity conditioning, and only partly conditioned
by, its genes. Accordingly, development is not strictly or primarily a genetic
process but rather a function of the whole organism.

Hence, the creativity of development: drawing on the contextually con-
ditioned nuclear and cytoplasmic structure it inherits along with much else,
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a developing organism constructs, processes, and regulates specific ontoge-
netic resources dispersed throughout itself and its environment. Development,
to use Russell’s phrase, is a ‘living, responsive activity of the organism’
(Russell 1930: 109). In this sense, then, organismic development is an
autopoietic2 (self-constructive) process not only post-natally (when it is obvi-
ous that organisms creatively construct themselves), but also from conception
(Gottlieb 1971).

Developmentwill be takenwith due seriousness onlywhen it is consistently
acknowledged, in theory and in practice, that organisms are not the product of
epigenetically triggered, preformed genetic programmes. For ontogenesis as
a creative process is somethingmore, in fact something other, than differential
gene expression, however chaotic, non-linear, or emergently epigenetic.Given
the account of constitutive epigenetics elaborated in Chapter 4, we see that
genetics reduces to epigenetics (development) and not the other way around
(Griesemer 2000). Development is not a matter of genes-plus anything but
rather a matter of the organism’s semi-autonomous self-constitution from a
range of ontogenetic raw materials.

It is evident not only that organisms construct themselves within environ-
ments but also that they help to construct their environments. Both processes
are creative, in the sense that something new emerges from them: a new
organism in a new environment, each contributing to the construction of the
other in a synergistic, coevolving dyad. Note first that organisms inherit much
more than genes at conception, birth, and beyond: we inherit, for instance,
complex cellular structures and a structured embryonic and foetal stimulative
environment (including metabolites and other nutrients, temperature cues,
and behavioural stimulants). But we inherit still more: parents, conspecifics,
and their various habitats –West and King (1987) use the phrase ‘ontogenetic
niche’ to specify inherited species-typical legacies of society and ecology.
And yet although this ontogenetic niche contributes significantly to individ-
ual development, it is not quite ready-made; it is rather always in process,
acted upon by organisms of all stripes, and mutually acting upon them.

Here we see Richard Lewontin’s signature emphasis on gene–organism–
environment dialectics (e.g., Lewontin 1983). Lewontin was objecting to the
latent externalism of evolutionary theory, namely the presumption that evolu-
tion works by a problem–solution mechanism: the environment poses some
problem for organisms, and organisms, through trial and error, provide a solu-
tion to that problem, leading to amore adaptive phenotype.Lewontin proposed
that organisms do not adapt to external environments so much as construct
those environments in a reciprocal, dialectical interplay. Several biologists
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have undertaken to model such dialectical relationships in an effort both to
render these ideas more concrete and also to better explain the dynamics of
evolutionary processes in the context of genetics (and development).

The basic impulse behind models of niche construction is that organisms,
through their activities and through theirmetabolism, define their effective en-
vironments in both creative and destructive ways (Odling-Smee et al. 1996;
Laland et al. 1999, 2001). Kevin Laland, John Odling-Smee, and Marcus
Feldman define niche construction as occurring when ‘an organism modi-
fies the functional relationship between itself and its environment by actively
changing one or more of the factors in its environment, either by physically
perturbing these factors at its current address or by relocating to a different
address, thereby exposing itself to different factors’ (Laland et al. 2001: 118).
Darwin (1881) offered his own example of niche construction, describing
the burrowing activities of earthworms which alter the structure of the soil;
but earthworms also transport organic material into the earth which mixes
with inorganic material, and they stimulate various sorts of microbial activ-
ity, thereby altering the biochemistry of soils as well. These structural and
biochemical effects accumulate over generations, such that each new genera-
tion of earthworms inhabits a new environment and is thus subject to variable
selection pressures (Odling-Smee et al. 1996: 641). Many other examples are
evident throughout both the animal and plant kingdoms.

Laland, Odling-Smee, and Feldman have built two-locus population genet-
icsmodels to explore the evolutionary effects of niche-constructing behaviour.
In one such model (Laland et al. 1999), they investigated the dynamics pro-
duced by niche construction leading to either an increase or a decrease in
the availability of an environmental resource (the availability of the resource
itself may vary independently of niche construction, and the model builds in
this possibility). The model shows that the effects of the niche-constructing
behaviours may supersede external selection pressures; for instance, where
niche construction generates selective pressures at odds with the action of an
external selection pressure at one of the loci, a likely outcome is the fixa-
tion of otherwise deleterious alleles in a population (Laland et al. 1999: 10,
246). Furthermore, as the new selection pressures persist transgenerationally,
unusual evolutionary dynamics are possible. For instance, time lags were ob-
served between the emergence of a new niche-constructing behaviour and a
population’s response to the selection pressures it modifies. These time lags
may, over time, generate either evolutionary inertia or evolutionary momen-
tum: in the former case, increasingly strong selection is required to dislodge a
population from equilibrium; in the latter case, populations continue to evolve
along a particular trajectory even when selective pressures change or are
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reversed.3 The evidence emerging from models of niche construction points
to the conclusion that ‘adaptation ceases to be a one-way process, exclusively
a response to environmentally imposed problems, and instead becomes a
two-way process, with populations of organisms setting as well as solving
problems’ (Laland et al. 2001: 122).

It is evident that, thus far, the primary emphasis of those building such
models is on the evolutionary consequences of niche construction: the ex-
istence of many sources of natural selection which help to shape organisms
depends largely on the niche-constructing activities of those organisms and
also of their forebears. Here is evidence, therefore, of multigenerational non-
genetic inheritance affecting both the development of organisms and their
subsequent evolution. Moreover, niche-constructing organisms cannot sim-
ply be regarded as vehicles for genes – as in Richard Dawkins’ (1976: 21)
famous image – for they must be considered responsible for the changes they
have wrought in their environments (and in the sources of selection oper-
ating therein) which may well be translated into evolutionarily significant
modifications.4

But niche construction is ontogenetically important, as well, inasmuch as
organisms find, make, and provide for themselves and each other some of the
environmental resources necessary for their successful development and re-
production, and alsomay alter the conditions under which they evolve. Again,
we witness the creativity of the developing organism at work. Although some
of the resources for development are just there, waiting to be used or acted
upon, the bulk of them are rather basic products of organismal reproduction.
This is not to suggest that genes are not important developmental interactants
but rather that genes simply cannot be foundational. The genetic component
of ontogenesis is constituted epigenetically during the development of the
organism.

Accordingly, if ontogenesis is an additive process, then it is an organism-
plus process – the modern consensus has things the wrong way around. But
just as genes cannot exist independently of organisms, so too can organisms
not exist independently of genes; the privileging of either one over the other is
therefore inappropriate, given their reciprocal contingency. The full range of
developmental material is required, and its ontogenetic specificity is negoti-
ated through spatiotemporally sensitive, contingent, constitutive interactions
within the organism itself. The result is the emergence of a developed organ-
ism bearing a remarkable resemblance to its parents – without recourse to
anything like species-specific genetic programmes.

Seen in this light, it is plainly evident that how organisms develop is not
predetermined in scope but only in kind, and the kind that is reproduced is not
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predetermined genetically but rather co-determined generatively. Organisms
then creatively construct their own fates.

beyond the modern consensus

Where, then, are we now? With the accounts of constitutive epigenetics and
creative development offered here and in Chapter 4, andwith the developmen-
tal considerations explored in Chapters 1 and 3, we have moved beyond the
modern consensus. To reiterate: contra genetic informationism, genes do not
contain all of the relevant specific information required for development, nor
are genes uniquely informational; contra genetic animism, genes do not con-
tain a programme for development, and if there is such a thing as a programme
for development, it is dispersed throughout the developing system; and contra
genetic primacy, although genesmay be primus intra paresmethodologically,
ontogenetically the developing organism (including but not reducible to its
genes) has pride of place.

And yet an obvious objection is waiting in the wings: verbal gymnastics
of the sort evident throughout these pages are utterly useless to practicing
biologists. This is, admittedly, a persistent worry for me. What I have tried
to show so far is at least that the charge of semantic sleight of hand can be
turned in the other direction. Metaphors of genetic programmes and genetic
instructions do not take us very far in understanding or explaining develop-
ment. At most, they leave the overly optimistic impression that the problem of
development is solved, but only by ‘side-stepping the task of developmental
analysis’ (Lickliter 2000: 324). Where development as such is the primary
explanandum, developmental analysis must be the method of choice. This is
what it means to take development seriously.

Though my arguments in this book are largely based upon scientific and
not philosophical literature, the arguments themselves are philosophical. They
are meant to be biologically useful, but they may not be. Allowme to begin to
show, then, how they may be of use – a project I take up again in the following
chapters.5

Johnston and Edwards (2002) have recently published a series of increas-
ingly specific (or ‘unpacked’) representations of a model of the development
of behaviour, one that is generalisable to development as such and that is also
consilient with much of what I have said so far. Their model is not meant to
specify every molecular or cellular aspect of the complex interactions com-
prising development; rather it is designed to provide ‘a useful intermediate
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level of detail that captures that complexity while at the same time rendering
it reasonably comprehensible’ (p. 31). For these authors, genes are not to be
considered ‘carriers of information or repositories of plans and blueprints’
(p. 27) somehow both separate from and yet also directing development, but
instead as molecules that are biologically active within the developmental
system and have only indirect reciprocal effects via mRNA synthesis (2002:
26, 28; also see Lickliter 2000). Experience, too, has indirect and reciprocal
effects on the development of behaviour, mediated through multiple levels of

Figure 9. A model of behavioural development. The model depicts all factors, both
neural and non-neural, that interact in the developmental production of organismal be-
haviour. Solid lines with arrowheads between factors represent causal relationships.
Dotted lines represent non-causal relationships between patterned neural activity and
the activity of individual nerve cells, indicating the nesting of the latter within the for-
mer. The elliptical arrow near the top of the diagram depicts spontaneous neural activity.
Redrawn with permission from Figure 3 in Johnston and Edwards (2002: 28).
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biological, ecological, and social organisation. Themodel ismeant to focus in-
vestigative attention on developmental interactions and specific mechanisms,
beyond metaphor and shorthand formulations.

Johnston and Edwards’ ‘completely unpacked model’ of behavioural de-
velopment (Figure 3 in Johnston and Edwards 2002: 28, reproduced here as
Figure 9) comprises fourteen boxes, each representing an interacting factor,
linked together by means of their various bidirectional interactions (some but
not all of which are causal). Any particular instantiation of the model would
be only a time slice of a specific developmental moment; the model could be
transformed from two dimensions to three with the addition of information
regarding the timing of individual influences on development, though this
would obviously make it considerably less amenable to pictorial representa-
tion (but see Figure 4 in Johnston and Edwards 2002: 29).

The model proposed by Johnston and Edwards can be used to organise
existing knowledge and also to make predictions about behavioural develop-
ment that can be empirically investigated; for instance, the functions (causal
or otherwise) represented by arrows or dotted lines connecting factors within
the model might capture our knowledge of some developmental process (say,
induction) or might ‘imply the existence of interactions that would, if they
occurred, generate the observed changes’ (Johnston and Edwards 2002: 30) –
and so produce a new research programme to discover those interactions or, if
unsuccessful, lead to alterations in the underlying model. The model is thus a
framework for synthesising what we already know about development, but it
can also be instantiated under experimental conditions to learn more. Insofar
as the account of development offered in these pages can be assimilated into a
model such as that by Johnston and Edwards, the account can be put to work
by practicing biologists.

However, evenweremy account of developmentmerely verbal, it nonethe-
less has a theoretical contribution to make, both in terms of conceiving the
aetiology of disease (Robert 2000a, in preparation a) and also in grappling
with recent efforts to integrate developmental and evolutionary explanations.
In Chapter 6, I introduce the general nature of the ‘integrative project’ (Sarkar
and Robert 2003), explore what I take to be its core premises, and provide
several examples to show how focusing on developmental mechanisms is
necessary to explaining aspects of organismal evolution. Then, in Chapter 7,
I bring the considerations of the first six chapters to bear in empirically and
conceptually assessing theoretical frameworks for investigating the relation-
ship(s) between evolution and development.
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A New Synthesis?

It may seemmystical to suggest the biology is not ‘molecular’ at its core
the way physics and chemistry are. But suppose it is not the genome
that is especially conserved by evolution. Suppose the ephemeral phe-
notype really iswhat we need to understand and what persists over time.
Genes would then be ‘only’ the meandering spoor left by the process
of evolution by phenotype. Perhaps we have hidden behind the Modern
Synthesis, and the idea that all the action is in gene frequencies, for too
long.

– Kenneth Weiss and Stephanie Fullerton (2000)

There is much more to both evolution and development than we can learn
from focusing primarily on genes.1 However, this realisation is hard won,
given the recent history of biology, and of philosophy of biology. I noted in
Chapter 4 that the twentieth century witnessed the biological reconceptuali-
sation of evolution in terms of changes in gene frequencies in a population,
and of development in terms of gene expression. Moreover, although philoso-
phers have long been preoccupiedwith evolutionary theory, andmore recently
with molecular biology, they have engaged far less frequently with develop-
ment.Whereas historians of biology have been long intrigued by embryology,
philosophers have tended to shy away. Yet times have changed. It is mainly
as a result of recent work in developmental and molecular biology that some
of the reductionistic biases of genetics have paradoxically come to be seen
as constricting future research and precluding genuine understanding of both
development and evolution.2 Moreover, advances in biology generally have
permitted us to open the black box of development and to move beyond sim-
plistic models of gene action. (Even with development in a black box, genes
alone do not explain development; nor do genes alone explain evolution – see,
e.g., Laubichler and Wagner 2001.) As we have come to learn these lessons,
a new synthetic framework has emerged within biology, opening logical (and
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speculative) space for philosophical investigations of the nature of develop-
ment and its relation to evolution. Thus far, this book has been concerned
with development. We now turn to evolution.

the unmodern synthesis

Before the rediscovery of Mendel’s work in 1900 – and so before the eras of
classical genetics, the Modern Synthesis, and molecular and developmental
genetics – an unmodern synthesis flourished in biology, between evolution
and embryology (and morphology). The germ layers (now referred to as
endoderm,mesoderm, and ectoderm– the layers of cells fromwhich all tissues
and organs are formed) were identified and analysed prior to Darwin’s theory
of evolution (Darwin 1859), but they became absolutely central to biology
in the latter half of the nineteenth century as a variety of scientists sought
to establish relationships of ancestry and phylogeny through comparative
analysis of germ-layer homology between embryos of different species.

An early figurewas theGerman zoologist ErnstHaeckel (1834–1919),who
attempted to synthesise Darwinian evolution with comparative morphology
and comparative embryology in theorising that ‘all multicellular organisms
arose phylogenetically from an organism structurally equivalent to the early
gastrula, an embryonic stage found early in the development of all multicel-
lular animals’. Haeckel held that all multicellular organisms pass through a
two-germ-layer stage, which, he held, was equivalent across species based
both on its structure and on the way in which it is produced – the endodermal
layer formed from the ectodermal layer by invagination in proceeding from
blastula to gastrula. Consequently, Haeckel advocated a theory of ontogeny as
the rapid recapitulation of phylogeny in early development, followed by the
terminal addition of novelties in the generation of adults (commonly known as
the Biogenetic Law). So, according to Haeckel, the ancestral stages of adults
could be identified in the embryos of descendants (Hall 1999: 80). Haeckel’s
theory of recapitulation eventually gave way to less hypothetical accounts of
the relationship between embryology and evolution, though the study of germ
layers and homology remained essential.

One problem was that Haeckel’s theory, like that of Karl Ernst von Baer
(1792–1876), required that early embryonic development not be subject to
change: hence, Haeckel’s account of change based on terminal addition.
Francis (Frank) Maitland Balfour (1851–1882), for one, saw no reason that
early embryonic development should be immutable, and he urged that natural
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selection could operate at any stage of development from larva to adult (ex-
cept beyond reproductive capacity): ‘I see no reason for doubting that the
embryo in the earliest periods of development is as subject to the laws of
natural selection as is the animal at any other period. Indeed, there appear to
me grounds for thinking that it is more so’. ‘The principles which govern the
perpetuation of variations which occur in either the larval or the foetal state
are the same as those for the adult state. Variations favorable to the survival
of the species are equally likely to be perpetuated, at whatever period of life
they occur, prior to the loss of the reproductive powers’.3 Were natural se-
lection to operate early in embryonic development, this would be a function
of some larval or foetal variant’s capacity to benefit the organism; that is, a
pre-terminal variant might be selected and persist, contra both Haeckel and
von Baer. Walter Garstang (1868–1949) pushed still further, arguing that lar-
val evolution and adult evolution could occur independently. Directly against
Haeckel, Garstang urged that ‘ontogeny does not recapitulate phylogeny, it
creates it’ (Garstang 1922: 81).

However, a variety of events conspired against evolutionary embryology
at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries.
Evolutionists focused attention on the transmission of ‘factors’ between gen-
erations, and they held to an account of development that both took devel-
opment for granted and also attributed the generation of phenotypic traits to
Mendelian genes. Embryologists meanwhile turned to an experimental ap-
proach, spurred on by Roux and his programme of Entwicklungsmechanik.
The conventional story is that, despite persistent efforts on the part of those
such as DeBeer, who carried on the project of evolutionary embryology, and
despite those such as Conklin, Whitman, and Lillie, who attempted to offer
alternative accounts of embryonic development, interest in the relationship
between embryology and evolution waned, eventually culminating in the es-
tablishment of the embryology-free Modern Synthesis (Hamburger 1980).
Despite disputes over the veracity of this conventional account (Amundson
2003), disputes that I am not prepared to adjudicate in these pages, it remains
worth asking whether the phenomena of development and evolution are in
fact adequately accounted for in terms of the transmission and activation of
genes. Given the recent explosion of interest in exploring relationships be-
tween development and evolution above the level of genes, and despite the
persistence of detractors, the answer would appear to be a resounding No.

In this chapter, I discuss various efforts to integrate evolutionary and de-
velopmental explanations. My particular focus is on the project commonly
referred to by the sobriquet evo–devo (evolutionary developmental biology);
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spanning evolutionary, developmental, molecular, cell, and organismal biol-
ogy, in addition to genetics, paleontology, and ecology, evo–devo is a new
biological synthesis.

what is evo--devo?

As already noted, in the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth century,
connections between evolution and development were established in multi-
farious productive ways (see, e.g., Allen 1978; Gilbert 1988, 1991a, 1994;
Maienschein 1991a; Gilbert et al. 1996; andHall 1999, 2000a). Unfortunately
with the rise of population genetics as our evolutionary paradigm, these con-
nections were lost or forgotten and have only recently been rediscovered and
reinvested with scientific importance (Raff 1996; Arthur 1997, 2002; Hall
1999). Like any biological discipline, evo–devo commands a diverse range
of theoretical perspectives and experimental approaches. For instance, some
evo–devoists focus more heavily on developmental genetics – say, on the
roles of homeobox genes in development and evolution (as in Patel 1994 and
Carroll et al. 2001), – some less so (witness Gerhart and Kirschner 1997 and
Hall 1999, who focus more closely on cells and their interactions). Some-
times, this leads to discrepancies over the nature of the synthesis of evolution
and development. It is to these discrepancies that we now turn.

A caveat: different commentators and practitioners describe the relation-
ship between developmental and evolutionary biology in different ways: there
is talk of the reconciliation of developmental and evolutionary biology; their
integration (or reintegration); the accommodation of one within the other; or
their synthesis. In what follows, I will generally prefer the latter locution,
synthesis, to describe the discipline of evolutionary developmental biology,
though I will sometimes write of the integration of developmental and evolu-
tionary explanations.

A second caveat: evolutionary developmental biology (evo–devo), so
named by Hall (1992b), is only one of several projects in this domain; an-
other is developmental evolution (devo–evo), so referred to byWagner (2000,
2001;Wagner et al. 2000). These are overlapping projects, and the distinction
between them is difficult to draw, though the latter appears to be more math-
ematically oriented. I do not aim in this chapter to settle once and for all any
disciplinary disputes between evo–devo and devo–evo. For the sake of con-
venience, I will prefer the former locution, evo–devo, though I do not intend
this to be exclusionary. (In fact, the champion of devo–evo, Günter Wagner,
figures prominently in my discussion of evolution and development.)4
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A third caveat: philosophical debates about development and evolution
seem often to be rather about development (actually, developmental genetics)
and the Modern Synthesis. However, evolutionary biologists have come a
long way since the Synthesis; aside from those few biologists who deem
the Modern Synthesis unassailable, and also aside from hard-line Neo-
Darwinians (gene selectionists, mainly), the views of most contemporary
evolutionary biologists have evolved significantly away from the Modern
Synthesis (especially with the advent of cladistic analysis, the emergence of
comparative genomics and molecular phylogenetics, and so on). Prima facie,
it appears that synthesising developmental biology and Neo-Darwinism is a
much more difficult prospect than synthesising developmental biology and
evolutionary theory more broadly construed. At any rate, defining what evo-
lutionary theory today actually is is no simple task; in what follows, I sketch
an account of Neo-Darwinism that is not up to the challenge proffered by at-
tention to development. I presume that it is non-controversial to suggest that
evolutionary theory attends at its core to variation, heredity, and differential
reproduction (Lewontin 1970; Wimsatt 2001); explanation of evolutionary
change by reference to the mechanisms of natural selection and drift; and
tracking of evolutionary change by reference to changes in gene frequencies
in populations – although some controversymight persist over the exact refer-
ents of these concepts or the appropriate scope of their applicability (Sterelny
and Griffiths 1999).

Despite differences in approach, evo–devoists tend to hold to a core of
theoretical presuppositions, including: (a) the hierarchical nature of devel-
opment and evolution; (b) the need to focus on developmental processes –
interactions – between genotype and developing phenotype; and (c) the belief
that analysing developmental processes and mechanisms, and their evolution,
improves our understanding of both development and evolution.5 Studying
development in evolutionary context, and evolution in developmental context,
increases the explanatory scope of both sciences. I will focus first mainly on
evo–devo’s account of development.

Regarding (a), the hierarchical nature of development and evolution neces-
sitates the study of emergent properties inexplicable from lower (or higher)
hierarchical levels; for instance, cells’ collective behaviour during morpho-
genesis cannot be explained (or predicted) by examining the behaviour of
individual cells prior to cell division, differentiation, or (in animals) con-
densation – let alone by examining DNA sequences (Hall 2000a: 177). This
is because the formation of cell condensations is contingent not on genetic
directives but rather on the spatiotemporal state of the organism and its com-
ponent parts at multiple levels (Laubichler and Wagner 2001; Gilbert and
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Sarkar 2000 provide additional examples of such emergent phenomena).
Many evo–devoists are thus methodological antireductionists, offering the
advice that we must engage in multileveled investigation of ontogeny and
evolution in order not to miss key features of either, at multiple hierarchical
levels.

Given (a), we see that (b) draws attention to the fundamental ontoge-
netic importance of epigenetics, whether conventional or constitutive. Some
evo–devoists hold that precisely identifying types (and tokens) of epigenetic
interactions is central to the project of synthesising development and evolu-
tion. Especially important is the investigation of epigenetic interactionswithin
and between modules in morphogenesis. A ‘module’ is a semi-autonomous
component of an organism; modules exist at different levels of the biological
hierarchy; and evolutionarily significant within-module changes can occur
without disrupting the overall integrity of the organism, thereby facilitating
the developmental evolution of novel characters. Bolker (2000) helpfully dis-
tinguishes between developmental and evolutionary approaches tomodularity
and shows how these distinct approaches may interact and coalesce in evo–
devo (also see Atchley and Hall 1991; Raff 1996; von Dassow and Munro
1999; Sterelny 2000b; Gilbert and Bolker 2001; and Winther 2001. I discuss
modules further later in this chapter and in Chapter 7).

Regarding (c), the belief that analysing developmental processes andmech-
anisms, and their evolution, improves our understanding of both development
and evolution adverts to the conviction that evolution qua population genet-
ics, in presupposing development rather than investigating it, tends to miss
key elements of evolution. This is not simply a charge of incompleteness but
also a charge of explanatory inappropriateness. That is, although it is surely
true that the roster of evolutionary change in a lineage is in some ways de-
ficient unless it catalogues changes in developmental pathways as well as
changes in adult phenotype and gene frequency in a population (the charge of
incompleteness6), the further claimof evo–devoists is that the best explanation
of evolutionary change is not always made exclusively in terms of changes in
gene frequency in a population (just as the best explanation of some devel-
opmental mechanism is not always made exclusively in terms of changes in
gene expression). Wagner (2000), for instance, has employed the concept of
‘explanatory force’ (Amundson 1989) to indicate how, in some cases (such as
the evolution of stable sex ratios), a population genetic explanation captures
the relevant phenomena to be explained better than any competing explana-
tion, whereas in other cases other explanations will be more appropriate. I
explore these aspects of (c) in further detail in the next section.
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development and evolution

Evolutionary developmental biologists identify at least two fundamental re-
lations between evolution and development: most evolutionary changes are
introduced during ontogeny, in the sense that ontogenetic modifications, and
modifications in developmental processes, produce evolutionary changes;
moreover, developmental mechanisms themselves evolve. Building on the
example of the blind cave fish introduced in Chapter 2, in this section I
provide three further examples to illustrate the complex interplay between
development and evolution.

Butterfly Wing Morphology

Consider first the development and evolution of eyespot patterns on butterfly
wings (see Figure 10 for an example). Eyespots are a relatively recent inno-
vation, and they are important in predator avoidance as they direct attention
away from vital organs.7

One recent suggestion within evo–devo is that eyespot development is
inducedby the ‘eyespot organizer’, a small groupof cellswhich cause adjacent
cells to synthesise pigments (Wagner 2000: 96, referring to work carried out
by Keys et al. 1999 with Precis coenia and Drosophila melanogaster). The
eyespot organiser appropriates specific molecules involved in establishing

Figure 10. Seasonal linea form of Precis coenia, the Buckeye Cape May butterfly.
Redrawn with permission and substantial modification from the photograph in Figure
1a in Brakefield and French (1999: 392).
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the basic wing plan of the butterfly – in particular, the anterior–posterior
boundary – and attaches to them additional regulatory functions, from which
the changes in butterfly wing morphology follow. A population geneticist
would explain the emergence of eyespots in terms of a genetic change in the
population, tracked by the selection of mutant alleles responsible for the new
patterns. But although it may very well be true that one or two mutations are
involved, ‘to state that a genetic mutation led to a favored character, which,
in turn, was selected is utterly uninformative in explaining innovation’ – not
least because ‘the emergence of morphological innovations depends to a large
extent on the epigenetic dynamics of the involved developmental pathways’
(Wagner et al. 2000: 822–823; see also Pigliucci and Schlichting 1997 and
Newman and Müller 2000).

That the population geneticist ismute regarding the developmental biology
of an evolutionary change does not make the population geneticist’s expla-
nation wrong; it rather evinces that the evo–devo explanation is both more
complete and more appropriate (has more explanatory force) in this context.
For without detailed knowledge of the developmental interactions between
genes and proteins involved in establishing the anterior–posterior boundary in
Drosophila and butterfly wings, ‘it would have been impossible to understand
which genetic changes were sufficient to establish an eyespot organizer’ –
the evolutionary innovation of interest (Wagner 2000: 97). In other words,
though the evolutionarily significant change may well be tracked at the ge-
netic level, the change occurswithin a developmentalmechanism inaccessible
(and of little interest) to the population geneticist. Evolutionary innovations,
especially in morphology, have been something of a mystery to evolutionary
biologists (Mayr 1960) but are more straightforward (though still complex)
when examined developmentally.

External Furry Cheek Pouches

Consider next the origin of fur-lined external cheek pouches in geomyoid
rodents, mainly pocket gophers and kangaroo rats (Brylski and Hall 1988a,
1988b), as shown in Figure 11. Other rodents have cheek pouches internal to
the mouth, which are lined with buccal epithelium; in contrast, geomyoid ro-
dents have cheek pouches opening outside themouth,which are linedwith fur.
Both types of cheek pouches are used to store food obtained during foraging,
though external pouches may be both larger and more efficient at conserving
body water than internal pouches. Drawing on developmental data, Brylski
and Hall have shown that internal pouches are the ancestral condition; that is,
the evolutionary ancestors of living geomyoids had internal cheek pouches.
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Figure 11. External and internal cheek pouches. A, Developing external cheek pouch in
a neonatal Dipodomys elephantinus (big-eared kangaroo rat, approximately thirty days
of age); arrows point to the anterior opening of the external pouch beside the mouth.
B, Internal cheek pouch in a prenatal Eutamias minimus (least chipmunk). Dotted lines
trace the cheek pouches; scale bars = 2 mm. Redrawn and substantially modified from
the photographs in Figure 1 in Brylski and Hall (1988b: 144).

Moreover, the external cheek pouch arose during ontogeny from the buccal
epithelium (which lines the internal cheek pouches of ancestral and other
rodents). The developmental mechanism is a common one, epithelial evagi-
nation, during which the epithelium takes up a new position and participates
in new interactions.

In the case of the genesis of the external cheek pouch, the evagination
begins at the corner of the mouth, which (uniquely in geomyoids) participates
in the evagination; Brylski and Hall showed that the novel external pouch is
the result of a small shift in the location and magnitude of the evagination to
include the lip epithelium at the corner of the mouth. As the lips develop in
tandem with the growth of the snout, the evaginated corner of the mouth is
transformed into the opening of the external pouch.

Brylski and Hall speculated, with good reason, that the external pouch was
not originally lined with buccal epithelium (as in internal pouches) and then
only later became furry; instead, the furriness of the external pouch was the
‘direct result of pouch externalization due to an inductive interaction result-
ing from the novel juxtaposition of the pouch and facial epithelia’ (Brylski
and Hall 1988a: 394). That such a small change in a developmental mech-
anism can have such a dramatic effect, coupled with the fact that no living
geomyoids have both internal and external pouches, suggests that there is no
intermediate ancestor between rodents with internal and rodents with exter-
nal pouches. (It would be difficult, both developmentally and functionally,
to have both internal and external pouches.) So changes in developmental
mechanisms may produce coordinated change and thereby participate in the
evolution of a lineage; in other words, development may drive evolution by
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providing thematerial basis for a new structure. Again, we see the complex in-
terplay between development and evolution and the propriety of an evo–devo
explanation.

The Developmental Origins of the Turtle Shell

Two recent publications underscore the crucial role of changes in development
in the generation of the turtle shell as an evolutionary novelty; for details of the
anatomy of the turtle shell, see Gilbert et al. (2001) and Rieppel (2001). For
our purposes, only a few general observations are required: first, the dermal
armor of turtles comprises a carapace covering the back of their trunk, and a
plastron covering their belly; second, the shoulder blade (scapula) of turtles –
uniquely among tetrapods – resides within the rib cage.

New evolutionary developmental studies have mortally weakened the
widely held hypothesis that the turtle shell arose gradually, through the ac-
cretion of small changes in development, an hypothesis already struggling
from its lack of fit with the fossil record and with molecular data. Rieppel
(2001) can now claim that the gradualistic model is not compatible with the
development of turtles, as shown by Burke (1991) and Gilbert et al. (2001).
Gilbert et al. (2001) were able to confirm that the scapula of the turtle devel-
ops within the rib cage as a function of a deflection of rib growth to a new
position, and this is likely the result of an inductive interaction within the
so-called carapacial ridge (CR).

The outer edge of the carapace eventually forms from the CR, which arises
in the early embryo dorsal to the limb buds on the lateral surfaces (see Figure
12). Turtles’ ribs develop laterally, rather than ventrally, because of the CR;
when the CR is either surgically removed or prevented from forming, rib mor-
phogenesis occurs as it does in non-turtle (in fact, non-chelonian) vertebrates
(Burke 1991).8 These are the only two possibilities: either ribs develop deep
or superficial to the scapula; moreover, ‘there are no intermediates, and there
is only one way to get from one condition to the other, which is the redirec-
tion of the migration, through the embryonic body, of the precursor cells that
will form the ribs’ (Rieppel 2001: 991). As Gilbert et al. note, the carapacial
ridge forms through the thickening of the ectoderm supported by condensed
mesenchyme, which is a typical configuration for epithelial–mesenchymal
interaction (2001: 49). The CR is responsible for the redirection of cell mi-
gration, as well as the direction of turtle development along a new path.

A simple epithelial–mesenchymal interaction (the same mechanism in-
volved in the previous example) at the onset of carapace development thus
may serve as a basis for new hypotheses about the evolution of the turtle body
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Figure 12. The carapacial ridge in the red-eared slider, Trachemys scripta. These are
depictions of serial sections of stained embryos through extended limb buds at days 23
(A) and 29 (B) of incubation. (L refers to limb buds and CR to carapacial ridge.) As
depicted in A, the carapacial ridge has already formed by day 23, but the rib does not
enter into the CR until several days later (as depicted in B). Redrawn and substantially
modified from the image in Figure 2 in Gilbert et al. (2001: 50).

plan – particularly, its rapid evolution, such that the turtle body plan arose
at once rather than gradually and stepwise. Accordingly, the evolutionary bi-
ologist’s decisions about how to explain evolutionary ancestral relationships
and the origins of developmental novelties cannot (always) be made without
recourse to the details of development (also see Stern 2000).

an unhappy synthesis?

These examples serve to justify evo–devoists’ efforts to synthesise devel-
opment and evolution. It is not always appropriate to presuppose reliable
development in a theory of evolution, for developmental mechanisms them-
selves evolve (or are conserved) through evolutionary time, and evolution
and development are mutually constrained by the other. Even if our aim is
to understand evolution alone, and development evolves, then evolutionary
biology must go well beyond the Modern Synthesis (and it has) in order to
explore the phylogenetic implications of development.

In a recent essay, Kim Sterelny (2000b) has suggested that the required
changes to Neo-Darwinian evolutionary theory (in particular) are easily made
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in order to integrate developmental explanations, if not already part and parcel
of theNeo-Darwinian perspective. He concludes his article with the following
claim: ‘I do not see any fundamental conceptual problem for evolutionary
biology’ on any account of the role of development in evolution that he
has surveyed (p. S386). The idea seems to be that, as long as we strive for
completeness in our explanations and so recognise that evolution is a two-step
process – developmental introduction of variation (e.g., a phenotypic novelty)
followed by selection and a change in gene frequency in the population (West-
Eberhard 1998: 8419) – then evolution and development are straightforwardly
synthesised.

I submit that Sterelny has misspoken here, in referring to the lack of ‘fun-
damental conceptual problems’. Presumably, he means that we need not dis-
card evolutionary theory whole hog just because we need now account for
development, its evolution, and its role in explaining particular evolutionary
changes. Fair enough. But in accounting for development within evolutionary
biology, traditional and Neo-Darwinian evolutionary theory do indeed face
some fundamental conceptual challenges.

Consider first Sterelny’s argument that, within evo–devo, the focus of evo-
lutionary explanation changes from adaptation as such to evolvability, or the
ability of an organism to generate (adaptive) variability (see, e.g., Kirschner
and Gerhart 1998). In outlining the nature of the problem of evolvability,
Sterelny draws on work in evo–devo on highly conserved elements of devel-
opment (such as the homeobox genes) and on the phenomenon of modularity.
(As already noted, development is modular if traits or trait complexes de-
velop relatively independently of one another.) Sterelny’s argument is that if
evolvability can be explained, then ‘explaining adaptation would be relatively
straightforward’ (Sterelny 2000b: S377). However, if synthesising evolution
and development leads to changing the basic explanandum of evolutionary
theory – what Sterelny calls ‘evolution’s “hard problem”’ (p. S376) – from
adaptation to evolvability, then that is indeed symptomatic of a fundamental
conceptual challenge posed to evolution by development.

Consider next Arthur’s (2000) manifesto-style suggestion that there are
five lacunae inNeo-Darwinian evolutionary theory: (1) it omits all intervening
(developmental) steps betweenmutation and selection; (2) its almost exclusive
focus on selection (which is ‘destructive’) neglects the creative generation of
variation (in development and otherwise); (3) it may forswear developmental
stability in favour of evolutionary change; (4) in its preoccupation with how
organisms respond to environmental problems, it is externalist; and (5) in its
extreme formulations, it is exclusively gradualist. Arthur suggests that the
turn to evo–devo closes these gaps in two ways: by redirecting attention to
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what is standardly ignored, assumed, backgrounded, or blackboxed, and, pace
Sterelny, by revising the core concepts ofNeo-Darwinian evolutionary theory.
(Insofar as evolutionary theory is not exclusively Neo-Darwinian, some of the
required revisions may be minor by comparison, though Sterelny does have
Neo-Darwinism in mind.)

Gaps (1) and (2) may be filled relatively straightforwardly as Sterelny
imagines, provided that evolutionary biologists are willing to open the devel-
opmental (epigenetic) box and explore the manifold ways in which ontogeny
impinges on phylogeny. This is not a matter of merely admitting that epi-
genetic processes occur in development but rather of exploring how these
processes are crucial to understanding evolution (as in the examples explored
herein).

As discussed in previous chapters, Weiss and Fullerton (2000) offer a rad-
ical perspective on how a focus on epigenetics may enrich the study of evo-
lution in developmental context. They suggest that we consider ‘that it is not
the genome that is especially conserved by evolution. Suppose the ephemeral
phenotype really is what we need to understand and what persists over time.
Genes would then be “only” the meandering spoor left by the process of evo-
lution by phenotype. Perhaps we have hidden behind the Modern Synthesis,
and the idea that all the action is in gene frequencies, for too long’ (p. 192;
see also Newman and Müller 2000 and Robert 2001a).9 Because ‘evolution
works by phenotypes, whole organisms, not genotypes’, the Neo-Darwinian
account of what evolution is would require substantial conceptual overhaul
(Weiss and Fullerton 2000: 193).

Filling gap (3) requires attention to the interplay between stasis and change,
as well as detailed analysis of developmental constraints biasing phenotypic
outcomes (as in the example of the blind cave fish; for more on these themes,
see Fusco 2001). Sterelny correctly suggests that developmental constraints
already form part of mainstream evolutionary theory, but given Amundson’s
(1994) discussion of the substantial differences between (developmental) con-
straints on form (constraintsF) and (evolutionary) constraints on adaptation
(constraintsA), we should be wary of the former being ignored in favour
of the latter. ConstraintsF are restrictions on possible types of organic form,
whereas constraintsA are restrictions on adaptation; constraintsF may result in
constraintsA, but there is no necessary relationship between the two. In other
words, constraintsA are a subclass of constraintsF. Evolutionary theory’s en-
counter with constraintsF would surely involve a subtle but substantive trans-
formation in evolutionary theory; but evolutionary theory’s encounter with
constraintsA generates quite minor changes by comparison. I have seen little
evidence that many evolutionary theorists have fully digested constraintsF.
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Sterelny himself speaks of constraints on variability, a formulation which
threatens to collapse Amundson’s useful distinction (see also von Dassow
andMunro 1999: 312). (It is worth noting that the long-term stasis implied by
Eldredge and Gould’s theory of ‘punctuated equilibrium’ [1972] is a nice ex-
ample of how modern evolutionary theory already accounts for evolutionary
[and developmental] stability – but the theory still tends to generate hostility,
though Dawkins [1986] and Dennett [1995] both believe it is part and parcel
of the Neo-Darwinian synthesis.)

The fourth and fifth gaps may be more problematic for Neo-Darwinians.
Arthur’s version of evo–devo corrects for gap (4) by redirecting evolutionary
attention to both the insides and the outsides of organisms. The usual Neo-
Darwinian story is that ‘the environment imposes a set of adaptive demands
on a population, and selection shapes that population so that it meets those de-
mands increasingly well’ (Sterelny 2000: S372–S373). This Neo-Darwinian
picture of mutation–variation–selection is externalist (even though mutations
are surely internal!): successful variants are those that respond well to exter-
nal pressures exerted by environments.10 However, this picture ignores the
developmental intermediaries between mutation, the production of variation,
and the sieving process of selection, and it also presumes a priori that genetic
mutation is the ground of all evolutionary change. In contrast, Arthur (1997)
and Fusco (2001), for instance, maintain that an organism’s internal structures
and developmental interactions may be positively favoured by selection. Evo-
lution is not exclusively about how well organisms fit external environments
which putatively pose problems for organisms to solve, but also how well
an organism’s insides fit together: how well it is internally integrated (which
may or may not assist in responding well to external pressures). Darwin knew
this, as did Fisher, Wright, and Haldane, but present-day Neo-Darwinians
know it not – the fallout of blackboxing development, in fact, of blackboxing
the organism (Shishkin 1992). Even should the black box be opened, over-
coming the externalism of evolutionary theory will represent a challenge; at
the least, it will require reinterpreting fundamental evolutionary concepts.
Shishkin (1992: 37) goes further still, urging that we understand evolution
as ‘a transformation of integral properties of the developmental system’ in
establishing developmental stability.

What of the fifth gap? To Neo-Darwinians, this putative gap is in fact a
virtue. The Modern Synthesisers were, of course, expressly committed to
gradualism: evolution occurs by the accretion of minute adaptive changes,
and speciation occurs by mega-accretion. However, many evolutionary biol-
ogists (those who would consider the Neo-Darwinians to be on the extremist
fringe) already acknowledge that there are exceptions to gradualism, as in the
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evolution of basic bodyplans (and not only in the case of turtles – see, e.g., Raff
1996;Arthur 2000: 55;Arthur 1997;Robert 2001a).A sharedobjective of evo-
lutionary developmental biologists and many evolutionary biologists proper
is to secure a firm place in evolutionary theory for such putative exceptions.
For evo–devoists, the question of the nature ofmechanisms ofmacroevolution
is an open one; Stern (2000) has recently shown that analysis of development
may be ineliminably important in deciding between competing evolutionary
hypotheses regardingmicromutational versusmacromutational evolution. Fo-
cusing on evolvability should be of distinct usefulness here.

Given the conceptual retooling required to fill these lacunae, and the
changes in theory building and experimental design necessary to fully re-
alise the promise of evo–devo, development surely does pose challenges to
(at least Neo-Darwinian) evolutionary theory. Sterelny’s version of evo–devo
attends insufficiently to the fundamental problems of development (differen-
tiation, growth, and change) in relation to evolution. If, however, we engage
a broader account of evo–devo, then we can avoid Sterelny’s conclusion.

happiness ever after?

In the effort to reorganise relationships between disparate disciplines, at least
four strategies are possible: assimilation (or subsumption), fusion, contam-
ination, and synthesis.11 Contamination (which is not to be understood pe-
joratively) is unavoidable, as witnessed by the past 100 years of the history
of biology, wherein genetic and evolutionary perspectives have permeated
every biological subdiscipline. The choice, then, is amongst fusion, assimila-
tion, and synthesis. Some theorists might favour fusion, according to which
both disciplines lose their distinct identities and meld together seamlessly.
However, such fusion may be practically impossible or, if possible, then re-
markably impure, tending toomuch toward assimilation – the aimof adherents
to the modern consensus. As against both of these options, I prefer the fourth
strategy in order to guard against the pauperisation of development under the
aegis of genetics and evolutionary theory.12

Synthesis stems from the inevitability of contamination but ensures its
reciprocity. In so doing, it avoids the assimilation characteristic of biology
throughout the twentieth century, yet it also avoids fusion’s melting-pot men-
tality, permitting the emergence of new approaches and techniques as well as
the division of biological labour into differentiative and integrative problem
sets. Both of these are crucial in understanding and explaining developing
organisms, but only when they condition each other.
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My contention is that evo–devo is as successful as it is fundamentally
because it is a synthesis – it does not attempt to accommodate or subsume
development within evolutionary biology or vice versa; rather, it brings de-
velopmental and evolutionary biology together in a new discipline. Thus evo–
devo does not spell an end to either evolutionary or developmental biology
proper butmakes room for them to interact fruitfully, even synergistically, and
to uncover phenomena inaccessible to either evolutionary or developmental
analysis alone.

But considerablework remains to be done. Particular research programmes
within evo–devo may be overly friendly to the modern consensus and there-
fore subject to challenge on the basis of the considerations of the preceding
chapters. Accordingly, despite my intimation of ‘happiness ever after’, the
view of evolutionary developmental biology promulgated here is not unas-
sailable, as I show in the next chapter.
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7

The Devil is in the Gestalt

Theorists are exasperated to be told what they have ‘always known’.
Yet there is a difference between knowing in a parenthetical, ‘of course
it’s important’ way about the intimacy and reciprocality of organism-
environmental exchanges in development and evolution, say, and in-
corporating the knowledge in models and explanations, research and
theory.

– Susan Oyama (2000a)

Howwe understand both heredity and evolution depends crucially on howwe
understand development. Accordingly, theories of evolution and of develop-
ment are critically interdependent. Those endorsing an evolutionary theory ig-
norant of development – or an account of development ignorant of evolution –
have enjoyed centre stage for most of the past century. An insurrection is long
overdue.

Although evolutionary developmental biology, in its various formulations,
represents a most promising synthesis of development and evolution, there
are alternative proposals currently in circulation. In this final chapter, I ex-
plore one such alternative in detail – the developmental systems perspective. I
highlight its benefits and limitations as compared with evolutionary develop-
mental biology as a theoretical, empirical, and methodological framework for
a genuinely synthetic biology comprising genetics, developmental biology,
and evolution. But first, I explore how the modern consensus might mislead
us in the project of synthesising biology.

standard views

A rough taxonomy of some standard positions on the relationship amongst
genetics, developmental biology, and evolutionary biology will set the stage
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for the discussion in this chapter. They tend to fall into three classes: (1) gene-
centric approaches, according to which considerations about gene frequency
and gene expression are all that are required to successfully answer evolu-
tionary and developmental questions; (2) the genes-in-context approaches
characteristic of evo–devo, which extend the scope of (1) by focusing addi-
tionally on epigenetics and the evolution of developmental processes; and (3)
non-gene-centric approaches, such as the developmental systems perspective,
which refocus both evolutionary and developmental inquiry on both genetic
and generic factors, forces, and mechanisms.1

The first approach is characteristic of those enamoured of the modern con-
sensus, whereby the gene is the basis of both development and evolution. An
exemplar of this first approach to the relationship amongst genetics, develop-
ment, and evolution is Jeffrey Schwartz. Recall the example of the homeobox
genes discussed in Chapter 2. Schwartz argues that homeobox genes are piv-
otal in individual ontogeny, productive of both normal development and also,
when their timing is off, of monstrous macromutations; Schwartz speculates,
in the absence of solid evidence, that these mutations might silently accumu-
late and then eventually be expressed in sufficient numbers such that several
monsters produced all at once could interbreed and this, in time, could lead
to speciation.2 Schwartz contends that in ontogeny, ‘all that is necessary is
that homeobox genes are either turned on or they are not’ at the appropriate
time (Schwartz 1999: 362, 368–369).

Schwartz could have suggested, more plausibly, that homeobox genes are
one of many factors in the production of large-scale morphological changes
at the level of organisms, and that the organismal level is the level at which
selection pressures are operative in the establishment of new species. Such a
view would have been congruent with the perspective of evolutionary devel-
opmental biologists that variation between individual organisms is introduced
ontogenetically, as a result of genetic–epigenetic–phenotypic–environmental
interactive processes. Instead, Schwartz opts for an implausible suggestion:
homeobox genes ‘control everything’ and ‘run the whole show’. Therefore,
‘the morphologies that make up an organism ultimately derive from the turn-
ing on and off of homeobox genes’. According to Schwartz, then, ‘timing is
everything’: the timing of homeobox gene expressionmakes all the difference
between eels and elephants, flies and frogs, mice and men (Schwartz 1999:
36, 34, 44, 280).

Graham Budd complicates this sort of story by noting some of the other
transformations thatwould be required for a change in the timing of homeobox
gene expression to have an evolutionary, or even an ontogenetically func-
tional, impact. One of the examples he discusses is the feeding appendages of
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crustaceans; these are, like the vast majority of functional features, intricate
and well-integrated parts of the organism. If it were shown that an alteration
in the timing of homeobox gene expression results in a homeotically trans-
formed feeding appendage, an outstanding problem would remain, namely
that of ‘the integration of the new morphology into the functional complex
that is an animal as a whole’. Not only would the new appendage need to be
integrated with the other feeding appendages, so too would necessary cor-
related alterations in muscles and in the nervous system.3 In other words,
Schwartz’s story ignores integration, a key element of any serious account
of organismal development. (Budd’s model of homeotic takeover, discussed
in Chapter 2, is particularly sensitive to the concern for morphological and
functional integration.)

Schwartz’s problem is that he adopts a modern consensus view of de-
velopment, according to which genes are foundational and the only foci of
developmental interest; epigenetics, for Schwartz, is no more than the dif-
ferential regulation and expression of homeobox genes; therefore, his is a
genes-plus account of ontogenesis, according to which development is sub-
sumed under genetics. Genes and phenotypic traits are tightly linked on this
view, and evolution for Schwartz is exclusively a matter of gene frequencies
in populations; hence his peculiar account of evolution.4

Genes-in-context approaches, or approaches of the second type, may dis-
pense with the thesis of genetic animism but otherwise hold, to varying de-
grees, to the other elements of the modern consensus. A good exemplar here
is the version of evolutionary developmental biology advanced by Brian Hall.
Hall agrees with mainstream evolutionary theorists that the gene is ‘the unit
of transmission of heredity’ (Hall 2000a: 177), and also that ‘the genetic ba-
sis for development lies preformed in the DNA of the egg and subsequently
in the zygote’. However, there are non-genetic preformed structures as well,
including the egg’s cytoplasm and organelles, and although Hall allows that
epigenetic events direct developmental processes, he holds that ‘it is amistake
to speak of epigenetics as nongenetic or of genetic versus epigenetic factors
as if one is always in the ascendancy or acting to the exclusion of the other’.
For Hall, ‘epigenetic control’ simply is ‘control of gene expression’ (Hall
1999: 113, 114).

Nevertheless, Hall’s account of evo–devo is by no means exclusively or
even primarily gene-centric, as he sees the cellular context of gene action
and activation as centrally important in evo–devo. Whatever developmental
information is contained in the genes requires a cellular and in fact an ex-
tracellular matrix for expression; moreover, some developmental information
simply is not to be found in the genome – at least, not in the genome of the
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developing organism. Some of it is to be found in the maternal genome and
so is inherited genetically (Hall 1998: 203);5 some of it is to be found in
the nucleolus and ribsomes (Hall 1999: 113). The core of evo–devo, then,
is the epigenetic construction of the developing individual from genetic and
other raw materials in the egg. Furthermore, although the gene is the unit of
hereditary transmission, it is ‘cells and their immediately adjacent peri- and
extracellular matrices’ that ‘carry out the selective responses that allows [sic]
organisms to develop, adapt to their environment, modify their development,
and translate the effects of gene mutations and genetic assimilation into evo-
lutionary change’ (Hall 1999: 400). Hall is therefore a pluralist regarding the
fundamental units of evo–devo; individual cells and cell condensations (Hall
and Miyake 1992, 1997, 2000; Hall 2003) are at the core of evo–devo, even
though genes are the units of transmission of heredity and primary suppliers
of the raw materials of ontogenesis (see also Robert et al. 2001).

Of course, it might be objected that Hall’s approach is nonetheless ex-
cessively genecentric. An alternative perspective within this second group is
that offered by Scott Gilbert, John Opitz, and Rudy Raff (1996). They derive
their inspiration from a now-almost-defunct experimental embryology and
so seek to resurrect the notion of a morphogenetic field as a cornerstone of
evo–devo. Gilbert et al. (1996) remark that the morphogenetic field was ‘one
of those notions that was so powerful as to be assumed rather than continu-
ally proven’, and it served as the basic explanatory concept – and entity – in
pre-molecular embryology. The morphogenetic field is a modular, physical
web of embryological inputs defining cells and delimiting their interactions.
There are eye fields and limb fields and heart fields, for instance, comprising
and regulating particular collections of cells required for the morphogenesis
of eyes, limbs, and hearts. Once upon a time, these fields were ‘innocent of
genes’, but now, in the genetic era, that is no longer the case. Gilbert et al.’s
interpretation permits fields to be genetically defined, but because the field
is (and always was) intended as competition to the gene’s eye view of devel-
opment, their perspective is not gene-centric. In other words, although genes
remain important for Gilbert et al., genes simply do not control ontogeny
(morphogenetic fields take over that role in a newly synthesised biology); nor
are genes methodologically central a priori (Gilbert et al. 1996: 359, 367; see
also Gilbert and Sarkar 2000).

However, there is no unequivocal reason that morphogenetic fields be ge-
netically defined. The genes-in-context trope may be taken much further –
so far, in fact, as to constitute a third set of synthetic efforts. A primary in-
stance here is the case of the developmental systems perspective,6 a theoretical
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perspective advanced by Susan Oyama, Gilbert Gottlieb, Paul Griffiths, Rus-
sell Gray, and others (see Oyama et al. 2001), though they had numerous
precursors.7 Here I shall focus largely on the work of Oyama.

nonstandard views

Oyama’s synthesis of development, genetics, and evolution, introduced in her
1985 book The Ontogeny of Information, displaces the idea that genes are ei-
ther programmes or blueprints for development – in effect, she rejects all three
theses of the modern consensus. According to Oyama, genes must be deeply
contextualised. ‘If development is to reenter evolutionary theory, it should
be development that integrates genes into organisms, and organisms into the
many levels of the environment that enter into their ontogenetic construction’
(Oyama 2000a: 113). Developmental systems theorists reject dichotomous
views of development which partition ontogenetic causes into genetic causes
and generic ones (everything else, but usually mainly environmental causes).
For Oyama, as for other adherents to DST, developmental information does
not pre-exist individual ontogenies but rather emerges from the interactions
of dispersed developmental resources of various kinds – hence, the ontogeny
of information. In contrast with the mainstream interpretation of heredity
as transmission of genetic information between generations, developmental
systems theorists underscore the construction of developmental information
in each generation from a range of resources. Consequently, developmental
processes both generate the relatively reliable reproduction of type and also
introduce variation of potential, eventual evolutionary significance.

DST has been deployed to dissolve the traditional nature–nurture di-
chotomy in biology and psychology and to underscore an alternative to the
gene’s-eye view of evolution and development.8 The resultant proposed syn-
thesis of evolutionary biology, developmental biology, and genetics occurs
without recourse to the ‘hegemony of the gene’ (a phrase used by Falk 1991:
470), and therefore it represents something other, something much more rev-
olutionary, than a refinement or extension of the modern and interactionist
consensuses.

Recall the claim in Chapter 6 that evo–devo is preferable to the gene’s-eye
view of development and evolution; I now elaborate developmental systems
theory in order to ascertain its conceptual and methodological relationship
to evo–devo. Although Kim Sterelny has suggested that the prospect for a
successful synthesis of evolution and development ‘does not stand or fall’ on
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any of DST’s ‘distinctive theses’ (Sterelny 2000b: S384),9 adequately assess-
ing this judgment requires sustained exploration of these distinctive theses.

Note that much of what developmental systems theorists have to say is
not overly original, for some of their core ideas are commonplace amongst
biologists (at least in theory if not in practice); but the particular coalescence
of ideas and strategies within DST, the remarkable way in which DST brings
together experimental and theoretical traditions frombiology and comparative
psychology, is both impressive and worth exploring in detail as a possible
companion or perhaps even, though less plausibly, as an alternative to evo–
devo. The following presentation of DST is admittedly charitable, resulting
from both the benefit of hindsight (that is, of having digested the potent
critiques of Sterelny and others10) and also the desire to salvage the most
compelling elements of this perspective from those who might dismiss it
as pseudo-philosophical hogwash. Having discussed DST with a number of
biologists in recent years, almost all of whom appreciate various aspects of
DST but none of whom would refer to themselves as DSTers, I find that such
a charitable reading as mine is essential in order that DST have an opportunity
to influence the progress of biology.11

For Oyama, at least, the central, and fundamental, construct of DST is the
developmental system.12 A developmental system is ‘a mobile set of inter-
acting influences and entities’ comprising ‘all influences on development, at
all levels of analysis’, including the molecular, cellular, organismal, ecolog-
ical, and biogeographical: ‘the developmental system includes not only the
organism but also features of the extraorganismic environment that influence
development’ (Oyama 2000a: 72, 82). These organism–environment systems
host a complex of ‘more or less reliably occurring cascades of developmental
contingencies’; the intrasystemic interactions ‘singly may not be universal
or necessary, but . . . can nevertheless produce very reliable consequences be-
cause of their interrelations’ (Oyama 1999: 189). The interactive resource
matrix comprising the developmental system is contingent and may be dis-
continuous in both time and space, but the components of the matrix share the
joint developmental and evolutionary task of reliably (though not unfailingly)
reproducing the organism–environment dyad.

That DST is not a specific theory, and that not all DSTers adopt an identical
stance, forces the imaginative reconstruction of the distinctive theses of de-
velopmental systems approaches. Therefore, it is noteworthy that two recent,
independent accounts of the interrelated theses central to DST (Robert et al.
2001 and Oyama et al. 2001) have converged on an almost identical set of
them. (Here I borrow the terminology of Robert et al. with Oyama et al.’s
usage in parentheses.)
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Contextualism (context sensitivity and contingency): Whether the re-
sources for development come together as required (in the right way at the
right time) is a contingent affair. ‘The reliably present, overdetermined, mul-
tilevelled context of development is sufficient to explain the remarkable re-
liability of reproduction and development, without invoking the problematic
notion of a genetic program’ (Robert et al. 2001: 955). Moreover, as the dis-
cussion of creative development in Chapter 5 suggests, the reliable presence
of developmental resources is in large part the result of their having been
constrained, influenced, selected, and constructed by organisms, and their
conspecifics and symbionts. Oyama et al. (2001: 3) note that the persistent
use of the metaphor of specifically genetic information helps to perpetuate
the myth that context sensitivity and developmental contingency are mere
obstacles (or noise, or interference) to be methodologically overcome or fil-
tered out in the effort to understand how genes cause phenotypic outcomes.
Considering the problems with the metaphors of genetic information, instruc-
tions, and programmes explored in earlier chapters, developmental systems
theorists, in conjunction with evo–devoists, emphasise the need to investigate
actual developmental processes. According to DST, then, contingency and
context are decisive, not digressions from the causal truth.

Nonpreformationism (development as construction): Developmental sys-
tems theorists reject the common claim that preformationism and epigenesis
may be reconciled according to themodern consensus, namely that preformed
genetic information is expressed epigenetically. DST offers a ‘thoroughly
epigenetic account of development’ according to which developmental in-
formation – in genes, genomes, cells, environments, or elsewhere – emerges
during development rather than being preformed and transmitted between
generations (Oyama et al. 2001: 4). DST is therefore sometimes referred to
as ‘developmental constructionism’; Oyama has switched from using ‘inter-
actionism’ to using ‘constructivist interactionism’, reflecting the perspective
that developmental interactions generate new information in ontogeny rather
than merely triggering the putatively specific information contained only in
genes (Oyama 2000a, 2000b). Robert et al. (2001: 955) note that there are both
strong andweak versions of nonpreformationism amongst DSTers: according
to the strong version, no developmental information whatever is preformed
(and there may not even be a scientifically respectable account of biological
information to be had); according to the weak version, developmental infor-
mation may be preformed, but it exists in a wide range of resources (not just
genes). In either case, DST denies a unique informational role for genes.

Causal co-interactionism ( joint determination by multiple causes): Con-
structive causal interactions in development are not exhausted by gene
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activation but rather involve ‘inducing, facilitating, maintaining, and partici-
pating in time-sensitive positive and negative feedback loops at a variety of
levels within and without the developing organism’ (Robert et al. 2001: 955).
The constructive causal interactions comprising organismal development are
complex; moreover, their effects are not simply additive. Consequently, a
systems account of causality cannot be reduced to the formula of ‘genes-
plus-(stimuli, trigger, or other cause)’ (see Chapter 4), and in many cases it
is implausible either ‘to assign causal primacy [or] to dichotomise develop-
mental causation into internal and external components’ (Gray 1992: 175).
This is not to say that all sources of causality play identical or equivalent or
equally important roles, but only that whatever differences exist between their
roles ‘do not justify building theories of development and evolution around a
distinction between what genes do and what every other causal factor does’
(Oyama et al. 2001: 3).

Causal dispersion (distributed control): The first and second theses sug-
gest that causal power is not centralised; the third thesis suggests that it not
be dichotomised, either; consequently, for DST, causal power is dispersed
throughout the developmental system. Evo–devoists such as Gabriel Dover
have argued that some aspects of development, such as cell–cell signalling,
cannot be represented as simple causal pathways but rather should be con-
strued in terms of networks of causal interactions (see, e.g., Dover 2000: 1156;
see also Solé et al. 2000). Causal power is not contained within any particular
entity or class of entities but rather resides in the contingent relations between
developmental interactants within such networks. According to DST, then,
‘a gene is a resource among others rather than a directing intelligence that
uses resources for its own ends’ (Oyama 2000a: 118). This thesis of DST thus
refocuses attention away from the perspective that genes are ontogenetically
(and ontologically) primary and toward a multiplicity of factors, forces, and
mechanisms operative in, and constitutive of, development.

Expanded pool of interactants13: According to the interactionist con-
sensus, genes and environments interact in the production of traits. As al-
ready noted, DST rejects this particular blanket dichotomy of developmental
resources–causes–factors into genetic and generic varieties. There are more
than just two types of interactants amongst the heterogeneous components
of a developmental system, and a multiplicity of ways in which they interact
in development. Within the organism, interactants include DNA sequences,
mRNA, cells, the extracellular matrix, hormones, enzymes, metabolites, and
tissues; beyond the organism, some exemplary developmental interactants
are aspects of the organism’s habitat (including temperature and nutritional
resources), the organism’s behaviour and that of conspecifics and others
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(Gottlieb 1992, 1997; Johnston and Gottlieb 1990), social structure (Keller
and Ross 1993), and (depending on the system) even gravity and sunlight
(van der Weele 1999; Gilbert 2001). Recognition of these interactants is not,
of course, the exclusive domain of DST, but DST demands that we explore
the specific nature of constructive interactions between all developmental
resources as part of any adequate account of organismal development.

Extended inheritance14: According to both the modern consensus and the
account of evolutionary developmental biology surveyed here, the sole unit
of hereditary transmission is the gene (though biologists of course recognise
that complex cellular structures are also inherited). As Gray notes, ‘such is
the dominance of genocentric thinking in biology that the claim that only
genes are inherited seems like a simple truism – a statement of accepted
fact rather than a contestable theoretical position’ (Gray 2001: 194). Thus
do developmental systems theorists challenge this seeming truism, urging
instead that there is considerably more to inheritance than just these items,
including all reliably present elements of the developmental context.

As Dover (2000: 1154) notes, ‘DNA is a far more unstable molecule, on an
evolutionary scale, than is conventionally thought’. However, whatever sta-
bility genetic inheritance enjoys, even on a much shorter timescale, depends
critically on the inheritance of those resources that are part of the expanded
pool of interactants. Oyama et al. (2001: 4) note that ‘some of these resources
are familiar – chromosomes, nutrients, ambient temperatures, childcare’; less
familiar inherited resources include the chromatin marking system, chemical
gradients in the cytoplasm, and the altered environments (and associated al-
tered selection pressures) generated through niche construction. Accordingly,
DST proposes a broad interpretation of inheritance and, more basically, rein-
terprets hereditary transmission as contingent but reliable reconstruction of
resources-in-interactive-networks in the next life cycle (see Oyama 2000a:
199).

Evolutionary developmental systems15: Given this broad account of inher-
itance as construction, evolution works on elements at all levels of develop-
mental systems. In other words, ‘selection pressures act on the whole devel-
opmental manifold at all levels of complexity’ (Robert et al. 2001: 956).16

According to DST, then, evolution should be defined as change in develop-
mental systems – change in the life cycles of organisms in their co-constructed
niches – tracked by differential reproduction and distribution of developmen-
tal systems.

In summary, according to a developmental systems view, genes are but
one of many inherited developmental resources; these resources cannot be
dichotomised into (specific) genetic and (non-specific) generic classes; DNA
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sequences and other resources participate in complex, non-additive, time-
sensitive, constructive networks of interactions, such that control of develop-
ment is dispersed; accordingly, causation must be tracked in multiple direc-
tions; evolution occurs through changes in organism–environment systems,
reflected in their frequency and distribution; and so understanding both de-
velopment and evolution ‘requires “unpacking” the developmental system’
(Oyama 2000b: 180).

dst, evo--devo, and the modern consensus

It is evident that DST rejects all three theses of themodern consensus, not only
as stated but also in principle. Letme rehearse the reasonswhy, referringwhere
appropriate to evo–devo to reflect some contrasts between these projects.
First, recall that genetic informationism is the thesis that genes contain the
entirety of the preformed, species-specific evolutionary and developmental
information. DST rejects two components of this thesis, namely that DNA is
all encompassing and that genes are preformed.

That DNA does not contain all of the relevant developmental and evolu-
tionary information is, I think, widely agreed upon. Evo–devo, for instance,
could conceivably leave room for epigenetic inheritance systems relatively
independent from genetic inheritance systems, or perhaps for the recognition
that a kind of genetic or epigenetic systemism is in order (as in Wolffe 1998).

DST takes this a step further, by underscoring that much more than DNA
is inherited at conception, birth, and beyond. In this regard, DST rejects not
only the thesis of genetic informationism but also that of genetic primacy,
according to which the gene is the unit of transmission in heredity. DST, as
I have noted, understands ‘inheritance’ more broadly than does evo–devo,
and therefore it parts company with evo–devo on the issue of the putative
evolutionary primacy of the genes (see, e.g., Jablonka and Lamb 2002).

The second aspect of genetic informationism rejected in principle by DST
is that genes are informationally preformed. Evo–devoists are more circum-
spect; whatever developmental information is contained in the gene requires
a cellular and in fact an extracellular matrix for expression; but, nevertheless,
genes contain basic developmental information. Developmental systems the-
orists breakwith this point of view in two related steps. First, there is a problem
of containment. According to DST, DNA does not contain preformed devel-
opmental information, awaiting epigenetic release; as Russell Gray puts it,
‘developmental information is not in the genes, nor is it in the environment,
but rather it develops in the fluid, contingent relation between the two’ (Gray
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1992: 177). Developmental information, including information to be gleaned
from DNA, itself has an ontogeny.

The second step, taken by some but not all developmental systems theo-
rists, is that not only is the function of DNA dependent on cellular and ex-
tracellular context, but so too is the very structure of DNA. Considering this
second step takes us from genetic informationism and genetic primacy to the
related thesis of genetic animism. The idea here is that the ontogenetic struc-
ture and functional significance of genes – and, in fact, genes themselves –
are co-constructed with and by a full range of molecular and non-molecular
developmental resources. Such a viewpoint is virtually indistinguishable from
my account of constitutive epigenetics in Chapter 4. Not only does genetic
information but so too do genes themselves have an ontogeny, in both a func-
tional and a structural sense. On this view, genes do not precede development
but are rather constructed during development. Consequently, genes, defined
as particular, particulate stretches of DNA, can be neither the units of heredi-
tary transmission, nor, as the modern consensus would have it, developmental
prime movers.17

If my account of constitutive epigenetics is even partly right, then there is a
drastic difference between evo–devo and DST; even though both would drop
the thesis of genetic animism,DSTgoesmuch further than evo–devo in deeply
contextualising both the function and the structure of DNA. But if genes
must be reconceived in such a Draconian manner as contingent, constructed
templates rather than as stable ontogenetic or evolutionary entities, perhaps
we would do well to stop talking about genes in development altogether and
instead focus on the generative processes of development as such.

challenging developmental systems

That is, to be sure, a radical conclusion. How plausible is it? There are a
number of ways in which to address this question. First, I will describe and
critically assess a recent challenge to DST issued by Kenneth Schaffner. Then
I will turn to the larger challenge of investigating whether DST could make
a practical difference within biology by, for instance, generating research
programmes, supplying models, or even just providing some tools for model
building. Finally, I will attend to the prospect of DST’s conceptual and theo-
retical impact on the interpretation of experimental results, even where DST
provides no practical guidance in the design of research programmes.

Schaffner has explored how core aspects of developmental systems theory
play out in awet-bench setting; he offers a detailed analysis of some laboratory
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work on the behaviour genetics of the nematode worm Caenorhabditis ele-
gans. Schaffner’s discussion is enlightening, not least because he unexpect-
edly uncovers so much complexity in the development of C. elegans, a very
simple experimental system.18 However, C. elegans is not a good test case
for developmental systems theory: ‘the very richness of life that the Devel-
opmentalist Challenge claims engenders diversity have been hunted down
and eliminated from C. elegans’, a model organism specifically constructed
‘to show that the basis for behavior lies in the genes’ (Gilbert and Jorgensen
1998: 259–260). So, although perhaps the developmentalist challenge may
be overstated in some ways in particular laboratory contexts where genes are
easily manipulated in highly derived model systems against a constant back-
ground of non-specific enabling conditions, developmental systems theory
may be on target in less contrived circumstances.

Having distinguished five putative theoretical commitments of DST,
Schaffner (1998) concludes that, although two of these theoretical challenges
(nonpreformationism and contextualism) are tolerable, they are also widely
accepted independently of DST; meanwhile, the other three challenges issued
by DST are either overstated (causal parity) or misguided (indivisibility and
unpredictability).

In their response to Schaffner, Griffiths and Knight (1998) maintain that
the ostensibly widely accepted theses are not taken seriously enough, even
though granted by all concerned.Moreover, they urge that Schaffner’s charac-
terisation of the parity thesis is a straw position, one not actually subscribed to
by developmental systems theorists. Schaffner (1998: 234) attributes to DST
the perspective that genes and other developmental resources are on a par
causally, epistemically, and heuristically. He grants that the parity thesis may
be true causally (though he holds as well that DNA has special informational
priority on the basis of the central dogma of molecular biology). However,
Schaffner contends, as noted in Chapter 1, that the parity thesis is clearly false
regarding epistemology andmethodology. Schaffner at times appears to imply
thatDSTers hold that all developmental resources are of equal ontogenetic im-
portance – whatever that might mean. (See the more plausible interpretation
already discussed as part of the thesis of causal co-interactionism.)

The final two putative theoretical commitments of DST that Schaffner
discusses – indivisibility and unpredictability – are more problematic. The
idea of indivisibility is, according to Schaffner, the position that the effects
of genes and environments cannot be analytically separated because they are
‘a seamless unification, an amalgam’ (Schaffner 1998: 233). Judging from
my discussion herein, this is not a central thesis of DST, though the context
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dependency of development (granted by biologists generally) does imply that
the a priori assumption of additivity is suspect, and also that genetic and
generic causes cannot bemeaningfully separated independently of the context
of their interaction.

A strong commitment to unpredictability, finally, is not necessarily part
of DST’s challenge to biological practice. Schaffner contends that the un-
predictability of DST implies that ‘from total information about genes and
environment, we cannot predict an organism’s traits’ (Schaffner 1998: 233).
Schaffner denies any strong version of this claim – as do Griffiths and Knight
(1998: 257), who are not concerned with whether traits can be predicted, but
only what they can be predicted from. I am less sanguine.

Some non-DST biologists, in an antireductionistic vein, insist on a de-
gree of both unpredictability and inexplicability (Gilbert and Sarkar 2000;
Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998). It is worth quoting at length the remarks of
Schlichting and Pigliucci:

The limits that we are trying to outline here are part of the never-ending debate
between reductionist and holist philosophies in the quest for an understanding
of the natural world. It can be argued that the impressive progress of the most
reductionist of the biological sciences, molecular biology, is in fact helping to
reinforce a scenario proposed long ago by the holist camp – the essence of a
biological system is in the emergent properties of its interacting component
parts. We can dismantle the system piece by piece, but the more we do that,
the more we realize that these emergent properties can only be investigated
when the parts are together. In more pragmatic terms, this is an old problem
in mutagenesis studies. For example, we will never be able to uncover all the
important genes contributing to the normal development of an embryo, simply
because the mutations of many of these genes are lethal, precluding the study of
their phenotypic effects. In other cases, redundancy of function also masks the
true nature of the mutation. In ametaphorical sense, this is similar to attempting
to understand how an automobile works by taking it apart, impairing one major
function at a time. For example, we might surmise that the loss of directional
ability caused by the ‘steering wheel-less’ mutant is a fundamental mutation
early in the guidance system pathway of the car. However, from our knowledge
about automobiles, we know that the steering wheel is actually the terminal
component, and we have not really untangled any of the actual complexity.
And a car is orders of magnitude less complicated than even the simplest living
organism. (Schlichting and Piglincci 1998: 253–255)

The methodological lesson to be gleaned from these comments on reduction-
ism and holism is one we have already encountered in this book: namely, that
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methodological systemism is required in order to adequately and effectively
investigate complex biological phenomena (Riedl 1977; Shishkin 1992; Hall
1999; Dover 2000; Newman and Müller 2000; Solé et al. 2000). Moreover,
here we yet again witness the need to focus closely, beyond the metaphors, on
the details and dynamics of interactive, emergent, developmental processes.

These two lessons are certainly not unique to developmental systems the-
ory. In fact, they form part and parcel of at least some versions of evolutionary
developmental biology, and of what Adam Wilkins has enchantingly called
‘enlightened developmental biology’ (personal communication, May 2001).
So what is the ‘cash value’ of developmental systems theory? How could it
make a difference in practice to working biologists (Kitcher 2001)?

Gray (2001: 202–203) has provided a sketch of DST-inspired research
programmes, including the following:

1. Treat pseudo-explanatory claims about genetic programmes or ‘genes-
for’ as potential research questions. It is not enough to conclude that
genes function in context – DST demands answers to these questions:
which context? how? what is the precise nature of the interactions from
gene to phene? are these interactions spatiotemporally dependent? which
interactants are involved, and where do they come from? what are their
downstream effects?

2. Study extragenetic inheritance both in itself (its existence, longevity, and
fidelity) and in a comparative sense (its adaptive value); also explore the
co-evolution of genetic and extragenetic inheritance.

3. Study niche construction through field experiments and model building.
4. Explore the relationship between developmental integration and devel-

opmental modularity, as well as interactions both within and between
modules.

However, as Robert et al. (2001: 959) have maintained, these research pro-
grammes are already underway in evo–devo and ecological developmental
biology, and so they do not depend on the distinctive theses of DST for their
design or execution. It appears, then, that Sterelny’s conclusion that DST does
not contribute specifically to the synthesis of developmental and evolutionary
biology may be correct. But let us not concede too soon.

Consider just the fourth of these research programmes, that dealing with
integration and modularity in development. At present, the literature on mod-
ularity is – not to put too fine a point on it – messy. Aside from the very
few rigorous models of developmental modularity in circulation, such as
Atchley and Hall’s (1991) model of ‘fundamental developmental units’ in
the morphogenesis of the mammalian dentary, ‘developmental modularity’ is
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more of a buzzword and umbrella concept – perhaps more of a metaphor –
than it is a technical notion describing a mechanism (or set of mechanisms).
That is, although operational definitions of modularity are invoked in specific
experimental contexts, no adequate formal or theoretical definition has any
widespread currency. Jessica Bolker (2000) has suggested that this is to be
expected, inasmuch as we have no general, unifying theory of development
from which to derive a theoretical definition. Accordingly, the most we can
hope to generate are definitional desiderata.

Bolker offers five: (1) the definition should be prospectively operational-
isable or forward-looking – that is, we should be able to identify modules on
the basis of the definition rather than merely apply the definition only once
the development of a particular structure is well understood; (2) it should be
applicable across levels of biological organisation and the definition should
capture three aspects of modules already recognised in the context of working
definitions: (3) modules are internally integrated; (4) their internal integration
suggests that modules are emergent individuals; and (5) modules participate
with other entities from which they are distinct (Bolker 2000: 773).

Although formal definitions have been proposed, none is widely agreed
upon, and none as yet fulfils these five desiderata. Dover, for instance, has
provided a broad definition of a module as ‘an independent unit or process
or function that may interact in a variety of combinatorial interactions with
a variety of other units or processes or functions’ (Dover 2000: 1155). The
requirement of independence suggests that the internal rather than the external
organisation of the module is a crucial feature, whereas the emphasis on
interactions suggests that its external relations are also important to recognise.
Ontologically, though, whereas presumably such modules could exist at a
variety of levels, if units or processes or functions could all count as modules,
then ‘module’ appears to be a catch-all concept. Moreover, Dover provides
no solid justification for considering each of these types of entity as modules
and offers no grounds for individuating them.

In contrast, von Dassow and Munro have suggested that ‘a developmental
module is a collection of elements whose intrinsic behaviors and functional
interactions yield a mechanistic explanation of an identifiable developmental
process or transformation’ (von Dassow and Munro 1999: 313). Again, this
conception of modules emphasises both interactivity and internal integration,
but here it appears that only structures (not processes) of some sort or an-
other would count as modules. Moreover, whether they count as modules
is exclusively determined by pragmatic epistemological and methodological
considerations. Von Dassow and Munro indicate their awareness that this
conception of a module applies only to explaining a process rather than to
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the nature of the process itself, but they are not bothered by this limitation
(p. 313, note 5).

Although they do not actually provide a precise definition of a module,
Gilbert and Bolker (2001) do indeed include processes – such as cell–cell
signalling – as modules and provide a strong argument as to why this should
be the case. They argue that, ultimately, development is a spatiotemporally
extended process, and that ‘the most significant features of embryos are not
structures. Rather, they are the processes and changes embryos undergo, and
the mechanisms by which those changes occur’ (pp. 9, 10). A consequence of
this focus on processes is that we are invited to envision genes as interactants
in a process, or elements of a developmental pathway, rather than as indepen-
dent agents. Gilbert and Bolker emphasise that modules may change without
affecting other modules and also may be co-opted to new functional roles.
The emphasis here on individuation and interactivity (and so changeability)
may come at the expense, however, of the internal integration of a module
(pp. 2, 10).

Meanwhile, Bolker’s own account of modularity (Bolker 2000) appears
at times to de-emphasise interactions between modules in favour of the
independence–individuation and internal integration criteria. For Bolker, in-
teractivity may seem an afterthought, and so her account of modularity may
be overly atomistic.

Atchley andHallmaybe seen to err on the other side. They propose a defini-
tion of fundamental developmental units (substitute: modules) as ‘those basic
structural entities or regulatory phenomena necessary to assemble a complex
morphological structure’ (Atchley and Hall 1991: 772). Hence, interactivity
is essential, whereas there is considerably less emphasis on the internal inte-
gration of modules, and it seems that the identification and individuation of
modules is exclusively post hoc.

Although none of these individual definitions will suffice as a theoretical
account of modularity, the emphasis on interactivity in the definitions of
Dover, Gilbert and Bolker, and Atchley and Hall is absolutely crucial to an
adequate working definition. Too atomistic an account of modularity fails
to take advantage of the truism that interactivity is the cheapest route to
complexity, which helps to undergird the theorised role of developmental
modularity in the evolution of evolvability (Kirschner and Gerhart 1998;
Sterelny 2000b; Gilbert and Bolker 2001). Moreover, when we ask what
practical end any account of modularity is supposed to serve, we find that
internally integrated though highly interactive processes and entities provide
an excellent framework for identifying and discussing collective and emergent
properties, such as those emphasised throughout this book.19
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One important consequence, then, is that at least some of the distinc-
tive theses of DST are important in guiding biological practice and theory
building, inasmuch as developmental systems theorists insist – even more
so than evo–devoists or enlightened developmental biologists – that we fo-
cus on the constructive interactions generative of phenotypic complexity. So
even though DST-style research programmes are already underway within
evo–devo, it simply does not follow that DST is practically or theoretically
irrelevant to the design of experiments or to how they are undertaken.

More directly relevant to establishing the practical importance of DST
is the model of behavioural development described in Chapter 5 (Johnston
and Edwards 2002), and also a model of developmental mechanisms recently
postulated as the ‘engine’ of developmental systems theory. WilliamWimsatt
has proposed that his model of generative entrenchment (GE) functions to
mechanise key theses of DST, thereby adding substance to the verbal models
expounded by DSTers (Wimsatt 2001: 219). Note, however, that Wimsatt’s
model of generative entrenchment was conceived independently of DST
(Wimsatt 1986b, 1999; Schank andWimsatt 1986, 2001;Wimsatt and Schank
1988). The model has obvious relevance to the emphasis within evo–devo on
developmental constraints, modularity, and evolvability, but it also clearly
relates to DST.

In describing the model in the context of the developmental systems per-
spective, Wimsatt (2001) begins with Lewontin’s account of Darwin’s Prin-
ciples. Any evolving system must ‘1. have descendants that differ in their
properties (variation), 2. some of which are heritable (heritable variation),
and 3. have varying causal tendencies to have descendants (heritable vari-
ation in fitness)’ (Wimsatt 2001: 220, citing Lewontin 1970). To evolve, a
system must meet each of these criteria simultaneously: they are the logical
conditions for the occurrence of an evolutionary process.

However,Wimsatt argues, in order tomeet these three conditions, an organ-
ism must already have met two others: they must be ‘4. structures which are
generated over time so they have a developmental history (generativity)’, and
there must be ‘5. some elements that have larger or more pervasive effects
than others in that production (differential entrenchment)’ (Wimsatt 2001:
221). Although these are not logical conditions for development in the way
that Darwin’s Principles are for evolution, Wimsatt knows of ‘no interesting
evolutionary process whatsoever (physical or conceptual) that does not meet
them’ (p. 220). Neither do I.

With these conditions stipulated, the generative entrenchment of an ele-
ment of a structure is the magnitude of ‘downstream’ effects in an organism’s
life cycle borne by that element. That the magnitude of effects borne will vary
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betweendifferent elementsmakesGEa relative property (Wimsatt 2001: 221).
Generatively entrenched elements are stable, persistent, and de facto founda-
tional mechanisms involved in the generation of some number of ontogenetic
effects. In fact, that there are recognisable life cycles at all, Wimsatt notes, is
a consequence of GE – that is, of condition 5 in the context of conditions 1
through 4.

So, a system that meets conditions 1 through 3 does so by way of causal
structures meeting the fourth and fifth conditions:

They will thus have a development, and if they can reproduce and pass on their
set of generators, will have a heredity. This order is expository, not causal:
without a minimally reliable heredity, they cannot evolve a complex develop-
mental phenotype, but developmental architecture can increase the efficacy and
reliability of hereditary transmission. Heredity and development thus bootstrap
each other, as emerging genotype and phenotype, through evolution. (Wimsatt
2001: 223)20

Thus, generatively entrenched elements are inherited, but they are not as a
result necessarily gene-like. Those biological things marked as generatively
entrenched might include genes but would also include non-genetic entities
and, much more often, heterogeneous complexes of genetic and non-genetic
entities (Wimsatt 2001: 224).

Several predictions follow from this model of GE: the one most relevant
for our purposes is that changes in generators would have a higher probability
of being (severely) maladaptive for the organism than changes in less deeply
generatively entrenched elements, leading to evolutionary conservativism.21

Deeply generatively entrenched elements are acutely embedded in the devel-
oping system, and they are burdened by sometimes huge numbers of devel-
opmental interactions. Such generators would therefore appear to be entirely
unsuitable targets for natural selection.

The problem this raises is that we all know thatHaeckelian and vonBaerian
notions of evolutionary change based on exclusively terminal additions are
wrong. Moreover, we have learned from evo–devo that substantial reorgani-
sations of development are possible without major alterations – or even any
alterations – in adult phenotype (Raff 1996; Hall 1999; Dover 2000; Weiss
and Fullerton 2000). So, how can GE be rendered compatible with the widely
accepted idea that even developmentally precocious modular processes and
entities are subject to change quasi-independently of each other? If GE is the
engine of developmental systems theory, it appears that DST may well stall
at the curb of evo–devo.
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Wimsatt and Jeffrey Schank have recently responded to this problem. In
their definition, modularity is

a form of quasi-independencemodulating themappings between genotypes and
phenotypes, allowing characters to vary inwaysmore likely to satisfy continuity
and thereby increasing the proportion of phenotypic characters that may be
adaptive. Thus, we analyze modularity in terms of the pleiotropic interactions
of genes mapping to phenotypes. (Schank and Wimsatt 2001: 324)22,23

Schank and Wimsatt hold that at least some aspects of development must be
modular – in their sense – in order that the variation generated by a change
in development meet the requirement of continuity (Schank and Wimsatt
2001: 325). They also hold that GE is not in conflict with modularity, though
generatively entrenched elements will be less modular than non-generatively
entrenched or less generatively entrenched elements (p. 326).24 The com-
patibility arises from the prediction that any complex adaptation will be the
joint product of some modules and of more generatively entrenched elements
(p. 327). (They suggest that this prediction appears to hold in at least some
cases, such as eye development – no small accomplishment.) However, GE
may well nonetheless be incompatible with the ‘deep developmental modi-
fications’ generated by, say, heterochrony. So another, related prediction is
that, given GE, heterochrony should be very rare, unless other mechanisms
compensate in satisfying the requirements of quasi-independence and conti-
nuity (p. 327). In the case of both predictions, GE limits modularity in the
generation of complex adaptions, but plausibly so.

If it is fair to suggest that GE as a model is compatible with the distinctive
theses of developmental systems theory (andWimsattwould so suggest), then,
as this discussion of GE in relation to modularity has shown, it is also fair
to suggest that a fruitful relationship between DST and evo–devo might be
fostered through the elaboration of more DST-style models of developmental
and evolutionary mechanisms.

the theoretical value of dst

Notwithstanding potential ways in which it may have an impact on experi-
mental design, at the very least the developmental systems perspective guides
us in our interpretation of experimental results. This is the third way in which
developmental systems theory could be important to the establishment of a
new biological synthesis. Evo–devoists are no less guilty than other biologists
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of illicit inferences on the basis of the data at hand. As the epistemological
limits of our inferences are circumscribed by the limitations of our method-
ologies, and until methodological systemism is more widely appreciated, the
developmental systems perspective as a philosophy of science is useful in
helping to guard against invalidly inferred conclusions (of the sort explored
in Chapter 1, for instance).

Nowhere is this needmore evident than in the domain of public pronounce-
ments made on behalf of genetics and genomics research. It is rather difficult
not to be swept up in the hype and hoopla surrounding the publication of
the human genome sequence. News magazines, scientific journals, and press
conferences have served as soapboxes for predictions of genomics’ potential
to alleviate physical and social problems – from cancer to schizophrenia, from
aggression to criminality. Of course, no one seriously thinks that the genome
will have an immediate impact on human health or behaviour, for there are
pesky developmental interactions aplenty which intervene between genomes
and individual phenotypes. Such relationships must be elucidated in detail
before we can begin to make sense of the mass of data contained in human
genome sequence databases.

Even so, hopes are high, genomic dreams persist, and verymany of us have
been led to believe that comfort and security are to be found in the sequenced
nucleotide bases of DNA. Hence the enormous pots of public funds made
available to researchers in genetics and genomics, and the relatively paltry
amounts procurable by those investigating higher-level determinants of health
and disease (Strohman 1997; Bains 2001). However, we must be ever vigilant
in assessing the inferences drawn from genomic sequence data, especially in
light of the discussion of heuristics in Chapter 1, else we get swept up in the
enchanting dream that the post-genomic era will be rife with new therapies
for all that ails us. To this end, the distinctive theses of developmental systems
theory make a significant contribution.

taking development seriously

What, then, of the significance of developmental systems theory? That is,
how apt is Sterelny’s assertion that DST is irrelevant to the synthesis of evo-
lutionary and developmental biology? First, let us consider some limitations
of evolutionary developmental biology in light of DST. If evo–devo aims to
explain how development impinges on evolution, and how development itself
evolves, from the genocentric stance it occasionally adopts, then evo–devo
will be merely a shadow of what it could be. If evo–devo interprets epigenetic
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events as nothing but the regulation of expression of genetic information, then
it will provide no explanation of development as such, but only of gene activa-
tion in development, which is but a subsidiary question. Of course, if we define
development in accordance with the modern consensus as differential gene
expression, then a genocentric focus just is a developmental focus; but I see no
persuasive reason to define development in such limited – and limiting – terms.

In contrast, my accounts of constitutive epigenetics and the creativity of
development force a broad interpretation of evo–devo, one according towhich
the development of whole organisms and the evolution of their modular parts
are deemed the primary analysands, rather than as secondary to the epigenetic
expression of purely or primarily genetic potential. Such is the force of taking
development seriously.

A developing system is clearly organised, but in a systemic way; that is,
the interrelations between its parts are structured into causal, generative sys-
tems with ontogenetic control dispersed throughout these systems. Moreover,
organisms are more than epiphenomena of genomes, more even than epiphe-
nomena of genomes in particular structured environments. For a genome is in
no sense prior to or separate from an organism, and an organism is in no sense
prior to or separate from an environment. The organism is part of the environ-
ment (and the environment part of the organism), whereas the genotype is part
of the phenotype; in fact, not only does an organism require an environment,
so too does a genome prerequire an organism for its very expression.

However, we need not presume that organisms (and their development)
cannot be explained at all – they cannot be explained atomistically, perhaps,
but they can indeed be explained systemically by appeal to constitutive rela-
tions between components of their composition, structure, and environment.
Yet, depending on our explanatory goals, sometimes focusing on organisms
may not be enough; this is the pragmatic dimension of explanation (Gannett
1999; van der Weele 1999), and so we must accept the need for multiple
units at the core of any adequate synthesis of evolutionary and developmental
biology.

Evolutionary developmental biology has in its best incarnations the virtue
of considering ‘organisms asmore than adults, embryos asmore thanmeans of
making adults, and the phenotype as more than the physical expression of the
genotype’ (Hall 1999: 399).Evo–devowoulddowell,moreover, to underscore
withDST that inheritance does not reduce to genetic transmission – hereditary
potential is emergent, and a function of the developmental manifold, not
merely the genome (Jablonka and Lamb 2002).

Of course, developmental systems theory is itself limited and has much to
learn from evo–devo, as well. For instance, as yet, DST has had too little to say
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about a number of issues well addressed within evolutionary developmental
biology, including the evolution of developmental mechanisms; the nature of
developmental integration and developmental modularity, and their interrela-
tions; the evolution of evolvability; the source ofmacroevolutionary episodes;
the idea that individual ontogenies are the source of potentially evolutionarily
significant variation at the phenotypic level; and the concepts of homology
and homoplasy and their proper roles in developmental and evolutionary bi-
ology. These are serious lacunae in developmental systems theory. Coupled
with the merely promissory verbal models of developmental processes and
their role in evolution (with the possible exception of Wimsatt’s model of
generative entrenchment, and Johnston and Edwards’ model of behavioural
development explored in Chapter 5), developmental systems theorists have
much substantial work left ahead of them. In sum, then, evolutionary devel-
opmental biologists and developmental systems theorists would do well to
interact with each other in establishing a genuinely synthetic biology.

Let me reiterate the overarching theme of this book that no one denies
that complex interactions are at the heart of the analysis of organismal de-
velopment, both ordered and disordered. We can all agree that development
is a matter of contingent interactive processes between multiple components
within hierarchical systems in specific (though variable) contexts, and these
must be investigated in depth if we are ever to provide an adequate account
of ontogeny and of its relation to evolution. The details, then, the minutiae
of what remains to be discovered, are not what’s at issue in the dispute over
the nature of a genuinely synthetic biology. Why, then, have the limitations
of genes-plus accounts of interaction not been more widely recognised and
appreciated? Why do modern consensus metaphors of genetic programs and
primacy persist? Why are organisms still so often portrayed as basically or
ultimately the product of genes?

If not the gory details, what is in dispute is taking seriously – and so putting
into practice – what we all so easily grant in theory. The Devil is not in the
details, but rather in the Gestalt. It’s high time he be exorcised.
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preface

1. The phrase ‘taking development seriously’ is used independently by several authors
whose views are in many ways compatible with my own, for example, as a section
heading by Griffiths and Gray (1994) and by Oyama (2000a: 110), who writes that
‘resolving the nature–nurture dichotomy requires, ironically, taking development
seriously’.

chapter 1

1. For an extended discussion of hedgeless hedging (though not referred to by that
epithet) in the case of genetic research on the aetiology of schizophrenia, see Robert
(2000a).

2. I include ‘predict’, ‘compute’, and ‘construct’, as Rosenberg andWolpert both slide
casually from one to the next.

3. The claim that a given property could not have been explained is stronger than that
it could not have been predicted, inasmuch as we can explain much that we could
not have predicted; see, for instance, Gilbert and Sarkar (2000: 3).

4. In a reviewof loss-of-function experiments involving homeobox genes in themouse
skeleton, Smith and Schneider (1998) are highly critical of a number of studies in
which such an illicit inference is drawn, usually as part of a more general claim of
the evolutionary role of the homeobox genes in producing skeletal novelties. See
also Robert (2001a).

5. This embedded reference is to W. George, Elementary Genetics, 2nd ed. (London:
Macmillan, 1964), p. 46.

6. Emergent properties can be contrasted with resultant properties: if some x has a
property p possessed as well by at least one of the components of x, then p is said to
be resultant; but if x has some property q not to be found amongst the components
of x, then q is said to be an emergent property of x. The property ‘being alive’ is
a resultant property of multicellular organisms, but an emergent property of cells
(Mahner and Bunge 1997: 29). This account of emergence is thus ontological, not
epistemological. Emergence is not illusory – it will not disappear once we under-
stand the relevant processes more completely – but is rather an inescapable feature
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of the world. (Nevertheless, emergence may represent a problem for epistemology
as well, for emergent properties cannot always be explained and predicted from our
knowledge of lower-level systems.) For recent philosophical treatments of emer-
gence, see, for example, Spencer-Smith (1994–1995), Humphries (1996), Wimsatt
(1997; also see his 1986a), and Kim (1999).

7. If the emergentist-materialist ontology underlying biology (and, as a matter of fact,
all the factual sciences) is correct, the bios constitutes a distinct ontic level the
entities in which are characterized by emergent properties. The properties of biotic
systems are then not (ontologically) reducible to the properties of their components,
although we may be able to partially explain and predict them from the properties
of their components . . . The belief that one has reduced a system by exhibiting [for
instance] its composition, which is indeed nothing but physical and chemical, is
insufficient: physics and chemistry do not account for the structure, in particular
the organization, of biosystems and their emergent properties (Mahner and Bunge
1997: 197).

chapter 2

1. As Maienschein (1991b) has shown, the work of Wilhelm His (1834–1901) on
germinal localisation was an important backdrop; also see Moore (1993).

2. ‘For example, in the few cases in frogs in which a whole embryo did result from the
one blastomere, he suggested that there exists a reserve idioplasm (or set of nuclear
materials). This reserve comes into action in the special cases when regeneration
or postgeneration (following injury) occurs’ (Maienschein 1991b: 51).

3. In 1910, J.F. McClendon repeated Roux’s experiments, but, having separated the
blastomeres, he obtained Driesch’s results; see McClendon (1910) and Gilbert
(2000a: 61).

4. Maienschein (1991b: 51), citingHansDriesch, ‘Entwicklungsmechanische Studien
I. Der Werth der beiden ersten Furchungszellen in der Echinodermentwicklung.
Experimentelle Erzeugen von Theil – und Doppelbildung’, Zeitschrift für wis-
senschaftliche Zoologie 53 (1891): 160–178, translated and abridged in B. Willier
and J.M. Oppenheimer (eds.), Foundations of Experimental Embryology (New
York: Hafner Press, 1974), pp. 38–50, at p. 46 of the translation. The full passage,
evincing Driesch’s astonishment, is as follows: ‘I must confess that the idea of a
free-swimming hemisphere or a half gastrula with its archenteron open lengthwise
seemed rather extraordinary. I thought the formations would probably die. Instead,
the next morning I found in their respective dishes typical, actively swimming
blastulae of half size.’

5. I thank Brian Hall for bringing this case to my attention. Hall thinks that the results
are provocative, though he is careful not to read too much into findings regarding
only a single species. See his remarks in Vogel (2000: 2120).

chapter 3

1. Needham (1959: 40) remarks that the antithesis between epigenesis and prefor-
mation is coextensivewith the history of embryology. For the pre-twentieth-century
history of the ‘antithesis’ see, for example, Needham’s seminal work (1959) and
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also Pinto-Correia’s entertaining tale from the perspective of the vanquished – that
is, of the preformationists (1997). As we shall see, preformationists have arisen
anew in modern garb, and with a host of new problems in addition to some of the
old ones.

2. This position may be rendered more or less palatable by specifying what are to
count as constituents; but my concern in what follows depends less on the content
and more on the form of Monod’s claim.

3. A pre-DNA-era perspective is that of E.B. Wilson, writing in 1925: ‘In respect to
a great number of characters, heredity is effected by the transmission of a nuclear
preformation which in the course of development finds expression in a process
of cytoplasmic epigenesis’ (Wilson 1925: 1112; emphasis in the original). Note,
however, that Mayr would appear to be making a still stronger point, namely that
epigenesis is directed by the ‘nuclear preformation’.

4. For a sample of the ‘premodern consensus’, as it were – apparent in the writings of
C.O.Whitman, for instance – seeWhitman (1894); for discussion, seeMaienschein
(1986), but beware of some uncharacteristic anachronisms in her presentation of
his views. One example is this: Whitman asks ‘how far is post-formation to be
explained as the result of preformation, and how far as the result of external in-
fluences?’ (Whitman 1894: 221) – a question that Maienschein renders as ‘How
much depends on the developmental response to external conditions rather than on
programmed internal unfolding?’ (Maienschein 1986: 91; my emphasis). It must
surely be recognised thatWhitman in his lecture during the summer of 1894 had no
concept of an ontogenetic programme, for the use of computer language in biology
is of much more recent origin. In placing words in Whitman’s mouth, Maien-
schein evidences the propriety of Keller’s argument that with the rise of processor-
mediated language, computer-age concepts dominate our biological imagination
(Keller 1995: 118) – even facilitating the misrepresentation of historical positions.

5. Of course, DNA, as an inert molecule, cannot replicate itself but must rather be
replicated in the process of ontogeny.

6. In this passage, I have deleted references to Levins and Lewontin (1985) and
Nijhout (1990) at the end of the first sentence, and to Lewin (1997) after the
word ‘translation’ in the second sentence. As will become evident in later chapters,
I would expand consideration beyond the space between DNA and the phenotype,
focusing instead on that between the egg and the mature organism.

7. Another possible epithet is constructive development, but the word ‘constructive’,
even when intended literally – and not in the sense implied by social construction-
ists (whatever that may be: see, e.g., Hacking 1999) – nonetheless raises hackles.
Of course, so toomight theword ‘creative’, especially in the light of Bergson’s ‘cre-
ative evolution’ – but I am more comfortable with the latter association than with
the former. Gilbert Gottlieb has elaborated a position he calls ‘probabilistic epi-
genesis’ (reviewed in Gottlieb 1998, for instance), which bears some affinity with
my own view; Bidell and Fischer (1997) rename Gottlieb’s position ‘constructive
epigenesis’ – a further reason to offer a distinct euphemism for my distinct view.

8. The concept of the ‘integron’ is borrowed from François Jacob: ‘At each level,
units of relatively well-defined size and almost identical structure associate to form
a unit of the level above. Each of these units formed by the integration of sub-units
may be given the general name ‘integron’. An integron is formed by assembling
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integrons of the level below it; it takes part in the construction of the level above’
(Jacob 1973, as cited by Mayr 1997: 19).

9. This latter claim is particularly surprising in that Maynard Smith himself modelled
how non-genetic information could be inherited (so-called epigenetic inheritance)
in his earlier work (1990).

10. Mahner and Bunge (1997: 281) suggest, somewhat rashly, perhaps, that ‘informa-
tion’ has by now become an ‘all-purpose term’ in biology. ‘It sounds very scientific,
and seemingly indicates some deep insight, but it is often nothing but a disguise
of ignorance, inviting people to proceed according to the rule “If you don’t know
what it is, call it information”.’

11. The discussion here roughly follows that in Robert (2000d) and Robert (2001a).
12. Hence the euphemism ‘developmental contructionism’, another name for the devel-

opmental systems perspective. Compare Burian (1997: 259–260):

It is clear that many incredibly intricate multi-level domains, mechanisms,
processes, structures, and so on enter into development. Furthermore, many
of these are formed (pardon the pun) ‘on the fly’ – that is, they are not
laid out in advance but arise in interactions between genes and proteins
that come to form a rapidly-shifting tartan of boundaries between domains
and define something like morphological fields in the midst of ongoing
processes of cell-type specification, tissue formation, organogenesis, etc.
At any stage of development some of the relevant modules that enter into
normal development preexist, others are formed in the course of events, and
others will or will not be formed according to the status and condition of
interacting units and modules at key moments in the processes in question.

13. The notion of a genetic blueprint fares no better; see Mahner and Bunge (1997:
283), and particularly Oyama (1985) and Neumann-Held (1999).

14. The embedded quotations are from Mayr (1982); the same claims are reiterated in
Mayr (1997).

chapter 4

1. Cited in Gilbert (1988: 317, personal communication fromBerrill to Gilbert, 1985).
2. Cited by Sander (1986: 368, translated by Sander from Hans Spemann,

‘Vererbung und Entwicklungsmechanik’, Zeitschrift fur induktive Abstammungs
und Vererbungslehre 33 [1924]: 272–294, at p. 293).

3. Waddington was convinced that a complete account of ontogeny would include
reference to genes, but only in the context of the developing embryo; the account
would therefore emanate from a genetically informed embryology and not from
genetics proper. For discussion, see, for example, Gilbert (1991a). Goodwin is a
proponent of developmental structuralism, within which genes are largely irrele-
vant. Hull (1998) is an accessible review essay of Goodwin and Webster’s Form
and Transformation (Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press, 1996). For a critique
of developmental structuralism, see Smith (1993) and Mahner and Bunge (1997).
Oyama (1985) is the locus classicus of developmental systems theory. Rose (1997)
is a wholesale rejection of gene centrism.
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4. The following four paragraphs are adapted from Robert (2000a: 198–199).
5. On epigenetics in its various formulations, see the collection edited by Russo et al.

(1996) on epigenetic mechanisms of gene regulation, including the overview by
Riggs and Porter (1996); also see Holliday’s (1994) introduction to a special issue
of Developmental Genetics (vol. 15, no. 6) devoted to epigenetics; Henikoff and
Matzke’s (1997) introduction to a special issue of Trends in Genetics (vol. 13, no. 8)
on epigenetic effects; and Lewin’s (1998) introduction to a special issue of Cell
(vol. 93, no. 3) devoted to dispelling the ‘mystique’ of epigenetics. Also see
Jablonka and Lamb’s controversial book (Jablonka and Lamb 1995) on epige-
netic inheritance, and especially the twin reviews by Griesemer (1998) and Keller
(1998) in Biology and Philosophy, as well as the many reviews of their target ar-
ticle (Jablonka and Lamb 1998) in the Journal of Evolutionary Biology for 1998
(vol. 11, no. 2); both sets of commentaries include a response by the authors.

6. At the end of the first sentence quoted, Henikoff and Matzke refer to Holliday
(1987).

7. Wolffe attributes this thesis to S.-Y. Lin and A.D. Riggs, ‘The General Affinity of
lacRepressor for E. coliDNA: Implication for Gene Regulation in Procaryotes and
Eucaryotes’, Cell 4 (1975): 107–111. Thus does Wolffe conclude that ‘chromatin,
chromosomes and nuclear structure itself are now known to be compartmentalized
with respect to function’ (1998: 2).

8. Keller cites Michael J. Apter, Cybernetics and Development (Oxford: Pergamon
Press, 1966). It is noteworthy that Apter co-authored a 1965 paper with Lewis
Wolpert (Apter and Wolpert 1965), in which they argued that developmental in-
structions are not localised at particular sites within the organism but rather that
the system develops as a dynamic, integrated whole. Clearly this was written some
time before Wolpert was converted to the “genetic programme” paradigm (which
had occurred, according to Keller, by 1975). As will become subsequently evident,
I am much more sympathetic toward this early view than toward Wolpert’s later
views (as in his 1991, 1994, and 1995).

9. It is rare to find mention of Russell in the biological or philosophical literature
outside of discussions of comparative morphology, where his Form and Func-
tion (Russell 1916) is justly regarded as a classic. I am aware of only two mod-
ern treatments of Russell’s Interpretation (1930) in particular: Nagel (1961) and
Roll-Hansen (1984) – both of which are harshly (and, to my mind, uncharitably)
critical.

10. For an extended critique of the ghost in the machine, see Oyama (1985).
11. For Rose, a ‘lifeline’ is an organism’s ‘unique trajectory through time and space’

(1997: 98); also see Robert (2000d).
12. In this, I am following Neumann-Held (1999: 125) (also see Figure 6):

The analysis of the molecular mechanisms of polypeptide expression shows
quite clearly that there is no fundamental way by which the classical-
molecular gene concept could be applied to DNA segments. One focuses
at the same bit of DNA, and different structures and functions appear. One
focuses on different levels of the expression process (DNA, primary mRNA,
mature mRNA, edited mRNA, polypeptide), and again different structures
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and functions appear. Introns can become exons, which can become pro-
moters, and so on. Regarding the aspect of function, there is no general rule
that a particular sequence codes for only one polypeptide. Also, in prin-
ciple, no discrete material unit segment on the DNA can be identified as
coding for (only) one polypeptide – at least not in the sense of the classical-
molecular gene concept. Therefore, this gene concept is no longer useful; it is
‘dead’.

13. Neumann-Held’s ‘developmental process gene’ concept both defines genes as pro-
cesses (which I do not) and also stops at the polypeptide chain; in extending the
notion beyond the polypeptide chain, I am adopting the critique of Robert Perlman
(personal communication, July 1999) that polypeptide chains do not actually exist
but are merely convenient (and sometimes inconvenient) fictions.

14. I submit that this account of constitutive epigenetics is congruent with Newman
and Müller’s equally idiosyncratic ‘pre-Mendelian’ (or pre-genetic) interpretation
of ‘epigenetic mechanisms’, introduced in Chapter 2.

15. The term ‘mRNA’ refers tomessenger ribonucleic acid,which carries ‘information’
to ribosomes during transcription.

chapter 5

1. For Keller’s reasons for wishing to preserve the computer metaphor, see Keller
(1999).

2. I owe the word and concept to Rose (1997: 18), who in turn owes them to Humberto
Maturana.

3. Gillian Gass has observed (personal communication, July 2001) that these are both
actually forms of inertia disturbed, respectively, by ‘pushing’ and by ‘pulling’.

4. Though an exploration of the units of selection controversy is beyond the scope
of this book, it is worth noting briefly that the perspective of genic selectionism
is transformed in being forced to take niche construction into account. For now,
from the point of viewof genic selectionism, the constructive activities of organisms
which translate into alterations in the sources of selection may eventually feed back
into selection for the genes putatively responsible for particular niche-constructing
traits (Odling-Smee et al. 1996: 643, 645–646).

5. The next three paragraphs closely follow Robert (2003).

chapter 6

1. This chapter draws heavily on Robert (2002).
2. Sarkar (1998; Gilbert and Sarkar 2000) makes a helpful distinction between two

kinds of reductionism – genetic reductionism and physical reductionism. Physi-
cal reductionism sees physics as the most basic of the sciences and holds that all
scientific explanationsmay (and should) eventually be recast in the terms of physics;
genetic reductionism holds that ‘genes can explain all phenotypic features of an
organism’ (Sarkar 1998: 174). These types of reductionism are not coextensive,
though both champions and critics of reductionism tend to conflate these two va-
rieties; but whereas physical reductionism is a thesis about relations between the
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sciences, genetic reductionism is a thesis about the role of genes in organismal
development. Both varieties of reductionism may be problematic, though for dif-
ferent reasons.

3. Both quotations are from Balfour and cited in Hall (2000b): the first, cited at
p. 721, is from F.M. Balfour, ‘A Preliminary Account of the Development of the
Elasmobranch Fishes’, Quarterly Journal of the Microscopic Sciences 4 (1874):
323–364, at p. 343; the second, cited at p. 722, is from F.M. Balfour, A Treatise
on Comparative Embryology, 2 volumes (London: Macmillan & Co., 1880–1881),
vol. 2, at p. 381.

4. For more on these problems of nomenclature, see Sarkar and Robert (2003), Gilbert
(2003), and Love (2003).

5. Core topics of study in evo–devo not explicitly discussed here include the follow-
ing: cell determination and differentiation; cell lineages; embryonic inductions;
segmentation and compartmentalisation; heterochrony; homology and homoplasy;
larval evolution (life cycle stages sometimes evolve independently); life history
strategies; and inferences about the fossil record. For an overview, see Hall (1999).
Hall and Olson (2003) is an encyclopaedia of keywords and concepts in evo–devo
addressing these and other elements of the field.

6. Note that a complete catalogue of changes in ontogenetic pathways, adult pheno-
type, and gene frequency in a population is practically impossible for most lineages
(possibly excepting fruit flies, bacteria, and viruses). The goal of a response to the
charge of incompleteness then must not be (in the case of most lineages) complete-
ness as such, but rather non-arbitrary representativeness; that is, proffering a repre-
sentative catalogue of evolutionarily significant changes at multiple levels should
be considered an appropriate, tractable response to the charge of incompleteness.
Amundson (2001) offers a helpful critical analysis of the charge of completeness.

7. I borrow this example fromWagner (2000: 96–97), who discusses the work of Keys
et al. (1999; see also Brakefield et al. 1996; Nijhout 1996; Brakefield and French
1999; and Brakefield 2001).

8. Experimental work on the causal role of the CR in the placement of the ribs was
conducted by Burke (1989, 1991) – who also coined the term ‘carapacial ridge’.

9. Note that palaeontologists have known this all along, in that palaeontologists have
historically ‘seen’ only the phenotype. This helps to explain why the theory of
punctuated equilibrium originated within palaeontology and not elsewhere. Thanks
to Wendy Olson for this observation.

10. Sterelny has suggested (K. Sterelny, personal communication,May 2001) that Neo-
Darwinians explore numerous non-externalist (though not obviously internalist)
aspects of evolution, such as sexual selection and frequency-dependent selection.
Pigliucci and Schlichting (1997: 147, 151) argue that quantitative geneticists’ as-
sumption of a constant fitness landscape ignores frequency-dependent selection. At
any rate, the existence of such putative exceptions as Sterelny identifiesmakes Neo-
Darwinism not exclusively externalist, though it may still be excessively externalist,
in which case Arthur’s complaint holds.

11. Here I draw on David Ingram’s (2000: 86) discussion of cultural identity.
12. Resources for further consideration of the nature of disciplinary integration and

synthesis can be found in Darden and Maull (1975), Bechtel (1986, 1993), and
Robert (in preparation b).
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chapter 7

1. A fourth position, one I neglect here, is what is known as ‘developmental struc-
turalism’, but see Smith (1993) and van der Weele (1999) for critical assessments
of this position.

2. Both Szathmáry (1999) and Arthur (2000: 55) underscore that evidence in support
of such a scenario just does not exist.

3. Another of Budd’s examples is that of bithoracic flies (1999: 327), that is, flies
with an extra pair of homeotically induced wings, who are nonetheless incapable
of flying, and this for two reasons: the musculature of the fly is not accordingly
altered homeotically to accommodate the extra wings and, more basically, the body
plan of the fly is not aerodynamically suited to two pair of wings but only to the
usual single pair. For further discussion, see Robert (2001a). See also Figure 3 in
Chapter 2.

4. Perhaps Schwartz is an easy target, though; his expertise is in paleoanthropology,
not developmental or evolutionary biology. However, then we need only recall
the views explored in Chapters 3 and 4 to see that the modern consensus strikes
a number of biologists as a perfectly adequate account of development, and so
could serve to reconcile developmental and evolutionary biology under the aegis
of genetics.

5. Hall therefore disagrees with those, such as Jablonka and Lamb (1995, 1998),
who hold maternal cytoplasmic control to be an instance of epigenetic inheritance
separate from genetic inheritance.

6. The developmental systems perspective is more often referred to as developmental
systems theory, or DST. ‘Theory’, of course, is a term of art in the philosophy of
science; because those who advocate a developmental systems perspective have
generated no theory in the hypothetico-deductive sense of that term and have pro-
vided only verbal models in themodel-theoretic sense of theory, finicky critics have
suggested to me that ‘perspective’ may be more appropriate than ‘theory’. (Note
that this is not to prejudge the possible eventual elaboration of a developmental
systems theory proper.) However, because developmental systems theory (and its
acronym – DST) are in such widespread use, I shall use both epithets in what
follows.

7. See, for example, Lehrman (1970). References to those whose work inspired the
developmental systems perspective may be found in Johnston (1987), Gottlieb
(1992, 1997), Oyama (1985, 2000a, 2000b), and Oyama et al. (2001).

8. See, for instance, work by Gottlieb (1992, 1995, 1997, 1998), Gray (1992, 2001),
Griffiths and Gray (1994, 1997, 2001), and Oyama (1985, 2000a, 2000b). Also see
Robert (2003).

9. In that article, Sterelny does not survey DST as a real live option; however, see
Sterelny (2001), Sterelny and Griffiths (1999), and Sterelny et al. (1996) for more
sustained coverage of the developmental systems perspective.

10. These include Sterelny et al. (1996), Schaffner (1998), and Godfrey-Smith (2000).
11. Wimsatt (2001: 229) cheekily proclaims that ‘those who say that they don’t need

DST do not realize how much they have filched from it already or from common
knowledge of developmental processes’.
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12. Griffiths and Gray (1994) urge, in contrast, that developmental processes, not de-
velopmental systems, are central and foundational. Note that Gilbert and Bolker
(2001), in their discussion of modularity and homology, underscore a similar need
to focus on processes and changes in lieu of (strictly) structures.

13. Oyama et al. (2001) have no discrete section on the expanded set of interactants in
development, though their discussion of the other theses leaves no doubt that they
subscribe to this thesis as well.

14. Oyama et al. (2001: 3–4) use this same terminology.
15. Oyama, Griffiths, and Gray (2001) do not have a separate account of evolutionary

developmental systems, though aspects of this thesis are discussed throughout their
introductory essay.

16. For recent remarks on the developmental manifold, a term introduced almost thirty
years ago by Gilbert Gottlieb, see Gottlieb (2002).

17. Griffiths and Neumann-Held (1999) distinguish between molecular and evolution-
ary gene concepts; for them, the evolutionary role that a so-called evolutionary
gene must fill is that of ‘heritable difference maker’ (p. 661), and there is no reason
that this role must, or should, be filled by a stretch of DNA.

18. Schaffner’s surprise at this discovery is not unlike that of Scriver andWaters (1999)
in uncovering the complexities of the causal pathways from gene to phene in the
single-gene disorder phenylketonuria (PKU).

19. I thank Gillian Gass for gently nudging me toward these conclusions.
20. A ‘generator’ is an element with a relatively larger degree of GE (Wimsatt 2001:

221).
21. Here the affinity between GE and Von Baer’s laws (briefly discussed in Chapter 6)

becomes apparent: early embryonic structures, provided they are generatively en-
trenched, are far more difficult to change – they are evolutionarily and develop-
mentally frozen – than later structures (even though not all early structures are
generatively entrenched, and not all late structures are not).

22. ‘Quasi-independence’ is Lewontin’s (1978) term for epigenetic pathways which
interact only weakly with other such pathways between genes and characters.

23. ‘Continuity’ is Lewontin’s (1978) term for the requirement that slight changes
in a character lead to equally slight changes in the organism’s relations with its
environment – and thus to only small changes in reproductive fitness.

24. The discussion is actually of ‘pleiotropic entrenchment’, a special case of GE. The
specific relationship between pleiotropic entrenchment and GE is irrelevant for our
purposes here.
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